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The pre-prilnary year of schooling, the first year of formal 
education for many children in Westem Australia, has the 
potential to capitalize upcn young children's rhythmic and 
aud.ito:ty respcnsiveness and can provide a solid fotmdation upon 
which further musical understandings may be built. 1 Music 
educators such as Kcdaly and Orff have stressed the advantages 
of children's early exposure to music. (Lawrenoo, 1978, p. 108; 
Leak, 1985/86, p. 8). 
The Western AUstralian music syllabus "Music in Schools 
K-311 (1980, p. 3) highlights the significanCE. of music educaticn 
in early childhood and wams that "to neglect music at this 
tine may limit our children's ability to express themselves 
musically in later years. 11 Thus it would appear advantageous 
for children to begin music educaticn in their earliest years. 
This study investigated the distribution and quality 
of resour09:s and facilities for music educatioo. in pre-primacy 
schools fn:m the perspectives of the surveyed pre-primary 
teachers. Infor:mation gathered fran the teachers intervi~d 
could be valuable for educational planners in better resourcing 
current and projected pre-primary schools. 
'!he persc::rmel responsible for music education in the pre-
1 In western Australia, children attend pre-primary school in 
the year they tum five. Enrollrent is cpticnal at present. 
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primary schools were examined. Explanations we:re sought 
regarding the c::peration of music specialist services in the 
respective pre-pr:imai.y schools. The arrount of tine allocated 
for music educaticn and factors which limited children's access 
to music instruction were explored. 
McMahen (1986a, p. 45) canrents en the need for professionally 
trained personnel with knowledge of child developrent to initiate 
prograrmes in music for children. This study examines the 
musical backgrounds and professional preparation of pre-pr.imacy 
teachers intervi~d for the purposes of this project. 
Data for this study was oollect.ed using interviews with 
pre-primary teachers and those music specialists who operated in 
the pre-pr:imai.y schools of 21 randcmly selected govemrrent pr:imai.y 
schools fran five of the 14 educational regicns in the Western 
Australian, Perth rretropolitan area. Grouping procedures and 
frequency oomts facilitated further analysis. 
Yotmg children can benefit fran fulfilling musical experiences. 
1hey will have such experiences if capable teachers using quality 
musical equiprrent and facilities are available for children in pre-
pr:imai.y schools. 
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'lhe Treasure 
A lonely life 'twould be without rrusic. 
No gay sa.md, no tranquil rrelody 1 
No spirited carols bringin;r Olristnas joy, 
No soothin::J lullaby for a srrall 1 wee babe, 
No haunting richness of a tenor's strang voice. 
A life without such treasures -
A lonely life 'n.ould be. 
W:lat of the rrusic of the light-hearted, gentle finches, 
'lhe welcare ringing of church bells echoing across a valley, 
'llte wind's soft, child-like voice as it dances arrong l:owing 
daisies and comsticks, 
'!he steady beatirq of rain on the leaves of staid, proud trees, 
or the pounding trerror of wild horses as they flee fran the 
inescapable, deafenirq thunder? 
Mlat of a life without their music? 
But a lonely life 'twould be. 
For all has been given from the Lord above, 
'Ib cheer a cheerless heart, 
'Ib canfort the snall child 1 
'Ib stir the ever-spirited soul, 
To unite the hurran beirq. 
Withcut these to be cherished and appreciated by all, fran 
the youngest child to the wisest elder .•• 
Ah, but a lonely life 't\o.Ould be. 
By Anna-'lherese Kania 
® July 1990 
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CHAPJ'ER I 
'Ihesis Title: 
Teacher Backgrounds, Resources, Facilities, Personnel and 
Tilre Allocation: A Survey of Music Education in Metropolitan 
Pre-PrinaJ:y Schools. 
'!he teachirg of music in pre-primary schools can be 
restricted if the quality and quantity of resources and the 
number of staff capable of instructing the subject are limited. 
An examination of the personnel and resources for nusic education 
in the pre-primary schools could provide valuable information of 
the nusical backgrounds of those responsible for rrusic instruction 
and the availability of such resources. 
'lhe inportance of nrusic in the education of young chilt:ren 
should be realized by all who contribute to the education of 
children. Music educators have attempted to spread the message, 
one such educator claiming that 11without nrusic, man is incanplete" 
(cited in callaway, 1976, p. 65). SUch words quoted by Perron, 
nay be a strong staterrent, but it is a staterrent by a nan who has 
influenced nusic teaching rrethodology in many schools w:Jrld-wide. 
Zoltan Kodaly' s words echo the intentions of other major nusic 
theorists such as Or££, Jacques-oalcroze and SUzuki whose "--rk in 
the field of nusic education have contributed to bringing nusic 
into t:b;! reach of increased nurrbers of young children. 
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HCMever, although the rrethodologies of those praninent 
educators have been utilized and adapted by school music teachers 
to form the basis for workable music curriculum docurrents, it is 
unfortl.mate that rrusic educaticn may not be receivfug the status 
that Kodaly and Orff strove so enthusiastically to achieve. 
During the 1960's English music educators noted the "lack of 
'system' evident in the nru.sic scene of primary schools" and the 
way in which "music is much neglected in many primary classes" 
(Addison, 1976, p. 37; Larrbert, 1976, p. 41). In 1981, educators 
in England cx:ntinued to br.ing to attention the fact that music was 
ccnsidered an area of lCM priority. (Pearo=y, 1981, p. 9). 
'lhe Australian Situation 
Bartle (reviewed by Neal, 1968, p. 67) alerted teachers to 
the state of music educaticn in Australian primary schools in the 
late 1960's. His findings revealed that "A few shining exarrples 
apart, the picture presented is sony and depressing." 
In 1985, attempts to highlight the opportunity for musical 
participation for young children ""re still occurring. Vickery 
(1985, p. 29) engaged in active praroticn, endeavouring to rally 
the support of westem Australian Principals in "enoouraging and 
facilitating the develq::rrent of a strcng prograrme in the arts." 
Buxton (1981, p. 73) stated that the Australian Society of Music 
Educatioo. (l\SME) Coo.ferenoo (Tasranian Chapter) "reaffirrred the 
belief that IlUlSic should be given greater enphasis in the early 
3 
years.n 
'lhe pre-primary year of schooling is of great inportance in 
the early acquisition of ba.sic :fundamental ItUsical learni.rqs. 
Distribution and cpality of nusic educators and the availability 
of resources are najor factors determining the extent to \\hich 
yrur:g children receive nusic tuition in their first schooling 
experiences. 
It wo.lld therefore seem that if inadequacies exist in 
staffing and resarrces, youn:;y children 1 s exposure to nusic is 
severely limited. 'Ihis suggests a need to investigate the 
provisions nade for nusic education in the pre-pr.iJnary year of 
schooling. 'Ihe extent to Wich such resoorces are provided give 
sare irrlication o::mcerni.NJ potential adlieve.nent of the nusical 
goa.ls advocated by those leading rrusic educators already 
rrentioned o 
Cbjectives: 
An investigation of staffing arrl facilities available to 
children in the pre-pr:inary year of schooling may be justified o 
'!he inp:Jrtance of mJ.Sic education ]n the early years of a child 1 s 
life shall be discussed in the literature section. 'Ihe need for 
adequate nusic facilities, resrurces and ti.me allocation shall be 
rrentionedo 
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This study investigated: 
A. Teacher Back']r0U11ds/Preparation 
• ~ IIUlSical backgrounds/preparaticn of pre-primary 
teachers. 
B. Resources and Facilities 
* Availability of instnments in pre-primacy schools. 
* Inst.ninent usage .in pre-prirnaJ:y schex>ls. 
• Adequacy and o:mditicn of instruments and equipnent 
fran tbe perspectives of pre-prima.ty teachers. 
* Adequacy of room spare. 
C. Personnel 
* 'lhe persamel responsible for music education in pre-
prirnary schools. 
D. Tine Allocaticn 
* Ti.rre allocation for music education in pre-primary 
schools. 
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CIII\P'IER II 
REVIEW CF LIWRA'l.URE 
Significance of Early Childhood Music Education 
The child's first years of schooling have been recognized 
by early childh.cx:d music educators as the rrost appropriate tirre 
to nurture in the child a nrusical ccnsciousness which can assist 
in laying a solid foundatioo for the develqxnent of futw:e rusical 
leaming. The ~stem Australian music syllabus "Music in Schools 
K-3" (1980, p. 3) nenticns tl'e importance of music education for 
young children. It asserts that: 
The early childhcx:xi years are critical ones in the 
develOJitfellt of rertam I!DJSical skills. To beglect 
music at this ti.ne may limit our children's ability 
to express themselves IlUISically in later years. 
Harris (1977, p. 5036) explores the benefits of I!DJSical 
auditocy training of young children. She ccmrents that 11younger 
children are rrore respcnsive than older subjects. 11 Forrai (cited 
in McMahen, 1986b, p. 162) put forth an argunent stating that the 
"clevel.o[lrent of the sense of rhythm can be facilitated by regular 
stimuli of sing.ing in the first few years of life." 
McMahm (19B6a, p. 45) ccmrents on the benefits of music 
instruction for the young child. '!he advantages cited include: 
discrimination of rrusical differences: develcprent of expressive 
qualities; ing;>rovisation skills; improved co-ordinaticn; enjoyrrent 
and o:mmmicatioo effectiveness. Jalcngo and COllins 
(1985, p. 18) e!ll?hasize that "children fran infancy through age 
6 
five reach many milestooes in their musical develcprent. n 
Kodaly was also aware of the significance of musical exp:>sure 
in the early fonna.tive years and consequently stressed that music 
educatiro nnlSt start as scxm as possible. (LaWrenoo, 1978, p. lOB; 
leak, 1985/86, p. 11). His view was echoed by those at an ASME 
cc:nference (Tasmanian Chapter} who listed recamendaticns for music 
education in Australian schools which included the statenent that 
11rrru.sic witlrin the Arts be given special priority for young children 
in all educational systems" (Buxtm, 1981, p. 173) • The report 
further enphasized the need for greater awareness of the inportanoe 
of music in the core curriculum. An IDvestigation into the extent 
to which rnusic education in pre-primary schools is undertaken might 
indicate the degree to which such a goal has been achieved in 1990 
in Perth pre-pr:ilrary schools. 
The early years of a child's life are again noted to be of 
significance in music education through the words of Hoennann 
(1981, p. 7) , who asserts 11 it is necessary for our teachers to 
build the musical foundations in the first year of formal 
schooling, knCMIJ. as kindergarten." The pre-primary, usually the 
first year of formal schooling for many children in Westem 
AUstralia, may then be a:nsiclered valuable in providing many 
regular opportunities for music to be experienced, thereby 
afforcling as Heermann states (1979, p. 1) "a basis for the 
educated life and mind ••• enriching the quality of life." 
other sooroes were utilized by the writer to acquire 
additional research infonnaticn for the review of literature. 
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Letters were mailed to Canada, the united Kingdan and the 
Australian states of Queensland and New SOuth Wales. Unfortunately, 
responses to the writer's requests were poor. Indeed the only 
person who replied arrl therefore assisted the research was Ms 
Olive Md-tahon of Queenslarrl. In addition to extemal sources 
being tried, the ERIC (l)-RG! proved an ideal neans of oollating 
infonnation for the purposes of this project. 
Teacher Backgrounds/Preparation 
McMahon (1986a, p. 45) suggests that "ee1rly music education 
should be based on a sound knowledge of child developrent. 11 'lhe 
teacher education qualifications held by teachers operating in 
pre-primary schools included in this study shall be presented and 
discussed in addition to the musical backgrounds of pre-primary 
teachers. 
Hoennann (1988, p. 7) refers to "the fact that many of than 
[pre-primary teachers] lack nrusical skills. 11 Although her discussion 
does not specifically o:mnent on the IYU.lsical knowledge of early 
childhood teachers, her statement may have implications for the 
ba.ckgrouriis of pre-primary teachers. Constable (cited in Bourne, 
1988, p. 87) stresses that there exists "a lack of proper music 
teaching in our infants' and prinary schools" and that a "national 
awareness and urgency of action is inperative'' (Snart, cited in 
Bourne, p. 63). 
In a short discussion with Mr Clive Nicholls (then a Ministry 
Education Officer, 6th April, 1990), he .indicated that there 
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appeared to be little doculrentaticn available acnaeming the 
backgrounds of teaching staff in p:re-primaJ:y schools. ~s project 
has ga~red info:rmatim en the musical training of pre-primary 
teachers - private instrunental/vocal studies and the musical 
knowledge gained during their illlclergraduate studies. The 
adequacies of their studies were also examined. In addition, 
reasoos cmtributing to possible inadequacies have been further 
investigated. 
Ba1harn (cited in Bourne, 1988, p. 63) outlined the 
11 inadequacy of Imlsic in early childhcxxl and primary teacher 
educaticn." undergraduate oourses which do not provide 
pre-service teachers with essential skills to enable them to 
knowledgeably engage children in :regular and sequential I!Ulsical 
experienres, and which also provide inadequate tine in the 
three year course to allCM such aims to be realized, serve to 
disadvantage yolllg children in schools. As Bridges (1980, p. 34) 
highlights: 
HON is it possible to prepare teachers adequately 
for this task (teaching music) when so little tine 
can be allotted to music in the total pre-service 
teacher educaticn prograrnres? 
Gill (1985, p. 24) outlines a potential solutioo for 
pera:ived tertiary music education inadequacies when he CCIIIlEilts 
that "m:>re tiire needs to be spent in train:ing instituticns cn 
IrnJSic itself." If teachers a:re able to participate in music 
educaticn sbldi.es at the early chilclhood level which give them 
the tine to develq> a IIUlsical backgrollld which can provide them 
with the expertise cnto which acnfident IIUlSical interacticns 
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with yamg children can be built, then the concern for the lack of 
llUlSical trainirg and skill developnent of teacher graduates wculd 
perllaps not be as grave as recent literature slxMs. As Harle's 
paper (1990, p. 26) reports: 
Many people involved in the train.i..rg" of teachers to 
work with nusic in the early childhcxx1 field are 
faced with a situation which is far fran ideal. 
Often they are allocated only tni.nimll hoors to work 
with the teacher ••• often the students have little 
confidence or expertise in nusic. 
'!he fact that in early childhood education "it is the 
classrcx::m teacher who ITUlSt take the day to day resp:msibili ty 
for nusic" indicates that the teachers being prepared need to 
acquire sp;cial skills for the beneficial inplenentation of 
rru.sic prograrmes for their yoong children. (Bridges, 1980, 
p. 34). lhe nusica1 qualifications/backgrounds of the surveyed 
teachers and their corresponding perceptions of the adequacy of 
nusic education units taken as part of their undergraduate 
courses shall be covered in this section. Additional information 
concerning the nusical backgrounds of teachers which highlights 
their instn.mtental studies, vocal training and utilization of 
instrurrents for rrusic instruction also shall be discussed. 
Resources and Facilities 
Bartle in 1968 provides an account of nru.sic education .in 
Australian scb:lols. He carrtents on re5a.lrces and facilities 
afforded to students. Neal (1968, p. 67) in his review of the 
J:xx:Jk, provides an illustration and states that there exists: 
11insufficient teachers, inadequate equipnent and conclitions. 11 
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MCMahon {1986a, p. 43} discusses resources for music and early 
education. She rarerks that "the schools themselves have been 
criticized for their limited resources - teaching facilities, 
music arrl instnm:mts. 11 '!he situation could have implications 
for pre-pr~ schools in which p~is~n of adequate resources 
oould be questionable. 
The distribution and quality of facilities are factors 
influencing the nature of musical experiences of students. If 
resourCEs are limited, then the desired developnent in children 
of musical concepts could be limited. An investigation of 
existing facilities in the selected pre-primary schools could 
provide infonnation for planners in l:etter equipping current arrl 
planned pre-prjmary schools. Miller (1974, p. 2) notes that: 
Guidance in music activities rests prllnarily with the 
regular teacher who frequently fX>Ssesses a natural love 
for the art, but often lacks formal training. Knowing 
and having access to quality equipnent and materials 
however, can arreliorate this deficiency to a 
significant extent. 
5ane music educators in England cx:mrented UI;XJU the limited 
resources for music whereby "primary schools are having to share 
out an inadequate supply between all their classes •.• crying out 
for a few tuned instrurents" (Addison, 1976, p. 39). Cuts of 
financial resources for music was also mentioned. (Pearcey, 
1981, p. 9). An l\lrerican study by De Laine (1987, p. 28) into 
the status of Irn.lSic education in the public schools of Maryland 
in 1983-84 ooncluded that ''Music and equiprent varied in 
availability and adequacy ... additional furxling was needed for 
prograrme effectiveness. •• It is to be hoped that the situation 
ll 
in Perth pre-primal:y schools will be an :inprovenent on the state 
of music educatioo in those oountries. 
Music education has the p::ltential to foster social inter-
acticn, i.nprovisatozy music-making, creative production, 
p:rClblern-solving abilities, eJqJloraticn and physical ro-ordinaticn. 
(Burkart, 1980, p. 26) • 1he degree to which a child may reach 
such goals could be restricted if equifXJElt offering stimulating 
opportunities for disoovery, group and individual tasks, 
instrt.lnental llrprovisations, skill developren.t, accarplishnent 
and musical interest, are nan-existent or severely lacking in 
quantity and quality. 
Resources such as a selecticn of Orff-type instl:Uirents are 
inportant in the pre-primary school as a rreans of enoouraging 
f:ree and creative expression and instrurrental inprovisatioo by 
young children. such instrurrents are of particular relevance to 
children in their early years. Through the use of the 
inst:nments, children are enoouraged to "explore sotmds, invent 
rhythmic or rrelodic fragrren.ts, use them to create accarpani.nent 
figures ••• to learn to play fn::m rrenmy" (Cante, 1982, p. 36). 
Such resources, syllabi rraterial.s, listening materials, adequate 
space for inplerrentation of music lessens, electrcni.c equipnent, 
music oomers, reference .bc:xJks and visual materials are all 
resources which can assist in catering for the needs of music 
eduoatian in the pre-primary and primary school years. 
Ban (1981, p. 62) describes the hierachioal progression of 
introducing lllllSioal instrtnrents to children as they mature in 
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their nusical understan:ii.n:]s. She states that: 
Instruments are used from the earliest stages by all 
teachers who adhere to the Kodaly principles. Children 
learn to handle a variety of sinple rhytbrn instruments, 
graduate to Ill:lody rnakin:J percussion and later learn to 
play s:inple »:Jadwind instrurrents which lead to the 
study of rrore carplex inst:rl.malts. 
For children to successfully participate in such advancenents, 
they IYUJ.st first receive opportunities to partake in auditory 
discrimination experiences and be allowed to explore instr'um:mts 
and the sounds they produce. (M::Mahon, 1986a, p. 45). 1his again 
highlights the importance of satisfactory provision of nusic 
resources in the early stages of a child's schooli.n:] - that stage 
being of course the pre-primary year. 
Salarran (1982, p. 125) refers to the skill of irrprovisation 
as being "the nost impJrtant element in rrusic education ••. 
undalbtedly trains tl-J.e ear to listen with discrimination." 
Durin::J infonnal interactions incoqx:>rati.n:J a range of activities 
with both tuned and non-tuned instrurrents, the child rey be given 
the opportunity to develop :inprovisatory techniques which can 
11lead to SI;XJntanea.Is, personal, rusical experiences11 {Orff, cited 
in Lawrence, 1978, p. 133). 
Kenney (1989, pp. 33-34) discusses the role and organization 
of rrusic corners/centres in the early musical experiences of 
children. She rerra.rks that "they create an environrrent where 
children are free to make choices ••• explore independently .•• 
pursue his or her own musical interests. " Spontaneous, 
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uninhibited, active instrumental nusic-making and .i.Irprovisation 
cruld be restricted in a child's early school life if infonnal 
opportunities are not presented to allow such experiences. 
Regular fomal 11Usical experiences coupled with infomal 
individual or snall group nrusic-maJdng opportunities encouraged 
by the presence of a potentially versatile nusic corner can 
grant the availability of tuned and non-tuned instrurrents to all 
students in what are ideally expected to be relaxed learning 
situations. Accessibility to the instruments may then occur. 
'!he availability of sufficient rocm space for nusic and 
rrovement activities to be undertaken shall be investigated. 
Fcx:rns where whole class groups can canfortabl y partake in 
rrovement sessions simultaneously may enhance the developnent of 
confident student expression in which the child can "depict and 
interpret not only the nusic's rhythm but its other elements, 
too" (H.Jghes, 1987, p. 132). A description of an ideal nusic 
roan is provided in the paper "Music Frarrework Kindergarten -
Grade 12" (1988, p. 67). Considerirq that the majority of nusic 
instruction undertaken in pre-prirracy sr.::hools occurs in the 
actual centres it is wort:ll\omile taking into account desirable 
characteristics of music rcans such as: adequate space for 
whole group activities and the 11USe of carpet for floor 
covering [which] provides excellent awustical effect and 
sb.ldent comfort during m::JVerrent activities 11 (1988, p. 67). 
Pre~rimary schools are used regularly for IlUlSical 
!>JIPOses and therefore would benefit by exhibiting 
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conditions whidl could enhance the transfer of musical kn:M1e:lge. 
For creative dance/rrove!nent and music eq;:eriences to be executed 
without constant anxieties for child safety requires the avail-
ability of adequate roan space. 
'lhe :importance of rrovanent activities was maintained by 
Jacques-Dalcroze \'tten he described early rhythmic rrovement 
experiences to be the "fundamental, notivating force in all the 
arts" (cited in Landis and carder, 1972, p. 7). 'lbat rroving to 
music is a natural rreans of expression for young children asks 
that active participation in large and small group sessions be 
provided so that opportunities exist for children to engage in 
such a natural fom of ccmnunication. 
lhe ''Music Framework Kindergarten - Grade 12" (1988, p. 67) 
points to rrore desirable circumstances in the discussion 
oonceming the appropriaten:'!ss of facilities to cater for 
elementary music prograrmes. It was errphasized that: 
Facilities of adequate size and appropriate design 
are necessary to accrnmx1ate effective instruction 
in the essential elsrents of the elementary schools 
curriculun which includes activities of singing, 
listening a.rrl rroving to music. 
Although not solely a music rCXlll, the pre-prinary school 
structure is required to supp:Jrt the extension of the musical 
kn:Mledge of young children. Inadequate roan size could hanper 
the provision of roovem=nt activity and 11effective instruction. 11 
It nrust re de:em=d necessary to ascertain the state of 
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rrusic education in selected pre-prirrary schools as a means of 
contributing infornation which could prove useful in order to 
provide adequate personnel and facilities for rrusic education 
for children in Perth pre-prinary schools. 
Personnel 
'lhe teachers responsible for ItUJSic education in pre-prilrary 
schools shall be identified. Hoernann (cited in Callaway, 1974, 
p. 128} in assessing the role of the re;rular teacher in elementary 
music education progranmes caments: 
It rray be the regular classrcx:m teacher who is best 
able to bring a llU.lSic prograrrrre to fruition and, in 
so doing, make a significant contribution to the 
developrent of a child's aesthetic consciousness. 
Taylor (1987, p. 81) emphasizes the important role of 
general teachers in providing music education for their children. 
He states that "the classroan teacher is in the best position to 
exercise such 'pastoral' care as well as tend to the education 
of the whole child. 11 In pre-prirrary education the emphasis 
centres on catering for the development of the whole child - the 
pastoral care aspect being of crucia.l significance. '!aylor (1987, 
p. 81) gives further supp:>rt for rrusic education to be the 
resp:msibility of the general teacher when he mentions that the 
regular teacher 11is able to integrate ltUlsic education with all 
other learrri.rg experiences." '!he identification of personnel 
responsible for music education in pre-primary schools would 
allCM" the percentage of pre-pri.m3.ry teachers who organize and 
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present musical experiences to their children to be knCMll. 
In addition, other personnel who nay contribute to the 
nusical activities of pre-prirrary children such as teacher aides, 
parents, friends, carm.mity rrusicians and rrusic specialists will 
pennit the identification of other resource people to which the 
pre-primary rray refer and utilize - the rrusical responsibilities 
thus being shared. 
An outline of a paper by Hookey (1990, p. 102) reveals that 
rrusic specialist consultation and coa.ching in elerrentary music 
education may have its benefits. It is rrentioned that "the aim 
is to help classroom teachers .•. learn ways to develop their music 
prograntne o II 
In a discussion, Mary Jane Mlitehead {W.A. Ministry of 
Education COnsultant - Music Education, 18th May, 1990), 
focussed on the responsibilities of primary school music 
specialists, stating that specialists are employed to teach 
rrusic to students fran grades one to seven and autanatic 
inclusion of pre-prina:ry students does not occur. She later 
errphasized that if rusic specialists do not negotiate to include 
pre-prinm:y students in their rrusic responsibilities for the 
schools involved, the sb.ldents could be excluded fran receiving 
specialist tuition. '!he pre-primary year, the year in which 
yot.U'g children can develop rapidly in their llUlsical grCMth, could 
therefore be overlooked and the potential talents of llUlsic 
specialists not shared with young students in pre-pr.iJrru:y schools. 
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Tine Allocation 
Lehmann (1986, p. 13) in his article "lbe Class of 2001" 
describes an anbitious aim stated by the Music Educators Natiooal 
CCnference (MENC) Natiooiil E><ecuti ve Board oonceming goale for 
tiE year 1990. It read: "By 1990, every student, K-12, shall 
have a.cc::ess to music instruction ill school. " Whether such an 
objective has in fact been attained in selected pre-primary 
schools in the Perth netrcpoli tan area shall be investigated in 
this project. 'the extent to which this aim is achieved and the 
ti.ne granted for its :instruction CCillprise additional points 
for investigation. R:i.mner (1986, p. 8) outlined his list of 
suggestions for nrusic education in V«:::stern Australia for 1990 and 
placed the need for a <XIIprehensive K-12 curriculum to be of primary 
inportance. 
M::Mshon (1986a, p. 45) refers to the .need to: 
ensure that young children have the tine and opportunity 
to develop musical understanding through a process of 
disc:xy.rery and invitation nurtured and guided by 
sensitive parents and teachers. 
M::Mshcn (1986a, p. 45) en;>hasizes that infonnal and fonnal 
sessions of :rrn.1sical learning be provided for students and that 
it should be a part of "integrated daily living." The western 
Australian syllshus "Music in Schools K-3" (1980, p. 26) 
highlights that "many pre-primary teachers and children enjoy a 
regu.l.ai. 'music SJ;XJt' every day. 11 An investigaticn of the tine 
allocation for music sessions in pre-pr.im3:ry schools would reveal 
the tine provision for music education per ~ and shCM the 
--------- ---· -.----·----~-----·---~~--·-·· 
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percentage of teachers who o<ganize :tegUlar fonnal and lnfonnal 
JlDJSical experienCEs for their children. 
The :i.nportanoo of preparing an infonnal musical envirc:nment 
was raised by a:xnte (cited ln McMahon, 1986b, p. 162) when he 
states that children should be able to extend their repertoire of 
sounds in a "rich and respcnsive senso:ry environm:mt." Thackray 
(1974, p. 29) elaborates further an the provision of varied 
situations for musical learning with yotmg children. He corrrrents: 
a balenre needs to be kept - a balanre be-en discove:ry 
:(informal)' and teaching, be~ child centred and 
teacher directed ( fonnal) , be~ enterta:i.nner.t and 
lnstructicn. 
We ~rtance of all<Ming regular infonnal musical 
experiences was reported by Holohan (1984, p. 1) ln which he 
described the develcp!l'ent of musical syntax ln children aged 
five n:onths to five years. Through his observations of 150 
children in infonnal musical situaticns it was concluded that 
"children can learn a great deal through infonnal e><posure to 
music and this ex,p:>su.re should begin before kindergarten." 
Music corners/rentres are able to provide the opportunity for 
children to engage in spontaneous, group/individual musical 
activity. Children can be presented with opportunities to 
interact with instrurents - a kn<Mledgeable teacher may guide and 
enoourage exploration, creation and inst:rurrent interaction. If 
thoughtfully utilized, the nrusic oomer can extend experienres 
undertaken in fonnal situatioo.s, for example, rhythmic ostinati. 
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'lbe extent to which fonnal and infonnal musical experiences 
are pursued by teachers and the time allotted to planned lllllsioal 
activity by teachers in pre-prinary schCXJls shall be ascertained 
and discussed. 'lhe neerl for daily musical interaction was 
mentioned by Bourne (cited in McMahon, 1988, p. 82) .men he stated: 
"Why does not every kindergarten arrl. primary school include music 
as a nonnal part of daily activity?" It is anticipated that 
pre-prim:iry teachers will expand upon the musical organization 
operating in their centres. 
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C!lAPl'ERIII 
Subjects 
'Ihe pofU].ation for this sb.ldy canprised pre-primary teachers 
and nusic specialists ~o operated in the selected pre-prllrary 
schools. 'Ihe units of analyses were the pre-primary teachers who 
taught at the 21 randanly chosen government primacy schools l>hich 
catered for pre-pr:in'ary students, and music specialists who shared 
their senrices with pre-prirrary students. It was ackilcMledged that 
not all pre-primary schools receive services of music specialists. 
Reasons for their absence fran same centres shall be explore:l. 
Research InstruJrents/=ls 
The instruments developed for this study were Tho interview 
schedules designed to obtain infonration from pre-prirra.ry teachers 
and nusic specialists involved in the SUpeJ:Vision of music 
progrannes urXlertaken in the randa:nly selected schools. 
'Ihe interview teclmique when used in research projects is 
considered an appropriate means of obtaining infornation on the 
current stab.ls of nusic in sdJ.ools. It allows the interviewer 
to 11follCM up ideas, prci>e responses an1 investigate rrotives 
and feelings, which the questionnaire can never do" {Bell, 1987, 
p. 70}. An interview can elicit specific infonration and 
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requires careful planrllng to be effective. 
'Ihe interview schedule as an instrurrent alla,.;rs the collection 
of data which may be used to organize plans to rreet future needs 
or substantiate or refute the validity of a current practice. 
(Phelps, 1986, p. 188). When interviews are undertaken with much 
thought and care they are able to provide valuable data. lhe 
technique should not be vi~ as the mere rep:Jrting of answers 
but as a rreans of obtaining rore data and greater clarity. (Borg, 
1981, p. 86). 
Prior to piloting, the schedules were reviewed by experts in 
the field of music education and research and any recx:::mnemdations 
were acted up::m. 'Ihe interview schedules were piloted on a snall 
sarrq:>le whereby the identification of any deficiencies or possible 
inappropriateness of questions were raised and alterations 
undertaken. Such a preliminary check allowed add.itional c:arnents 
fran teachers to be considered a fruitful neans of further 
enhancing the quality of the schedules and in turn increase 
suitability and validity. 'Ihe aim was to devise schedules which 
could encourage participants to co-operate and therefore resr;:orrl 
readily to the questions, beooming willing contributors to the 
research. 
Tn.e interview technique ensured that infonnation was 
received fran the dlosen staff members in such a way that it was 
[X)Ssible to obtain rrore detailed data which were later transcribed 
fran the interview tape recordings. 'Ihere did not exist the lack 
of reciprocity often associated with mailed questionnaires. 
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Clarifj cation of rnisunderstcx:xl an~s arrl the re-stating of 
questions were additional benefits of the interview technique. 
It allowed the interviewer to follow up on ina:mplete or confusing 
responses through the use of probing questions which aided 
clarification of the original responses. (Gay, 1981, p. 166). 
The use of the tape recorder to record responses assisted the 
oollection of data an:1 ensured all answers were noted. In 
addition, all teachers gave their r:ermission for tape reoorder 
use during the interviews. Teachers ~re offered the opp::>rtunity 
to listen to their tape recorded interviews to allow for the 
qualification of restXJnses - thus increasing validity. 
Design and Procedure 
21 primary schools with pre-prirrary schools \Ere rand.anly 
selected fran five of the 14 educational regions in the Perth 
rretropolitan area using the cluster sarrpling technique. A table 
of randan numbers was errployed. Approximate proportional 
representation of the pre-pr~ schools from the five randomly 
chosen regions was achieved. 
Bayswater = 5 schools {with pre-prllnary schools fran the 
22 in the region) . 
COckburn =5 schools (with pre-primary schools fran the 
22 in the region) • 
Joondalup = 5 schools (with pre-primary schools fran the 
21 in the region) • 
Melville = 4 schools (with pre-primary schools fran the 
18 in the region) • 
South Perth = 2 schools (with pre-primary schools fran the 
14 in the region) • 
The Principals arrl teachers of the participating schools 
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were approadled to obtain their pennission for the interviews to 
be conducte:l. Details were explained to avoid any confusion 
oonoeming expectations. ihe teachers involved in the study have 
oot been identified either by name or school in this project. 
Results were analyzed arrl conclusions drawn on the basis of the 
data rereived. 
\ 
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1. PlnJ•rr• g 
1 AAMADALE 
2 BALGA 
' J BAYSWATER 
4 COCKBURN 
5 DARLING RANGE 
6 DIANELLA 
7 JOONOALUP 
8 MELVILLE 
9 PEEL 
• 10 PERTH (SOUTH) 
11 SCARBOROUGH 
12 SWANBOURNE 
1J THORNLIE 
14 WILLETTON 
Wandering• 
\ 
\ ........... \ 
Figure 1. Map of Etlucational Regions. 
Etlucation Statistics Bulletin (1989). (10), 67. 
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'lhe design rrade use of pre-testing procedures whereby 
pre-primary teachers and music specialists fran two schools 
(not those included in the 21 schools) therefore canprised a 
snall sample of the intended popul.c.ltion. Feedback fran the 
teachers were studied and received recxmnendations were 
irrplemented where necessary. 
Assumptions arrl Limitations 
Inconvenience was incurred in the study with regard to the 
categorization of answers which allowed for opinionated, para-
graph ccmnents. Grouping of similar resp:mses assisted the 
analysis. 
Interviewing as a technique can present problems owing to 
subjectivity and the p:~ssi..bility of bias. Wiersma (1975, p. 138) 
highlights that pre-fabricated responses could be a disadvantage 
of the technique. Borg (cited in Bell, 1987, p. 73) cc:mrents on 
other disadvantages which may include the p::Jssibility of vague 
a11tagonisn between the interviewer and the respondent. However, 
an organized intervi~r who is aware of such a danger can reduce 
the likelihood of such factors affecting the outcane of results. 
It must be rerrerbered that the interview teclmique can 
provide valuable infonnation which could not otheiWise be 
oollected using alternative rrethcxls. It ensures that infonnation 
can be received fran the interviewed teachers in such a way that 
"it is p::>ssible to obtain rrore detailed data •.. than be an 
impersonal questionnaire sent through the mail" (Phelps, 1986, p. 137). 
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Another factor could concern gen~ralizabili ty of results. 
Generalizability may be limited in this study as the sanple size 
rrarginally fails to meet the criteria for generalizability 
11¥'!Iltioned by Gay (1981, p. 102) who reccmnends a 10% representative 
sanple for descriptive studies. IDgistical and time restraints 
did not allow a greater number of interviews to be conducted 
although generalizability was enhanced due to randan selection of 
the regions and schools and the proportional representation of 
those primary schools with pre-prinacy schools fran the regions. 
Nevertheless, findings fran the study nay be significant for 
other schools and suggest aspects requiring further investigation. 
Data Analysis 
Tile interview schedule included a scale which asked the 
participant to indicate his/her opinion concerning the validity of 
rrusic education in early childhcx:xi education. Other questions 
required Yes/No respJnses. A frequency count of the responses 
shc:Ming the selections of the respondents was undertaken. This 
allowed the percentage of reSJ;XJndents who chose particular items 
to be JmCMn.. 'ili.e identification of factors related to the 
respJnses was explored. 
Areas of the schedule asked for personal COl11'l'eilts/short 
paragraP'l rerrarks and suggestions for future practices in nusic 
education (open-ended questions) • Such responses were grouped 
according to similarity of reS};X)nses and the percentage then 
listed. Where it was considered apprq:>riate, stataients fran 
the teachers were also referred to during the rep:>rt. 
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'!he nunber of ImlSic specialists ln operation, the types of 
resources provide:l for music instruction in the pre-primary 
schools, the different musical backgrounds of teachers arrl the 
reasons supplied by teachers regarding any lack of fonral/ 
informal llU.J.Sic instruction shall be presented in table fol.1ll 
along with many other relevant t:ercentage results. 
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Clll\PTER r:v 
A. TEI\CHER BI\CKG!UlNDS/PREPARATIOO 
1. 0. M.!sical Baclsgro.mis/Preparation of Pre-Pr:illru:y Teachers 
Intrcduction 
Miller (1974, p. 1) in his reference to preschool education 
in the United states ~es that: 
M.Isic activities are an llrportant part of the presdtool 
experience, yet these activities are often guided by 
teachers ~o have had little nusical trainin:J. 
In sc:me cases a teacher education course rray be the only 
nusical backgrcun.d a pre-service teacher gains other than his/her 
own rusic lessons Mlilst at sdlCXJl. For that reason it is ing;x:Jrtant. 
COrrey (cited in Tclylor, 1987, p. 13) alerts to "the fact 
that teacher education is often regarded as the pivot of 
educational systems. " It can prepare teachers for the rrusical 
undert:akinJs of early childhood education - demonstrate its 
value an:l provide prospective teachers with necessary skills 
to cater for the m.tsical needs of young children. Hc:MeVer, such 
aims can prove difficult to attain if tin-e to participate in 
nusical experierces at the urilel:graduate level is restricted. 
It is not implied that teachers with extensive nusical 
backgra.mds will be "better" teachers. It is however bein::J 
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enphasized that if the pte-service teacher is: 
given tirre for personal develcpnent in Im.Isic within 
teacher education prograrrmes, it is possible for the 
non-specialist teacher who is cxmvinoad of the vall.lE! 
of music education to use it effectively with young 
children. (Bridges, 1980, p. 34) • 
It is themfom inpartant that the undergraduate progranne 
provides the guidanCE and tirre for all facets of music education 
to be explored so that a teacher's o:::nfidenCE may be nurtured, 
his/her knowledge broadened and an appmciation of the value of 
music educaticn :in the lives of young children be developed. As 
Mdlahon (1988b, p. 79) argues: 
My c::x:nCEm is that music be seen as an essential 
elerrent of any curriculum and the earlier this is 
practised :in any school/educaticnal system the 
richer and more CXJYplex later achievenent and the 
fewer the rerredial needs. 
'lhe realization is therefore strengthened that rrrusic is a 
significant part of early childhood educaticn and that its 
importance be shown by its regular :inclusion :in the tinetables of 
o1chools and other educaticnal systems jn order to redure the 
likelihood of a need for :renedial provision. Teacher education 
institutions being the 11pivot11 of educational systems are therefore 
oentres which can enhance the realization - of music being a 
worthwhile part of a teacher's educaticn and thus of a child's 
educatic:n. M::Mahcn (1988b, p. 79) cont:inues to highlight the need 
for 11preventive rather than renedial neasures." 
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Referen:::e to inservice attendance shall carprise another 
area for discussion Wich refers to remedial provisions 
available to teachers. Anderson (1981, p. 20) !l'el1tions the 
case of voluntary support of inservice by teachers because of 
"their [the teachers 1 ] personal desire for professional 
improvenent and to increase their teaching" skills. " 'lhe t.y{:es 
of inservice activities attended and the lergths of such cwrses 
might indicate the teachers 1 concerns for their personal 
developrent 0 
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Results and Discussicn 
Table 1 (overleaf) presents the personal dossier of each 
teacher and the specializations/rrajor option areas they nndertook 
during their nndergraduate courses. 
As can be noted, the roost cooman age range was 26-30 years 
(6 - 28.6%). 13 teachers (61.9%) taught in pre-primary schools 
for periode ranging fran five to ten years. 11 teachers (52.4%) 
nentioned thet they had taught as teachers for the sane period of 
tine. (lWO teachers had e>perienoad teaching of other grades 
prior to working in pre-primary schools therefore their total 
teaching experience was greater than five to ten years) • 15 
teachers (71.4%) possessed Diplana of Teaching;Educaticn/ 
Bachelor of Arts (ECE) qualifications whilst six teachers (28. 6%) 
held Teacher I 5 certificates o 
During the interviews, question five en the schedule was 
altered to read: 11What are your teaching qualifications? 11 
rather than 11What are your highest teaching qualifications? 11 
All teachers therefore supplied lists which included their 
undergraduate studies which of oourse was desired in addition 
to any higher qualificaticns such as Bachelor of Educaticn 
degrees. 
Eight teachers (38%) gained qualificaticns fran the 
Western Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT) /Curtin 
university of Technology follaa'l by seven teachers (33.3%) 
fran the western AUstralian College of l\dvanoad Education 
Table 1 
Personal Dossiers of Pre-Primary 'Iea.chers 
Age Ranges Pre-Prinmy Teaching Qualification Institution Specialization Graduation 
Experience ~ience Year 
51 - 55 16 - 20 21+ Tchr's Cert. Claraoont Junior Primary '59 
51 - 55 11 - 15 11 - 15 Tchr Is Cert. WAIT Social Studies 
51 - 55 16 - 20 21+ Tchr's Cert. Claraoont Junior Primary '59 
46 - 50 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. El:l. (Ex:E) WACAE Art '81 
46 - 50 11 - 15 16 - 20 Tchr I 5 Cert o Gray lands Junior Pr:irnary 
41 - 45 5 - 10 16 - 20 Tchr Is Cert. Gray lands Junior Primary 
n 41 - 45 less 5 yrs Less 5 yrs B.A. (Ex:E) WACAE Social Studies '89 
"' 
36 - 40 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) Wellington NZ Pre-Primary '69 
36 - 40 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) WACAE Early Chldhd '85 
36 - 40 5 - 10 16 - 20 Tchr I 5 Cert • Clarerront Junior Prim. '71 
31 - 35 11 - 15 11 - 15 Dip. B::i. (Ex:E) WAIT St;.ecial Ed. '81 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5- 10 Dip. Ed. (Ex:E) WAIT Music '85 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. El:l. (Ex:E) WAIT Music '85 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) WACAE Early 011dhd '84 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Ed. (Ex:E) WAIT Music '83 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) WACAE Art '84 
26 - 30 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Ed. (Ex:E) WAIT Psychology '85 
20 - 25 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) WACAE Outdoor Pursuits '85 
20 - 25 5 - 10 5 - 10 Dip. Tch (Ex:E) W1ICIIE Music '85 
20 - 25 ress 5 yrs Iess 5 yrs Dip. Ed. (Ex:E) Curtin Uni. Music '87 
20 - 25 Less 5 yrs Less 5 yrs B.A. (Ex:E) Curtin Uni. Psychology '89 
Table 1 Cant' d 
Age Ranges 
56 - 60 
51 - 55 
46 - so 
41 - 45 
36 - 40 
31 - 35 
26 - 30 
20 - 25 
0 (0%) 
3 (14.3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
3 (14.3%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
6 (28.6%) 
4 (19.0%) 
Teaching EKperience 
21+ 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
5 - 10 
Iess 5 yrs 
2 ( 9.5%) 
3 (14.3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
11 (52.4%) 
3 (14.3%) 
Institution 
WAIT/Curtin 
WACAE 
Clzmt/Gry lds 
Wellington NZ 
8 (38.0%) 
7 (33.3%) 
5 (23.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
Graduation Year 
'59 
'69 
'71 
'81 
'83 
'84 
'85 
'87 
'89 
Couldn 1 t state 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
6 (28.6%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
3 (14.3%) 
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Pre-Primary Experience 
21+ 
16 - 20 
11 - 15 
5 - 10 
Less 5 yrs 
0 (0%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
3 (14 .3%) 
13 (61.9%) 
3 (14.3%) 
Qualification 
Dip Tch/E'd/BA 
Tchr 1 s cert. 
(B. E'd) 
15 (71.4%) 
6 (28.6%) 
6 (28.6%) 
Specialization/ 
Major Sequence 
Junior Primary 
Music 
Art 
Social Studies 
Psychology 
Early Chldhd 
Pre-Primary 
Outdr Pursuits 
Special E'd. 
5 (23.8%) 
5 (23.8%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
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(Wl\CAE) - now EXlith Cowan universicy) and five teachers (23.8%) 
fran Graylands/Claraoont Teachers Colleges (which later becane 
part of WACAE) . 
With regard to teacher specializations/major option areas 
it was found that music education specializations were undertaken 
by five teachers (23.8%). Music tied with Junior Pr:iroary 
specializations/major option sequences completed mostly by 
primary schcx:)l teachers who rrajored in the subject whilst at 
Grayland.s/Clarerront. Art, Psychology, SOCial Sciences and Early 
Childhood EXlucation ""re each crnq:>leted by two teachers (9. 5%) . 
Six teachers finished their studies in 1985 although the range 
of graduation dates was spread over 30 years. 'lhe percentage of 
23.8% for music education option sequences denonstrated that 
alongside Junior Priroary stu:lies, music education proved to be a 
sooewhat favoured undertaking for pre-pr:imary teachers. Four 
(19%) of the five (23.8%) teachers who crnq:>leted llUlsic sequences 
were graduates fran WAIT/Curtin university. 'lhe rerraining 
teacher was fran WACAE. 
Table 2 (overleaf) shows the number of music education units 
ccmpleted by teachers. 
As can be noted, all but two teachers rrentioned they had 
canpleted at least one Im.lSic education unit during their under-
graduate studies. '1'\o.D other teachers (one who studied at 
Clarem:mt Teachers College, the other at Wellington Teachers 
College, New Zealand) stated that music was an integral part of 
their course - that it occurred throughout their training. Both 
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teachers could therefore not oonsider their music education in 
tenns of units. 
Table 2 
Nunl:er of Music Education Units Canpleted by Teachers 
No. of Units No. of Teachers 
1 Unit 4 (19.0%) 
2 Units 3 (14.3%) 
3 Units 5 (23.8%) 
4 Units 0 (0% ) 
5 Units 0 (0% ) 
6 Units 4 (19.0%) 
7 Units 1 ( 4 .8%) 
'Ihroughout 2 ( 9.5%) 
Couldn't State 2 ( 9.5%) 
Five teachers (23.8%) revealed they had ccmpleted three 
units whilst studying - three units being the rrost camon 
number canpleted by the teachers intervi~. Four teachers 
(19%) indicated they had passed six units of nrusic and another 
four teachers stated that they passed one music unit in their 
undergraduate course. It was evident that numbers of units 
o::mpleted by the teachers ranged fran one to seven. 'lhe teachers 
also indicated that at the undergradnate level they were able to 
develop further their nrusical backgrounds by participating in 
oore music education units. Also they could gain additional 
musical kncMled.ge fran the canpletion of other optional music 
education units offered by their institutions. It would appear 
that the extent to which teachers may advance their musical 
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understandings depends on the nUIIbers of units available to 
pre-service students and their ability to acccmrodate those 
units in their sarester tim:tables. As one teacher elaOOrated: 
11If I wanted to do a :rrn.tsic nB.jor, I \'.UU!d have to go 
in to the institution four times a week. It's not 
that I wasn't interested. but that I had a part-time 
job. I ""rked three days a week and I had to choose 
units that fit[ ted] around my ""rk. If I didn't ""rk, 
I couldn't have gone there. I can't see why it had to 
be so tine consuming. Perhaps if they had cramned it 
into tw::> or three days I might have been able to do it 
... because I wanted to do rusic. 11 
In this particular case the teacher' s desire to increase 
her musical knowledge was inconvenienced by her enployrrent. 'lhe 
teacher regretted her inability to undertake the studies but 
highlighted the awkwardness that surrounds maintaining part-time 
enplo}ID2Ilt and accamodating difficult demands. It is unlikely 
that university tinetable fixtures hOWE'!ver much designed to ease 
the burden on students, can hope to suit all students. 
Table 3 
lndergraduate Music Activities 
Activities/Cbntent No. of Teachers 
Songs/Garres 
'Jheory /Notation 
Programning 
Percussion Ensemble 
Movement/Eurhythmics 
Recorder 
Solfa 
Oloral 
Piano/Guitar/InstruJrental 
21 (100%) 
16 (76. 2%) 
16 (76. 2%) 
14 (66.6%) 
14 (66.6%) 
14 (66.6%) 
9 (42.9%) 
5 (23.8%) 
5 (23.8%) 
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Although wide differences \Ere apparent in the explanations 
of I!Ulsic unit content of sc:rre teachers as QptXJsed to others, 
consistent sbmilarities were evident in the descriptions of same 
teachers especially those of recent graduates (mid and latter part 
of 1980's). 
The content discussed by Ill'll1Y of the teachers who 
graduated during the mid and latter part of the 1980's referred to 
the utilization of Orff percussion instruments, solfa and 
eurhythmic activities. ~tunities to pursue instrtrrnental 
studies (piano, guitar) appeared to becx:me nore camDn fran the 
mid 1980 1s. Consistent inclusions in the activities listed by 
fourteen teachers (66 .6%) c::cnprised percussion experiences and 
singing activities. 
It was not unexpected that all teachers revealed they 
had participated in singing and song garre sessions nodelled by 
lecturers in their respective institutions. '!he enphasis on 
singing and musical gart'IE!s during undergraduate rusic education 
E<tudies was carmented upon by teacher graduates of 1959 through 
to 1989. A 1959 graduate fran Clararont Teachers College with 
a rrajor in jmdor pr.inary studies refe:..rred to the rrusic 
a:::rrp:>nent of her course and stated: 
"It gave you a gcxxl overall grounding in music. It 
centred on how to teach a song, how to organize 
singing ganes with the children ••• really camon 
sense. We didn't only do music during IYDJsic time 
but rraths had musical activities in it and language -
songs, rhyrres. 11 
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Tile.> significant role of singing and associated games and 
actions continued to be espoused by a 1989 graduate student. 
She mentioned.: 
''We did ~rk on heM to take a llU.lSic lesson. '!here was 
a choir which you could be involved in if you wanted to. 
But we actually had singing lessons and made up a 
resource file on different songs, activities." 
'lhe iln]::xJrtance of singing games and action songs in early 
childhood education continued. to be a major part of the music 
education crnpooont for teachers of yollllg children although 
another graduate of 1989 stated that "SOlfege, sightreading, 
novement and sare ensemble hDrk were other things we did quite 
a bit of." '!he range of experiences mentioned by teacher 
graduates suggested a certain broadness of musical activity 
which differed fran the onus placed on unison singing and related 
games noticeable in the descriptions of IIDJsical content provided 
by the 1959 graduate. 
16 teachers (76.2%) mentioned that they received tuition 
which concerned the theory of ImJsic during their undergraduate 
oourse. one teacher cxmrented on the extent to which rrn.tsical 
theory was pursued in her studies when she stated "We had to 
learn about notation, had tests. We had to pass the practical 
parts as "Well as the theory .•• rhythms. 11 Another teacher added: 
''Notation was part of the course. We all made charts, beat 
charts and felt rhythmic pieces for our teaching." 
Although a large percentage of teachers was knowledgeable 
of basic theoretical understandings so that young children 
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oould be introduced to the written fonn of music, teachers were 
divided alxlut its implementation in pre-prinary schools. As one 
teacher explained: ''I don't like to get them involved in it too 
much. I just want than to enjoy music. 11 '!his situation 
rontrasted with the methods enployed by another: 
"All my kids know ta, ti-ti and sa and they can echo 
clap quite well and ropy then fran the blackboard. 
We do games with then and they love it. I might do 
it with t.hem once or twice a week. 11 
It was obvious that even though the teachers were in 
possession of similar understandings the types of experiences 
plarmed for their children were dependent on other factors. 
In the cases just mentioned it was the teachers' views of 
the appropriateness of certain IlU.lsical activities which 
determined their application in t:h::! pre-primary schools. '!he 
relevance of such experiences for children were influenced by 
their considered suitability by the teachers concerned, one 
who felt that the inclusion of rhythmic notation IDU.ld encroach 
UJ?Oll the pleasures that could be gained fran musical activity, 
the other \'.hose belief it was for children's musical learnings 
to contain krx:Mledge of basic notational fonns. Similarity of 
musical background did not necessarily rrean that techniques used 
to transfer musical understarilings ~e uniform! y employed by 
teachers. 
l\rother 16 teachers (76.2%) revealed they had been inforrred 
on l:lCM to develop programnes for early childhood music 
education. Outlines of objectives, goals, sub-concepts and 
-'"''-"''" -· ~-' --- -· .. ---·~ ....... __ - -~ ... 
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developnental stages were included in the lists of teachers. rrhe 
cx::Dlflilation of resourre files were mentioned. rrhey were ccmnented 
on nost favourably by those teachers who rep:>rted the value of 
undertaking such an exercise in view of the assistance it 
provided to those teachers up::m receiving employrrent. 'Ihe 
organization of a music file was described by a teacher: 
''Wa had to rrake up a special file of simple range 
songs and it had to be coded so we had rrovement, 
playing, singing and so forth. Actually we learned 
a lot of songs in that course and we: also referred 
a lot to l:x:loks like the 'Olildren's Song Book.' 
Doing that file was helpful." 
It was clear that teachers appreciated having prepared 
resource materials which oould be imrediatel y used. during their 
first experiences as teachers in pre-primary schools/early 
childhood centres. '!hey continued to refer and utilize the 
information and aids they constructed during tertiary studies 
to assist the development of musical experiences for their 
children throughout their careers. It appeared that the creation 
of music resource files and. aids were a we>rthwhile undertaking 
for the teachers not only as a supp:>rt for their initial 
teaching experienres but for their oontinued growth as early 
childhood nmsic educators. 
14 teachers (66.6%) referred to the use of percu·3sion 
instrunents and ensemble perforrrances during their undergraduate 
music education. A teacher elal:orated on the activities in which 
she was involved at the urrlergraduate level. 
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''We used percussion instr~.Jm:mts and leameJ. songs that 
could be taught in pre-primaries. We had to go out to 
one school and get the children to do a perfonnance. 
We also had to get into groups, each with a percussion 
instr:ument and perform songs for an assigrunent. We 
recorded songs arrl played instruments. " 
'!he teacher revealed she had participated in different types 
of percussion activities however no teacher rrentioned whether 
emphasis had been placed on the utilization of non-tuned versus 
tuned instnments. It is therefore not p:>ssihle to establish 
any association between recormended usages of non-tuned or 
tuned percussion instrurrent practices undertaken in teacher 
education tertiary institutions and overall non-tuned/tuned 
instruln.=nt availability and use (to be covered in a later 
section). 
M:::lverrent and JTUJ.sic activities were also rrentioned by 14 
teachers (66.6%) to be pert of the IlllSical experiences they 
<X!tq?leted during their undergraduate courses. EUrhythmic 
sessions were included in descriptions provided by teachers. 
'lhose teachers with Teacher's Certi£icates did not reJ.X)rt/could 
not recall having participated in rroverrent sessions Wl.ilst 
studying. 'lhis however does not suggest that the teachers 
were not involved in any form of m::wement experience. 
Teachers indicated that it was difficult for them to 
provide in-depth descriptions of the cor.tent of their under-
graduate rrusical experiences. Many were unable to rernE!Ilber 
every aspect of their course. '!his could be considered a 
limitation of the question although teacher explanations were 
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able to support the descriptions provided by other teachers who 
graduated fran the sarre institution in the sarre year. For E!KalllPle, 
the content listed by the Clarenont Teachers College 1959 graihlate 
extended and gave weight to the musical experiences outlined by 
another teacher who ccmpleted her studies also at Clarem:mt in 
1959 with the same subject major (junior pri.nm:y) as the first 
t~cher. 'Ibis procedure proved successful in that near identical 
content descriptions were evident fran teachers who graduated 
fran certain institutions in the same year. 
'!he provisions of recorder tuition as a canponent of the 
IlUlsic education units canpleted by teachers was mentioned by 14 
teachers (66.6%). -ee (14.3%) of the five teachers (23.8%) 
\'.he possessed Teacher • s Certificates revealed that study of the 
recorder was an irrg;lortant part of the musical activities 
Wldertaken. 
Nine teachers (42.8%) specifically referred to the use of 
solfa by lecturers at tertiary institutions. Most teachers did 
not elaborate on the usage of solfa in the rrusical activities 
they presented to the students in their centres. 
Oloral p;trticipation was an interesting addition to the 
content lists described by teachers. Four of the five teachers 
(23.8%) who stated thst they had had choral nusical e><periences, 
had attended WAIT/OJrtin University. '!he vocal training of 
teachers shall be discussed later. 
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Five -chers (23.8%) revealed that piano or guitar studies 
were other rusic education units they coopleted during their 
undergraduate courses. Four of the -chers (19%) reported they 
were required to undertake t= instrunental units whilst the 
fifth teacher stated she had canpleted one piano unit for each 
semester of her course in addition to core music requiremants. 
'lhe types of musical activities listed by teachers indicated 
that teachers had been exp::>sed to a range of experiences designed 
to prepare than to organize and execute IIDJsic sessions with their 
children. Although teachers participated in similar rusical 
eJq:eriences in their core units there were cases in which teachers 
broadenerl their musical understandings by undertaking IlU.lsic option 
sequen:es. '!his ~d have provided those teachers with rrore 
advanced musical knowledge thus creating greater differences in 
the backgrounds and therefore the llUlSical understandings of 
teachers. Musical background differences may be influenced by 
other factors such as the existing kn:Jwledge teachers };X)Ssess 
upon enter:ln;; an undergraduate course and the skills they nay 
develop to oontinue their personal nusical develq;:rrent after 
graduation. '!he inst.ru"ralt playing skills o.L teachers shall now 
be examined. 
Perfornance 
~e follow:ln;; table (overleaf) reveals the instruments 
currenti y played by -chers and the usage of those instruments 
in the pre-prim:u:y schools of those teachers. 
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Table 4 
Teachers l'bo Play Instrurrents 
l\ble to play an instruirent 
Unable to play an instrurrent 
Teachers 
10 (47.6%) 
11 (52.4%) 
As can be noted, ten teachers (47 .6%) reported that they 
cwld play a nusical instrurrent. 11 teachers (52.4%) stated 
they ...re unable to play an instrurrent. Of tha ten teachers who 
cwld play an instrurrent, eight stated they played tha piano or 
ke~ and foor indicated they were able to play the guitar. 
'!he m:anber of years of formal piano education undertaken ranged 
fran three to 11 years. One teacher ccmrented she hsd taught 
herself to play the organ/ke~ whilst tiD of the four 
teachers who played the guitar were self taught. Interesting 
additions to the list of rusical instru:ments i.nc!luded the cello, 
violin and tranbone played by a teacher who learned the 
instrurrents during her high school years, and the cornet which 
was played by a teacher who rec:eived four years of tuition. 
Fegardin;J instruirent utilization in pre-pd.nary nusic 
lessons, seven of the eight teachers able to play the piano/ 
keyboard incoq:orated the instnnnents in the rrusical activities 
presented in the teachers' centres. Five of the seven teachers 
utilized the instrurrents on an infre:}Uent basis (once a fortnight/ 
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occasionally durin:! the year). =of the teachers used the 
inst:rummts everyday and the teacher who did not include piano/ 
keyboard accanpani.Irent for pre-prinacy nusic sessions reported 
that the centre was not endowed with a piano/keyboard. ~ teacher 
possessed musical abilities yet did not have the nec::essary 
instrurrental resources to share her abilities with her young 
students. The table belOW", provides inforrration on instnnrent 
usage by teachers. 
Table 5 
Inst:rummts and Usage by Teachers 
Instrum::mts Nos. of Utilization Frequency 
Teachers of Use 
Piano/Keyboard 8 (38. 0%) 5 (23.8%) CCcasionall y 
2 ( 9 .5%) Everyday 
1 ( 4.8%) Rarely/Never 
Guitar 4 (19. 0%) 2 ( 9.5%) Once per~ 
1 ( 4.8%) Everyday 
1 ( 4 .8%) Rarely/Never 
Cornet 1 ( 4.8%) Rarely /Never Rarely/Never 
C'...ello 1 ( 4.8%) " " 
Violin 1 ( 4.8%) " " 
Trarbone 1 ( 4. 8%) " " 
'lhe use of the guitar duri:rg the TIDJ.Sical experiences of 
children was mentioned by three of the four teachers who were 
able to play the instrurratt. One teacher state::l she incorporated 
the guitar into the everyday nusical activities at her pre-pr.irrary 
school whilst the two other teachers stated the inst:rummt was 
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used in their centres once every week. '1he O.U teachers who 
between them were able to play the cello, violin, trcrrbone and 
cornet revealed they rarely used the instruments if at all. 
It was evident however that even though teachers owned 
instruments their utilization was oot ensured. 'Ihree of the ten 
teachers able to play an instJ:um:mt incorporated one of their 
instru.nents in the everyday musical experiences of children. 
In addition to the eight teachers with pianos/keylx>ards in their 
centres, another t\\0 teachers who also possessed the instrurrents 
did not utilize them as they stated they could play neither a 
piano nor keyboard. 'lhe teachers • backgrounds and initiatives 
were obviously factors which o::JUld have influenced the utilization 
of the inst.nments in the musical experiences presented to 
children. Perhaps if all teachers were familiar with basic 
rrusical theory there would not exist apprehensiveness to include 
for exarrple, an electronic keyboard m the musical activities 
undertaken by those teachers. 
As was outlined earlier, one of the eight teachers able to 
play the organ/keyboard used her initiative to teach herself to 
play the instruments with positive results. Perhaps usage of an 
instrument such as a portable keyboard by teachers could be 
increased in nost cases if teachers took the initiative to 
further their understandings of I!UlSical theory either through 
self education or attendance at llUlSic seminars or w::>rkshops. 
Teacher support of music w::~rkshops shall be discussed later. 
'Iable 6 gives the percentage scores of teachers ...me had 
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received fomal veo;;l training. 
Table 6 
Fortral Vocal Training of Teachers 
T.r:aining 
Fontal T.raining 
No Fortral Training 
Teachers 
4 (19.0%) 
17 (81.0%) 
Four teachers (19%) acknowledged that vocal training was 
emphasized in the music rrajor sequences they undertook. Choral 
studies for those teachers lasted for a duration of one year. 
17 teachers (81%) camented that special vocal training was not 
an intense part of their courses although nany of the teachers 
indicated that singing practise, learning songs and reccqni tion 
of pitch intervals were included in the musical studies they 
crnpleted. 
One teacher who rrentioned she did not feel confident in her 
ahility to sing in tune errployed tha keyboard to sound the 
correct starting note and used the instnnnent as a device to 
maintain the singing of her children. 1he crnpensatory function 
the keyboard perfomed helped the teacher ensure that singing was 
still a pert of her overall music preogramne even though she did 
not feel capahle to lead the planned singing experiences in her 
centre. 
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Table 7 lists the reasons provided by teachers concerning 
their perceptions of music unit inadequacies. 
Table 7 
Reasons for Music .Etlucation Unit Inadequacy 
Reasons 
Not relevant/Did not prepare for real 
situations 
Did not cater fully for students with 
non-rm.tsical backgrounds 
Did not adequately provide for pre-primary 
music education specifically 
A rrore practical element to be included 
Teachers 
5 (23.8%) 
3 (14.3%) 
3 (14.3%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
Five teachers (23.8%) referred to the units they canpleted 
to have not been entirely relevant. One teacher explained: 
11It didn't prepare me for the reality. I went up 
north and had an unruly bunch of kids ••• not just 
pre-pr:imary but I also had to teach up to grade 
three. I "-"llld try to teach them solfa and all 
this - they took one look at IIlE! and thought 'No way. ' 
So "" ended up doing things like Johnny Farnham and 
things, adapted it and they really enjoyed it. My 
\\hole belief in education is that they should enjoy 
it. 11 
The teachers expressed concems that the reality of teaching 
was not irrparted - that perhaps tertiary education distanced 
itself fran actual practices famd to be appropriate for early 
nusic education. The first teacher's ccmrent suggested that rrore 
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infonnation be provided alxrut catering for the nru.sical needs of 
children in circunstances differing from those usually encountered 
in metropolitan schooling systans and what may be expected in 
cx:>Wltry institutions or in multi-ethnic, Atoriginal classroans. 
One teacher claimed that "I don't see how a course can m3ke 
you an expert in everything. It can't be. You learn from teaching 
also. " 'laking into account this teacher's statement it could be 
that teachers expected teo much from their courses. As another 
stated: "You cane out of your course thinking 'I don't know 
ything ' an • But really you have a wealth of knowledge inside." 
In the previous cases however, the teachers were concerned that 
the content of what they had been taught did not match the 
realities of demanding teaching situations. 'Ibis ll\3.Y have 
inplications for future learning content covered in undergraduate 
music education units - greater emphasis on what nay be expected 
of them in a musical capacity and the :r;ossible teaching situations 
which could be encountered. As Bridges (1980, p. 34) highlights: 
only when early childhcx:xl teacher education for rusic 
becanes rrore realistic and rrore relevant during their 
undergraduate studies will there be any hope of 
breaking the vicious circle which is limiting 
opportunities for children's aesthetic development. 
Three teachers (14 .3%) felt the IrDJ.Sic education units 
crnpleted during their undergraduate studies inadequately prepared 
t:he:!n because they did not cater fully for the students with non-
musical backgrounds. The teachers elal:orated on the difficulties 
thay experienced: 
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"I still think that if you had gone into early 
childhood education with a musical background 
you were at a definite advantage. If you went 
in with limited musical knowledge you were at a 
disedvantage. I really had to stJ:uggle at the 
practical side. On the other hand, I also learned 
a lot because I will now go to our organ at hane 
and just play it. I still think though, that if 
you went in with limited musical background you 
were at a definite disadvantage." 
"I really had no musical background. I think the 
units should have been made easier for people if you 
didn't have a rusical background. I found it very 
threatening in sare cases." 
These canplaints were supported by teachers with musical 
backgrounds: 
"The course was alright for rre because I already had 
musical knowledge ... but SCl'l'e of the girls were not 
so oonfident al:out music. " 
"'lhe course was adequate for me because I had the 
musical knowledge. I had done music quite 
extensively. For the others it was a bit harder. 11 
'!be teachers obviously agreed that their musical 
backgrounds assisted their progression through the courses 
whereas those with a lack of musical knowledge believed they 
were placed at a distinct disadvantage. One other teacher 
rrentioned that "It would have been good if the units could have 
extendecl rrore those students who had already done music before. " 
1hls could indicate that different units specifically designed 
to cater for the musical needs of student teachers with varied 
backgrounds wuld allow teachers to further their musical 
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clevel~ts, although all teachers would of oourse have to learn 
particular teaching nethodologies and prograrmring teclmiques. 
'leachers ccmplained that their nrusic educatioo nnits were either 
too difficult or not challenging enough. 
Another three teachers ( 14. 3%) ccmrented that their courses 
did not adequately provide for pre-primary rrD.lSic education ·- that 
the primary CCXIp<nent was too pranounoad. 
Che teacher ( 4. 8%) expressed her oanoem regarding the need 
for a rrore practical elerrent to be included in undergraduate rrrusic 
educaticn units. She stated: 11For me, I would have rathered a 
little no:re practical rather than the theoretical bacause I'd 
been through the theocy en the piano." Obviously the previous 
IlUlSioal knooledge of the teacher influenced her desire to have 
rereived increased practical activity instead of the theory. This 
again highlighted the different needs of teachers caused hy the 
varied nrusical backgrounds of student teachers u:pc:n entering their 
undergraduate oourses. 
Table 8 (overleaf) reveals teacher peroepticns of the adequacy 
of the music educatirn studies undertaken by teachers for preparing 
them to teach music in pre-prinary schools. 
Eight teachers (38%) respcnded positively to the question and 
declared that the IruSic education tmi ts in which they were 
involved prepared them appropriately for their future musical 
undertakings as teachers. (he teacher ( 4. 8%) was undecided and 12 
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teachers (57.2%) believed their ImlSical studies were inadequate 
as a preparation for teaching music in pre-primary schools. '!hose 
teachers who peroei ved their studies to be adequate explained 
reasons for their decisions. 
Table 8 
Reasms fdr Music Education unit Adequacy 
Reascns Teachers 
Gave knadedge on what is appropriate 
for young children 
Gave teachers background/grounding 
Knowledge oo. integraticn 
G:ive confidenoo 
Ccnplenented existing knowledge 
Undecided 
Margin of error .2% 
3 (14.3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4. 8%) 
1 ( 4. 8%) 
1 ( 4. 8%) 
1 ( 4. 8%) 
As can be noted, three teachers (14. 3%) indicated that the 
units they catpleted gave them knowledge of the types of ImlSical 
experienCEs considered appropriate for yOtm.g dri.ldren. 'lhe 
teachers elaborated further: 
"nte music mits I did gave rre the ability to select 
smgs that were suitable for the four/five year old 
child and hav to present it to a class." 
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"I just think it gave you a good basic idea of what 
kids would be able to do - what they oould do and 
what they oouldn' t. ~e lecturer gave you a really 
good idea of that. I've watched sane people teaching 
and the material they've chosen is not appropriate ... 
it's way too Imlch over their heads or not challenging 
enough - either too high or too low. So the oourse 
did help you to choose the appropriate songs and 
materials. " 
'Ibis point was rrentioned by a majority of the teachers who 
vi-'1 their studies to be adequate. 
Two teachers (9.5%) esplained their nn.tsical studies were 
useful in that they provided them with the necessary background 
to cater for the musical needs of young children. 'lhe teachers 
canrented: 
"Because I didn't have any musical background before 
then, it gave !1'e a good background to teach -
otherwise I wuld have been in trouble. 11 
11
'lhe unitS gave people me didn It have any musical 
knowledge at all a good grounding to start with. 
People need to understand what 's behind music and 
then they can go fran there. " 
That the units were able to supply them with a basic 
knoWledge of musical theory appeared to be appreciated by the 
teachers. The irop:Jrtance of nusical theory in undergraduate 
studies reaches greater heights in that the presence of pianos/ 
electronic keylx:>ards in sane pre-prinary schools asks that 
teachers have sane knowledge of basic theoretical principles so 
that they may be used for the benefit of children in the centres. 
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Ckle teacher referred to the fact that her nrusical studies 
gave her the cxnfidenoo to pursue musical activity with y01.n1g 
children. She rrenti.oned that ''It gave ne the cx:nfidenoo to sing 
in public, use rey voice and nove with the children... The teacher 
ooviously a<Xjllired valuable skills for the inplenentaticn of 
music sessions. Another teacher (4.8%) ccrmented en the lmCMledge 
it provided her for the integrati<n of music with other curriculum 
areas. She explained her view: 
11
'lhe units I did allcwed ne to see just hew much 
children can learn through nrusic and he>~ much it 
has to do with other areas. So much of children's 
leaming revolves around music and rrovenent ... I rrean 
you could teach just about everything in pre-primary 
through music and noverrent - skills , concepts , 
evecything. It's gros:3 motor rroverrent, aural 
training - just about eve:rything. " 
The potential of music educaticn to penreate other subject 
areas and its ability to develop skills not solely of a nrusical 
nature were recognized by the teacher during her mdergraduate 
studies. The remaining teacher (4.8%) felt her studies were 
adequate in that they catplerrented her existing nrusical kno.;ledge: 
"I found that the course was a bit easier for rre 
because I already had sare musical background. 
It acted as a revision as the rourse was ve:ry 
thorough and the content was good. 
In this case the teacher valued the revision she reooi ved and 
camended the types of experiences undertaken and the way :in 
which the units were presented. 
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An interestirq re::jUest put forward by a recent graduate 
ooncemed the possible tilretabling of additional core nusic 
education units. Although satisfied with the adequacy of nrusic 
units she a:mpleted owing to her previous musical background the 
-cher reported that: 
"'!here was sane concem that we really needed to have 
done another unit in third year. Some of the other 
students were less ronfident a.b:mt music. '!hey didn't 
feel they had enough just in that first year unit. 
Also your thinking changes a lot towards the end of 
the third year and you look at sarething differently 
than when you were in first year. SO they felt that 
perhaps it 1-Kllll.d have been good to have had another 
unit. M:lny of the students I spoke to said there was 
roan for rrore music education in the course. I think 
they will probably put m:>re in." 
The graphs (overleaf) reveal the number of nusic education 
units allocated in the early childhood education courses at lx>th 
Filith Cowan University and Curtin University of Technology. When 
viewing the graphs it rust be remerrbered that each of the 
institutions offered additional music education units in the 
fonns of music se:;ruences, E-options and elective studies (for 
example, one elective unit is available in the third year of the 
Bachelor of Arts teacher education course at Fili.th Cowan 
University, 1991). 
It was evident especially at Etlith COwan University that 
the overall numbers of core music education writs offered during 
the early childhocd tiDdergraduate oourse decreasal slowly 
be- 1978 and 1991. At Edith COWan University the numbers 
decreased from four units in 1978 to one unit in 1984 and 
renained the same through to 1991. 
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At Curtin University of Technology fran 1978 to 1981 
students were required to carplete one music educe. tion core unit 
during sanester four whilst in sanester five it was optional to 
canplete a music education unit. Fran 1982 to 1986 tv.u music 
education units (one curriculum and instruction music unit and 
one novanent unit) were included in the undergraduate early 
childhood oourse. In 1987 the situation changed - the curricuhun 
and instruction unit rerrained and the novement unit was 
incorporated into an entirely new unit callerl 'rz.:bve:rent, Physical 
and Health Education. 11 '!he situation did not alter in 1991. It 
rnust be mentioned that overall tine allocation for core music 
education units were of a longer duration at Edith Cowan 
University than those organized at Curtin University of Technology. 
An interesting c:anparison oould be drawn between the nwnber 
of units assigned to core music education and those given for 
Language Arts subjects (Catmunication, Reading) at both 
institutions. ihe graph (overleaf) shows that at El:lith COWan 
University, language arts subjects consistently equalled or out-
numbered nusic education units. In 1978 language and music 
education units eacl) tallied four. In 1991 the situation 
differed greatly: language units carprised four; music education 
was assigned one unit. 
At Curtin University of Technology from 1978 to 1982, two 
language units were contained in the undergraduate course 
canpared to the one music core unit and the optional core ITUlsic 
unit available to students in the fifth serester. Fran 1983 to 
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1986 three language units as QpFOsed to ~ nrusic education 
units were included in the c:ourse. Fran 1986 to 1991 one IruSic 
education unit was again out-numbered by thr- lan:;JUE~.ge 
units. 
Addi tiona! canplaints aJ:out t..'1.e lack of tirre allocated to 
rrrusic education in early childhcx:xl education at both tertiary 
institutions which offered the a:mrse were received fran 
teachers as they resp:mded to question 27 in the interview 
si'..hedule. Teachers • crnments included: 
"One improverrent I w;:,uld like to see is that they 
upgrade the teaching courses for nrusic. In one 
serrester of music the students can not pick up 
enough infonration est=ecially as they now tend to 
place rrore emphasis on theory. The students cane 
out and it can be quite interesting their first 
few musical experiences. M::>st of the students 
that cone out now know little practical. 11 
"I feel at the m:::ment that the teaching courses are 
thrashing ma:ths and language. One of the teacher's 
at the school here said that what a lot of teachers 
are frightened of is teachirg nusic. They don't 
always admit it but that's the case. Maybe they'd 
better look at the extent to which Im.lsic is 
undertaken during their undergraduate studies then. 11 
"I 'i.Uuld like to see a bit IOClre rrusic education in the 
teaching courses. You can do music options but not 
many people did it when I was there. They tend to go 
for rnaths or science. SCme kind of inclusions in the 
oourse that doesn't make it so threatening or 
encourages them to do it would be great. " 
"I ~d like to see IOClre emphasis placed in the 
undergraduate rourse on early, early childhood rru.sic 
education. I w:::>uld have appreciated having help 
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using Im.lsic with the b.u/three age group. We have 
a lot of the three/four age group caning into the 
pre-primaries now and we need rrore on that." 
"I think the courses centre rrore the primary level 
not the pre-primary. They should have rrore nR.lSic ..• 
I :rrean you would probably do nore rrusic in the pre-
primary than the primary schcol anyway." 
One teacher was slightly roore positive about the provision 
for rrusic in undergraduate teaching a:mrses. She stated: 
11 ! guess it was enough- othel:Wi.se I lo«>uldn 1 t have 
had the faintest idea. You can build on the basics. 
I knCM sane other teachers who are rrore rrusically 
inclined than I am and they really build on. 11 
It was obvious that scma teachers felt the need for rrore 
rusic education to be included in their teacher education 
undergraduate studies. The views of teachers apfeared to echo 
the belief put forth by Taylor (1987, p. 83) when he conmented 
that: 
it ~d seem desirable that tertiary institutions 
should allocate enough time to pre-service courses 
and ero.:ilile all graduates to teach IlU.lsic effectively 
from Years K-3 as a basic requirement. 
Al. though reported sare years ago, the Tangl~ 
SyrrpJsium of 1967 raised several issues which concerned the 
preJ:l3ration of teachers of young children: 
Concernin;J the quality of rrusic teaching, it was 
recarmended that MENC officially take the IXJSition 
that a teacher with strong music preparation is needed 
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for each school desling with children of ages 3-11. 
The support shCMn by teachers for music seminars and 
workshops \'tOuld suggest they were concerned for their 
professional developnent as teachers and wished to extend or 
improve their abilities to provide rusic education to their 
students. 
12 teachers (57.1%) mentioned they had attended IIUlsic 
workshops in the previous boP years. Nine teachers (42.8%) 
revealed they had not participated in any workshops during that 
sane tine period. It was interesting to note that eight of the 
' 
ten teachers who had attended music workshops all stated they 
had been to introductory 11Upbeat 11 workshops for pre-primary 
teachers. One teacher c:x::mrented on the advantages of using 
''Upbeat 11 for teachers with lirni ted musical backgrowxls. She 
mentioned that 11For those teachers without IlU.lsical backgrounds, 
it's got it all there. It's easy to follow. It practically has 
all the stuff you'd ever need for pre-prirrary rnusic. 11 
The energence of a musical package so widely accepted by 
teachers could perhaps rontribute to the ccmron utilization of 
tape recorders by teachers jn pre-primary schools (as shall be 
docurrented in the resources and facilities section of this 
project) . fue cannents received frau teachers concerning ths 
availability of a package such as "Upbeat" were positive and met 
with much rapr:ort. One particular teacher was rrost enthusiastic 
about ths package and stated: 
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"'lhe children absolutely love it. It gives them 
variation. It's IrnJch, nuch more exciting- fabulous. 
It's great for saneone who doesn't have IrD.lch of a 
rrusical backgrOWld •.• who doesn't know rruch about 
music ... 
Its ease of utilization by teachers with limited rusical 
Jmowledge has heightened its attractiveness with those teachers. 
COnclusions and Reccmnendations 
'lhe results revealed that the rusical backgrounds/preparation 
of teachers were varied. The nurrber of rrusic education units 
undertaken during undergraduate studies ranged fran one to 
seven, indicating that teachers had gained different levels of 
musical knowledge. 
Five teachers (23.8%) chose I1UJ.sic education as their area 
of specialization and this tied with the number of teachers who 
conpleted jtmior primary studies as major option sequences/ 
specializations (those fran Gray lands and Clarerront). Music 
education and junior primary were favoured areas. 
The timetabling of units for a IIDJsic option sequence was 
seen by a snall ntri:ler of teachers to be unsyrrpathetic to those 
who wished to undertake the major sequence but because of other 
responsibilities such as part-tine employrt'E11t or family corrrnit-
ments they were unable to choose the area of music as a 
sp;cialization. A teacher also suggested that pre-service pre-
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primary teachers be encouraged to canplete majors in rusic 
education - it being ''where rrost rrusic is done." 
It was found that Im.lSic education units offered at the 
tertiary institutions fran which the teachers graduated 
exhibited similarities and differences of nrusical content. 
Noticeable main diversions fran the majority of teachers who 
studied the recorder, participated in m:::>vem:mt and IIUJ.sic activities, 
learned programning teclmiques and lesson presentation and utilized 
percussion inst.rl.llrents, were the choral and solfa experiences of 
teachers. It was noted that great variation was evident in the 
rrusical backgrounds of teachers 0\Vi..rq in part to the differences 
of content to which they had been exposed whilst at their 
respective tertiary institutions (and their pre-tertiary music 
studies). 
The ability to play an instrument was also investigated. It 
was observed that although teachers were able to play instruments, 
that ability did not ensure its utilization in the Imsical 
experiences for students in their centres. One teacher stated 
she was unable to include the piano in any pre-prim:n:y lTU.lsical 
activities because a piano was not available in her centre. In 
this case a lack of instnnnent availability hindered piano 
inclusion in the pre-primary musical activities. 
Conversely the presence of electronic keyboards in tw:::> 
pre-primary schools did not ensure their use for musical purposes 
by the teachers in those centres. Both the teachers registered 
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ooncem. that they could not play the inst.runv::m.t and therefore it 
was rot part of their pre-prinaJ:y rusic progranmes. 'lhis 
contrasted with the initiative of ano·.:1er teacher who taught 
herself to play the organ/electronic keyboard. 
'!bat a basic knowledge of theory and electronic keylx>ard 
.interaction is developed and provided to undergraduate student 
teachers during their JruSic education studies is i.nportant. 
Teachers corrnented on the way in which the electronic keyboard 
assisted greatly in the management of unison singin::J and 
canpensated for an inability to provide correct starting notes/ 
in-tune singing. 
Teachers saw the need for undergraduate rrusic studies to 
cater rrore appropriately for those student teachers with limited 
rusical backgrounds. '!he suggestion was brought forward that 
different core units which could cater specifically for the 
varied rusical backgrounds of teachers (those with :m:ininal 
Jmaoledge and those with advanced understandings) be nade 
available for pre-service teachers. This would help to minimize 
potential disadvantages spoken of by teachers with limited 
nusical backgrounds. It would also allow teachers with previous 
nusical kmwledge to extend their understandings whilst of 
course leaming about methodologies and prograrrming considerations 
for early childhood developll'el'lt. 
It was interesting to trace the decline of core rrusic 
edocation tertiary units since 1978 and cc:npare the allocation of 
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rusic education units to the number of language arts units 
available in undergraduate courses at both ECI.ith CcMan University 
and Curtin University of Teclmology. Teachers were in favour of 
nore core nusic education units which might better prepare teachers 
with limited IIUlSical background for the teaching of music education 
in pre-primary schools. 
The attendance at "Upbeat" \,l()rkshops by teachers and their 
subsequent praise of the package's appropriateness for use by 
teachers with little or no rrru.sical background could have 
suggested that teachers were indeed searching for an aid 'Which 
could rornpensate sanev.hat for a lack of rrusical knowledge or 
confidence. 
'!he area of increased confidence was mentioned by the 
''MJ.sic Frarrew:xk Kindergarten - Grade 12" (1988, p. 9) in 
v.hich it was found in a study undertaken that many qualified 
teachers of nusic (specialists) believed their "unqualified" 
colleagues 11needed confidence-building music education and 
appreciation workshops and rrethcxlological training." 'lhe 
teachers interviewed for this project spoke most favourably of 
nusic in.c;ervices although two ccmplaints were received fran 
teachers who did not attend ~rkshops because of the cost 
factor. 
'lhe undergraduate core music education units may be for 
sare teachers (as could be noted from the a::mnents of sane 
teachers in this section) their first in-depth musical studies. 
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'Ihat over half the number of teachers intervieMed rrentioned. their 
studies to be inadequate and that requests were put fmward for 
music education to receive greater emphasis in the core unit 
fixtures of a three year undergraduate early childhood course, 
indicates that such a request be seriously considered. 
Unfortunately as Hoermann (1988, p. 88) highlights: 
pressures on the tertiary tilretable have increased 
and led ... to a decrease in the titre allcx:::ation for 
rusic. Musicians seem to have had little success 
in convincing institutions and accreditation 
authorities that nusic is not 'the same' as maths 
and language si.rrpl y because so many students have 
to start as 'beginners' . 
SUimary of Findings 
1.1. 38% of teachers gained qualifications from the Western 
Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT) /Curtin University 
of Technology followed by 33.3% fran tbe Western Australian 
College of 1\dvanced Eliucation (WACAE) - now Eliitb cowan 
University and 23.8% fran Graylands/Clararont Teachers 
COlleges. 
1.2. 71.4% of teachers possess DiplOtt\3. of Teaching/Eliucation/ 
Bachelor of Arts (E.C.E.) qualifications. 28.6% held 
Teacher's Certificates. 
1.3. Music education option sequences/specializations were 
coopleted by 23.8% of teachers which denonstrated that 
-- -------·-···· -- ·- ---------------- -- -·--------------
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alo~side J\lllior Prbnary studies, IIPJ.sic education prove:l 
to be a sarewhat favoured undertaking for pre-pr:i.nary 
teachers. 
1.4. At least one rrusic e:lucation \lllit had been carrpleted by 
90.5% of teachers. 
1.5. 23.8% of teachers revealed they had coopleted three units 
whilst studyin::J with three units being the nost camon 
nuni:ler canpleted by the teachers interviewed. 
1.6. All teachers revealed they had participated in sin:Jing and 
song garre sessions rrodelled by lecturers from their 
respective institutions. Havever, the range of experiences 
rrentioned by teacher graduates Su:Jgested a certain broad-
ness of musical activity which differed. fran the onus 
placed on unison singing and related games noticeable in 
the descriptions of IIPJ.sical content provided by a graduate 
fran 1959. 
1. 7. 76.2% of teachers mentioned they received tuition which 
concerned the theory of IIPJ.sic during their undergraduate 
course. 
1.8. Amther 76.2% revealed they had been infonred on how to 
develop programres for early childhocd nusic education. 
Resource files were cxmnented upon rrost favourably by 
teachers. 
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1.9. 66.6% of teachers referred to the use of percussion 
instr'l.me1ts and ensemble perforrrances during their 
undergraduate IlU.lsic education. Movement and rmisic 
activities and recorder tuition were also mentioned by 
66.6% of teachers. 
1.10. Solfa, choral participation, instrurrental studies were 
mentioned by lesser numbers of teachers. 
1.11. 47.6% of teachers reported they could play musical 
instrunents. The guitar, piano/keytx::>ard, comet, cello, 
violin and trombone were included as instruments played by 
teachers (the latter three instruments being played by the 
one teacher) . 
1.12. The number of formal years of piano tuition ranged fran 
three to seven years. other teachers were self-taught 
pianists. 
1.13. 33.3% of the 38% able to play the piano/keyboard incorporated 
the instruments in the musical activities presented in the 
teachers' centres. 23.8% of the 33.3% used the instruments 
on an infrequent basis (cx:::casionally during the year). 
1.14. Use of the guitar during musical experiences was nentioned by 
14.3% of the 19% of teachers able to play the instrument. 
4.8% (one teacher) incorporated the guitar into everyday 
rrusical experiences whilst the raraining teachers stated the 
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instrurrent was used in their centres once per week. 
1.15. It was evident however, that even though teachers were in 
possession of musical instrurrents their utilization was not 
ensured. 14.3% of the 47.6% of teachers a):>1e to play an 
instn.u:rent inooq:orated one of their instruments in the 
everyday musical experiences of children. Another 9. 5% 
of teachers with instrunents in their centres did not 
utilize those as they could play neither a piano nor a 
keyboard. 'Ihe teachers' backgrounds and initiatives were 
obviously factors which cculd have influenced the 
utilization of the instruments. Ensuring all teacher's 
have knowledge of music theory could reduce apprehensiveness 
to use instruments if available. 
1.16. 81% of teachers ccrtm:mted that special vocal training was 
not an intense part of their ccurses although rrany of the 
teachers indicated that singing practice, learning songs 
and recognition of pitch intervals were included in the 
musical studies they canpleted. 
1.17. 57.2% of teachers felt the music education units crnpleted 
during their undergraduate course to be inadequate. 23.8% 
argued that the units did not prepare them for real 
situations, 14.3% stated they did oot cater fully for 
students with non-ITDJSic backgrotmds and another 14.3% felt 
they were not adequate in providin:;J for pre-prirrary rrusic 
education specifically. 
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1.18. '!hose teachers without a previous knowledge of music 
believed they were placed at a distinct disadvantage. 
Different units designed to cater for the II'D.lsical needs of 
student teachers with varied backgrounds ~ld allCM 
teachers to further their musical developnent according to 
their previous Jm:>wledge and needs. 
L 19. Overall nunbers of core music education units offered 
during the early childhocx:l undergraduate course decreased 
slowly between 1978 and 1991 at Eiith Cowan University. 
1.20. In 1987, Curtin university returned to providing one core 
music education unit after five years of retaining two music 
education units in the undergraduate course. 
1.21. At OOth Edith COWan University and Curtin University, 
language Arts units consistently out-numbered music 
education unit allocation. 
l. 22. l\ddii;ional cmplaints about the hck of tilre allocated to 
rrusic education in early childhood education at both 
tertiary institutions were received fran teachers. 
1. 23. 38% of teachers declared that the rru.sic education in which 
they were involved prepared them appropriately for their 
future rusical undertakings as teachers. 14.3% mentioned 
they acquired knowledge on activities appropriate for young 
children and 9.5% stated students were given necessary 
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rmsical background to cater for the rusical needs of 
young children. Integration procedures and heightened 
confidence were other reasons put forward by teachers. 
1. 24. 57.1% of teachers nentioned they had attended l'rn.lsic 
wrkshops in the previous two years. The "Upbeat 11 
workshops received greatest patronage fran teachers and 
were p:Jsitively evaluated by teachers. 
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CHAPTER V 
B. RESOU!OlS AND FACILITIES 
2. 0. Availability of Insti.uments in Pre-Prinary SChools 
Introduction 
Iea.rnin:r areas such as those allcx::ated to language, science 
and outdoor activities play bnportant roles in developing the 
"whole" child, naking possible varied and often stilrulating 
experiences which can be given extra dimensions through the use 
of quality resources and facilities. The quality of each area is 
~roved with the availability of relevant equipment and music 
education is no exception. 
M.lsical instruments of all types, audio equipnent including 
tape recorders and record players, visual aids, black/white 
boards, game accessories, teacher resource books and adequate 
classrcorn space for gross rrotor activity, corrprise a base list of 
nusic resources which can give the young child the necessary 
stimulus to partake actively in music~ing. 
Er:bes (1988, p. 15) refers to the opportunities a teacher 
possesses in the lower grades (K-3) to enhance a child1 s 
confidence through simple musical activities and to develop 
J;XJsitive attitudes and interest towards llU.lsic education. He 
mentions the facilitating role of music resources in musical 
activity when he states that 11a variety of tmterials and 
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activities can provide impetus" for the achievement of such 
goals. 
The incorp::>ration of a variety of rnusical resources serves 
to encourage an appreciation of musical activities and heighten 
child participation. 'lheir value as com[x:ments of a nusic 
prograrnoo has long been recognized by teachers. Forrai (1988, 
p. 80) elal::x:>rates on the use of llUlsical instruments and equipre:nt 
as a means of 11foster{ing] active listening skills to awaken the 
children's interest in nusic. 11 Purcell (1974, p. 19) refers to 
11 the use of interesting and exciting materials to stim.llate the 
children's interest." 
'!he creation and utilization of music areas in pre-prirrary 
schools which aim to assist p:::>sitive attibJ.des tcwards rm1sic and 
prorrote skills developrrent, calls for resources to be available so 
that children nay be allowed the: 
freedcm to explore timbre, rhythm, rrelody 1 form and 
expressive Jlllsic qualities, as well as si.rqing, playing 
instruments, oorrp:>sing, listening, categorizing and 
evaluating. (Kenney, 1989, p. 33). 
Given such opporb.mities, a varied musical diet rray arouse 
children's curiosities and develop favourable attitudes t~,j 
rru.sical p:rrticipation in the pre-pri.rre.ry year of schoolin:J. 
Erbes (1988, p. 8) refers to grade level outcarres for rru.sic 
in pre-primary education and says that "Group sin:Jirg and 
instrurrental perfonrance are reconmended. 11 '!he Western Australian 
syllabus "Music in Schools K-3 11 (1980, p. 14) advocates interaction 
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with varied instruirents in early childhood as a rreans of trainin:J 
youn:;y ears and developing "the ability to choose the right sounds 
for the right effect. '' 
Orff rrentioned the irop::>rtance of providing opportunities to 
participate in ItD.lSical activities utilizing tuned and non-tuned 
percussion instruirents in order to acquire techniques of llrprovis-
ation. He stated that ''My idea was to take my students so far 
that they could inprovise their own IlU.lSic" (cited in lawrence, 
1978, p. 133). The skills for such improvisation can be 
comrenced in the early childhood years and this investigation is 
in resrx::mse to Orff ' s claim that "The art of creating music ..• 
[corres] directly from playing the instruments themselves." 
The investigation will examine the availability and adequacy of 
rtD.lSical instl:urrents in the selected pre-prinary schCXJls. 
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Results and Discussion 
'!he table belcw indicates the percentages of pre-primary 
schools Vihich were in p:>ssession of specific types of tuned 
instrurrents. Non-tuned instruments shall be analyzed later. 
'Ihe list was devised in conjunction with the recornnendations of 
the western Australian syllabus '%J.sic in Schools K-3" (1980), 
Anderson (1981) and Epstein (1985) \>oho outlined those 
instruments \<hich they deemed suitable for use with young 
children. Asteri.xed instrurrents refer to those added by 
teachers to the original list of instrurrents presented in the 
interview schedule. 
Table 9 
Percentage of '1\Ined Instrurrents in Centres 
'D.med Instrurrents 
Chllne Bars 
Tambour 
Xylophone 
Piaro /Keyboard 
GJ.okenspiel 
Metallophone 
Pitched Bells 
Autoharp 
*Bottle Xylophone 
*Didgeridoo 
'lllnable T:ilnpani 
*Kazoo 
Number of 
Centres 
15 (71.4%) 
15 (71.4%) 
12 (57.1%) 
10 (47.6%) 
8 (38.0%) 
7 (33.3%) 
3 (14. 3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
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Tuned Inst.r:uirents 
As can be noted, the tarobour and chime bars were included 
in the tuned inst.r:uirent repertoire of 15 (71.4%) of the 
surveyed pre-primary schools. 'lhe xylq:hone was present m 
just over half the pre-primary schools (12- 57.1%) and was 
foll<:Med by the piano/electronic keyboard (10 - 47 .6%). 
Instnunents in relatively lcM possession conprised the 
glokenspiel (8 - 38%), Iretallophone (7 - 33.3%), pitched bells 
(3- 14.3%), autoharp (2- 9.5%), didgeridoo (1- 4.8%) and 
kazoo {1 - 4 .8%). It was interesting to note that a bottle 
xylophone was only used in one (4.8%) of the pre-prilrary 
schcx:>ls. In view of the fact that approxi.rrately half the 
nurrber of centres was endowed with professionally nanufactured 
xylophones and that lesser ntmlbers possessed glokenspiels and 
:rretallOJ;::hones, it rre.y be surprising that rrore teachers had not 
used their initiatives to canpensate for what could be 
perceived as a lack of such tuned instruments in scane pre-primary 
schools. Of course a balance coold be achieved to an extent if 
the glokenspiels/rretallophones were available in the centres 
which did not have xylophones. 
As table 10 shows, six (28.6%) of the nine (42.9%) pre-
pr:inary schools without xylophones had the availability of a 
glokenspiel or rretallophone. =ee (14. 3%) of the centres did 
not have access to a scalic tuned percussion instrument 
although one (4 .8%) of the teachers in those pre-primary schools 
innovated by creating her oon bottle xylophone. Chirre bars 
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could perhaps have been included in the assesSirent undertaken 
but as the writer was referring to a scalic percussion unit and 
no teachers rep::>rted havin:J canplete chime bar scales, it was 
not included in the previous analysis. 
Table 10 
Possession of S:alic '1\med Percussion in centres 
Possession Nunber of 
Centres 
Oofthe3 3 (14.3%) 
1 of the 3 9 (42.8%) 
2 of the 3 8 (38 .0%) 
3ofthe3 1 I 4.8%) 
Ten (47. 6%) pre-primaJ:y schools possessed a piano/ 
electronic keyboard. fuis revealed that 11 (52.4%) of pre-
primary schools did not have a useful instrument for enhancing 
children's learning and for accampanying class music sessions. 
Electronic keyboards appeal to yormg children and its 
often quoted successful use in pre-primary schools by the 
teachers interviewed, served to strengthen the cause for its 
inclusion in early childhoc::x:l centres. The following list is a 
canpilation of positive ccmnents frcm teachers with access to 
electronic keyJ::oards in their pre-prinary schools. 
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11
'ilie keyb::>a.rd is gCXJd when you're startin;J a new 
tune because the children can really hear what 
you're playing." 
"'!he thirg they love the nost is the keyboard 
because it has 200 different sounds that it can 
make, rhythm patterns •.• it really is great. 11 
"'!he kids jig up and down and they can play sane 
of these little tunes on it." 
"It's very effective to teach children the tune. 11 
"I'm intere::;;ted in music so I bought my a.vn 
keyboard and I play that with the children and 
I don't mind doing it." 
One teacher was apprehensive about using a keyboard and 
another stated "We have an electronic keyl::xJard but I can't play. 
I don't use it at all. 11 All other teachers with keylx>ards in 
their pre-prirrary schools possessed enough knowledge to 
dem:mstrate a basic keyboard ccrrpetence to introduce ne.v songs 
to their students. '!hose teachers rrentioned reasons for their 
abilities to utilize the instrument. 'Ihey included having 
previous inr:;L ~-urrental experience, lean1ing scma theory during 
undergraduat.'e studies and beirq self taught. Perhaps greater 
reference to the use of keyboards in undergraduate courses 
ro1ld ensure all teachers ]>)Ssess a basic knowledge of keyboard 
skills and operation. Another teacher Who had studied the 
piaro for several years had no keylxlard in her centre. 
'!he use of the piano and other equipnent in early child-
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hCXJd centres was mentioned by Anderson (1981, p. 38) \<hen she 
ccmnented on elerrentary ITD.lsic and stated that 1''Ihe piano, 
record player •.• furnish excellent accanpaniment for rhythm 
band activities." One teacher with a piano in her centre 
described its varied use. Apart fran its regular use by a 
skilled teacher, aide or parent as an accanpaniment to class 
sin3"ing, or as a means of daronstrating the high-lC1n' pitch 
concept, the teacher revealed her flexibility in allowing her 
students to explore the piano, atterrpting to create and play 
simple tunes. It was in only five (23.8%) of the centres with 
pianos/keylx>ards that children were pennitted access to the 
inst.rurrents. The rrain reason put forth regarding lirlltations 
for child use included concerns for noise levels and the 
p:>ssibili ties of harsh treat::naJ.t by children. 
Informal experiences can broaden children's JTDJ.sical 
understandings and "provide children wonderful opportunities 
for sound exploration and experimentation" (Miller, 1974, 
p. 3). Epstein (1985, p. 46) adds: 
Many an adult's intense interest in music has begun 
in childhood with a private exploration of what those 
magic keys can do, how a tune can be picked out and 
how SCIII'e notes played tog"ether sound crunchy and 
exciting. 
It may seem that potential lessening of teacher 
restrictions concerning informal child use of keyboard 
inst.rurrents oould be achieved if success stories were made 
known to teachers. 
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Another tuned instrurrent, pitched bells, was favourably 
nentioned by three teachers (14. 3%) who added the instrument 
to the original list of tuned instruments contained in the 
interview schedule. One teacher stated 11the children love 
thern11 and another said she would appreciate having llDre of 
the bells in her instrument collection. 
The kazoo was an interesting rrention by one teacher 
(4.8%) although due to hygienic reasons the kazoo in her 
possession was not used. '!he twlable timpani also was 
named by one teacher. The instrurrent was not familiar to 
teachers, many of whan asked for descriptions .in order to 
gauge its existence in their instrument collection. 
Non-TUned Instruments 
Once again teachers added the instruments they possessed 
to the original list which allowed for a greater assorbnent 
of non-tuned instrurrents to be examined. Bells (wrist and 
cluster), maracas and triangles headed the list with 
perce..~tages of 100% which acknowledged that all pre-primary 
teachers surveyed had such instruments in their centres. Any 
perceived instrument inadequacies from the perspectives of 
teachers shall be discussed later. 
As is evident in the table overleaf, tambourines were 
available in rrost pre-primary schools (20 - 95.2%). other 
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non-tuned percussion instrurrents incl~; wocrlblocks/ . 
toneblocks (19- 90.4%), castanets (18- 85.6%) and drums 
(18 - 85.6%). 16 pre-prinary schcx:>ls possessed claves 
(76.1%) followed by cymbals (14 - 66.6%) and finger cymbals 
(13 - 61.8%). 
Table 11 
Possession of Non-Tuned Instruments in Centres 
Non-Tuned Instrurrents Number of 
Centres 
Maracas 21 (100%) 
Bells 21 (100%) 
Triangles 21 (100%) 
TaiTOOurines 20 (95.4%) 
WOod/~neblocks 19 (90.4%) 
Drums 18 (85.6%) 
Castanets 18 (85.6%) 
Claves 16 (76.1%) 
Cymbals 14 (66 .6%) 
Finger Cymbals 13 (61.8%) 
Guiro 8 (38.0%) 
Sandblocks 2 ( 9.5%) 
*Coconut Halves 2 ( 9.5%) 
*Bongo Drum 1 ( 4 .8%) 
Iagerphone 1 ( 4.8%) 
*Poinsettia Pods 1 ( 4 .8%) 
A decline was found in the total nurrber of pre-primary 
schools Wlich owned the remaining listed instruments. 'lhe 
unique sounding guiro was possessed by eight pre-priiraJ.-y 
schools (38%) whilst tbe lagerphone and bongo drum were each 
reported to be in the instrumental collections of one pre-
prbrary school (4.8%). on a rating of 9.5%, two teachers 
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included coconut halves as novel additions to the list fol,lowe:l 
by poinsettia pods (1 - 4 .8%). It appeared that sane -chers 
took initiative to provide opportunities for their students to 
interact with a variety of scund producin.J devices in association 
with their experiences <vith more carm:m instruments. However, it 
ITUst be noted that of the three pre-prinary teachers (14.3%) .no 
included natural resources as part of their instrunent 
collections, O..U teachers (9.5%) felt that the instrurrents they 
owned ~re inadequate with regard to quality and. numbers. 'Ihe 
use of natural resources may have been errployed to canpensate 
for perceived insufficient or deficient instrument collections. 
It was obvious overall, that the percentages of pre-prinary 
schools with specific non-tuned instrurrents were greater than 
the results achieved for tuned instruments. On seven occasions 
non-tuned instrurrents received ratings of over 80% \\hilst 71.4% 
was the highest rating for tuned instruments. 
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3. 0. Instnment Use in Pre-Primary Schools 
1he table below presents the results of an investigation 
of the frequency of tuned and ncn-tuned instrurrent use per week 
by students. In addition, the rrost favoured instrurrents of 
students are noted as well as average frequencies of usage. 
Table 12 
FreqtEncy of Instrunent Use Per \'!9ek 
Frequ:ncy Non-Tuned Timed 
E1.<l:ryday 15.70% 12.20% 
2/3 T:irres 20.20% 23.00% 
::nee 54.70% 40.50% 
Rarely/Never 9.60% 24.30% 
(Margin of error • 2%) 
Both the tuned (12.2%) and nm-tuned instrunents (15. 7%) 
revealed close but lCM J?6rcentage scores for everyday usage. 
It was again noticeable that similar perCElltages were achieved 
for tuned (23%) and nan-tuned instrunents (20 .2%) regarding 
usages of two or three t.:i.rres J?E!r week. Instrument usage of 
once per week shCMed a rise in student utilizatim of 
instrurrents but at a lcmer frequency rate. 54.4% of noo.-ttmed 
.instrurrents were used once per w=ek by students. 'lhe situaticn 
with tuned instrurrents (40.5%) also sh<Med that as the number 
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of student-instrurrent interactions increased the frequency. of 
use decreased. In such instances, students interacted with 
instruments at a rate of once per week. 
'Ihe rerraining frequency option revealed the percentage of 
fustrurrents with which students rarely or never engaged. 'Ihe 
writer added the option of "rarely" to the original inteiView 
schedule in response to the many teachers who stipulated that 
their students might utilize certain instruments once every one 
or t\-.o rronths. 
Table 12 shCMs that an average 9.6% of non-tuned 
instrurrents was rarely/never played by students. 'Ihis was 
followed by the interesting figure of 24.3% for tuned instrument 
use. The results can be clearly seen in table 12. 
Figure 6 (overleaf) shows the canpiled averages of canbined 
use of tuned and non-tuned instrunents. The availability of 
instrumPJ1ts in pre-primary schools could possibly influence the 
degree to which they were utilized. Without tuned and non-tuned 
instrl.lroonts, a major canponent of young children's rtn.lsical 
experiences could be neglected. One such case was observed in a 
pre-primary school in which no tuned instruments were available 
except an old ta.nbour (the teacher was not sure whether she 
still f'X'Ssessed the tambour) • The teacher and children did moke 
instrmnents during craft activities, but the longevity of such 
creations was not encouraging. She explained she felt her 
children were not receiving the benefits which could be gained 
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Tuned/Non-Tuned Instrument Use 
Frequency of Use 
Figure 6 (a) • 
Everyday 
13.95 
Tuned/Non-Tuned Instrument Use 
Frequency 
Figure 6 (b) • 
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from regular experiences with quality IrnJsical instruments .. 
Student-Instrument Interaction -Music Oorners 
The presence of instruments in pre-primary schools does 
not guarantee regular child utilization. '!he results shown in 
table 12 and figure 6 could possibly have been affected by 
influences which arose fran child or teacher preferences, the 
quality and quantity of equiprrent offered and the circumstances 
in which the instruments were made available to students. A 
teacher who restricts student use of a metallophone to one or 
maybe Thu music sessions per week, is providing only minimal 
interaction with a tuned instrunent in formal , controlled 
situations. It is understandable then that children may not 
be able to play the instrurrent on tw:J or three occasions or 
indeed everyday because they are not given the opportunity. 
The provision of music corners in pre-primary schools may 
assist the utilization of instruments in which children can be 
permitted infonral interactions with tuned and non-tuned 
instrurrents and thereby encourage personal exploration and 
creation. 
Question 19 on the interview schedule encouraged teachers 
to provide insight into the types of musical experiences they 
presented to their children. It was evident that activities 
which asked for i.nprovisato:ry responses fran students were 
lacking in "tl'll:= repertoires of teachers during fonnal music 
tine. 'Th.U teachers (9. 5%) without music corners mentioned the 
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use of ostinati and personal student creations as alternative 
uses to the regular beat and high-low experiences for which 
tuned instruments are usually reserved. 'Ihe results showed 
that minima.! ti.m= was spent on individual creative pursuits 
incorporating tuned instruments during the fonnal sessions set 
aside specifically for music. 
In addition to providing informal interactions with tuned 
instrurrents, the music comer may also l:e used to give 
opp:>rtunities to play a variety of non-tuned instruments. 
Miller (1974, p. 4) lists the different uses of J:::x:rth tuned and 
non-tuned inst.rurrents which include: the accanpanying of songs; 
rh~c activities and records; creating special effects and 
original ccmpositions or as tools for sheer sound exploration. 
Such varied learning situations can be made available to 
students during formal and informal activities - the music 
corner acting as a rreans of broadening the experiences 
encountered in the :rrore structured musical sessions planned by 
teachers. 'Ihe provision of llU.lsic corners in the surveyed pre-
primary schools may be noted in table 13. 
Table 13 
Pre-Primary Schools with Music corners 
Music COrner Allocation 
With Music Corners 
Without Music COrners 
With Non-constant/Occasional 
Music Corners 
Pre-Primary Schools 
4 (19.0%) 
11 (52.4%) 
6 (28.6%) 
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Table 13 shows a distinct difference in the percentage 
scores of pre-pri.nary schools with Im.lsic corners (4 - 19%) and 
those without (11 - 52.4%). It was revealed that over half the 
murber of pre-primary schools surveyed did not encourage informal 
interactions with musical instrum:mts in the fonn of music 
corners. Centres often had IlUlsical instrurrents which were not 
regularly available to students. 
Six teachers (28.6%) rrentioned that occasiona.l IlU.lsic 
corners were organized in their centres when appropriate. 'Ihis 
signalled that ten pre-primary teachers (47 .6%) catered for sane 
sort of infernal instrument use. However the situation still 
illustrated that rrore than half the total number of students in 
the pre-primary schools nay not have been involved in informal 
rrusical experience. SUch circumstances could be ccmpared to the 
practices employed regarding rusic corner organization in early 
childhood centres in the United States of 1\rrerica. Kenney (1989, 
p. 33) states that "Although preschools frequently include 
learni.ng centres ..• few preschools include a nusic centre 
[cornerJ." Explanations concernin] their limited use we""Ce 
unfortunately oot supplied in the article. Nevertheless, question 
lBa and b on the interview- schedule allCMed the writer to probe 
each teacher for reasons concernin] the non~istence of music 
corners in their respective pre-prinary schools. Table 14 lists 
the limitations mentioned by teachers which encroached upon rrusic 
corner inclusion. 
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Table 14 
Limitations of Music Corner Inclusion 
Limitations Teachers 
Noise 12 (57.1%) 
Instrurrent Misuse 3 (14.3%) 
lack of Roan Space 2 ( 9 .5%) 
leamirq Centre - Interchanges 2 ( 9. 5%) 
Instrument Breakages 1 ( 4.8%) 
lack of Instrurrents 1 ( 4.8%) 
'!he noise factor was the reason offered by 12 teachers 
(57.1%) for the sparse use of music corners in pre-prbnary 
schools. The following cxmnents were made: 
"we had a music corner going here at one stage but 
it was really noisy. 11 
"I find that a music comer in a centre such as this 
[a double unit pre-prirrary] doesn't \«lrk ••• there's 
too rruch volume to have sareone banging a drum 
unattended. 11 
"'!hey want to play than all the time. 11 
"I found myself saying 'Play it quietly' ... and they 
don't enjoy playing it quietly.'' 
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11
'lhey get a bit silly. 11 
"It's pointless ... you're creating the friction instead 
of having it for pleasure. 11 
"'lhey don't play it sensibly, they just play it to 
make noise, and that's not right." 
'lhe problem with noise control forced many teachers to 
abandon their efforts to install permanent centres for musical 
exploration, expression and learning. Indeed same of the 
teachers who referred to excessive noise also raised other 
concerns restricting the incorp:Jration of ImJ.sic corners in pre-
primary school organization. 
Misuse of ins~ts was mentioned by three teachers 
(14.3%) who described negative experiences with infonnal 
instrunent usage which included: 
"You just can't put out a IlUlsic romer and go for 
it be:cause they just end up bashing the instrurrents." 
"'lhey don't use them as they st".ould be used." 
'1he lack of constructive and disrespectful instrument use 
by students constituted the secon:l llDSt support..or1 reason for 
restricted infonnal student interactions. Eacl:. mentioned by 
~ teachers (9. 5%) ~e the ooncerns for roan space and the 
occasional use of designated music corner space for interchanges 
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with puppet theatres and other learning centres. One teacher 
elaborated on roam size: 
"In the traditional, big centres, you could have the 
space. But here, no." 
Additional limitations, each put forth by individual 
teachers regarded the inappropriateness of rrusic COIDers. 
Repairs to rusic shelving, unsuitability of instruments owing 
to breakages and damage and the witholding of instrl.ln'ents to 
enhance longevity were included by teachers. others raised 
concerns about severe in<t:rument shortages (1 - 4 .8%) which 
left them unable to establish varied infernal or fonnal 
rrusical situations employing instnmlents. <Ale teacher 
enphasized that "We do not have a music corner purely because 
of the fact that \\e just don't have the instnnnents." 
Recorrm=ndations by the MENC - United States, m=ntions on 
s.ix occasions the inclusion of rrusical instnunents in the 
objectives for pre-primary music education. (Erbes, 1988, 
p. 10}. Cbjectives becoire harder to achieve if essential 
naterials are not forthccming -as with the case just 
described in which deficient instrumental equipnent prevented 
opportunities for students regularly to play instrurents (:i£ 
at all) and interrupted any hopes the teacher may have held 
for the possible organization of a IYUJ.sic comer in her pre-
primary school. Such circumstances could perhaps be likened 
to any teacher of music whose resources rray be unfit for proper 
use. 
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Mark (1978, p. 107) illustrates the American school 
music situation during the late 1970's when he stated: 
Facilities and equipnent are often less than 
adequate. Given those a:nditims, rrost American 
music teachers are not in a position to adept 
new programrres. 
In the previous exanple inadequate ins!:rtments did not 
permit the teacher to establish an infonnal learning oantre 
or allow her to plaa: enphasis en the playing of instrurrents in 
her music prograrme • The ability to "offer many cpportuni ties 
for musical learning as they (the students) desire and are capable 
of assimilating" then bec:x:rres rrore difficult to acccnplish. 
(Mark, 1978, p. 76). 
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4.0. ~ and COndition of Instrurrents and Equ:iprent 
fran the Perspectives of Pre-Primal.y Teachers 
Teachers were questioned regarding their perceptions of 
adequacy of instruments for the nrusical activities undertaken 
in their pre-primary schools. (Adequacy in this case refers 
to sufficient availability of instrument type and supply). 
It must be rarembered that one teacher's view of instrurrent 
adequacy ooul.d differ fran anothers ' perception of instrument 
adequacy. 'Ihe results of question 20a are displayed in table 
15 below. 
Table 15 
Adequacy of Instrurrents 
Instrunent Adequacy 
Instrui'ralts Adequate 
Instrurrents Inadequate 
Teachers 
12 (57 .1%) 
9 (42.9%) 
-lve teachers (57 .1%) stated that the instrurrents 
present in their pre-prinary schools were adequate for the 
musical experiences provided for their children. Nine 
teachers (42.9%) gave negative responses - the teachers 
believed that the instrunents were not satisfactory for the 
children's musical activities. It was noted that over half 
the number of teachers surveyed viewed the instrurrents in their 
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pJ.Ssessicns to be o:::rrrrensurate with the musical experiances of 
children. Just under half the total number of teadlers 
:revealed oonooms regarding the inapprcpriateness of 
instrunents (types/nunbers) to fulfill prograrrne requirerrents 
( 42. 9%) • It revealed that a number of teachers was 
dissatisfied with the instrllmmt situations in their oontres. 
The following table lists those instrunents srught by teachers 
in the pre-prirnaJ:y sdlools. 
Table 16 
Instrunents Sought by Teachers 
Instrunents 
Xylcphone 
Piano/Electric 
Tanbouri.nes 
Bells 
Claves 
Dnnn 
Glokenspiel 
Autoharp 
Pitdled Bells 
WOOdblocks 
Tarrbours 
Cynbals 
Chirre Bars 
Maracas 
Guiro 
Kazoos 
Teachers 
4 (19.0%) 
4 (19.0%) 
3 (14.3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
l ( 4.8%) 
l ( 4.8%) 
l ( 4.8%) 
l ( 4.8%) 
l ( 4. 8%) 
Of the above, tbe nrn-bmed and ttmed in 
perrentages are: 
Ncn-tuned 
Tuned 
(46. 70%) 
(53.30%) 
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As is listed, a range of instrurrents was requested by 
teachers which could signal deficiencies in J:x:rth tuned and 
non-tuned instrurrent collections. The xylophone headed the 
list, being nentioood by four teachers (19%), which could 
indicate that rrore enphasis on tuned percussion was sought 
but their unavailability made implementation difficult. 
Tuned instrunents again l:ecarre the focus for increased 
accessibility in pre-prinary schools in which the piano and 
electronic keyboards received a canbined rating of 19%. A 
desire for nore tarrbourines was rrentioned by three teachers 
(14.3%). Many teachers oonrented on the popularity of that 
instnment anong children. It was interesting to note that 
although !Jells and maracas were available in evecy surveyed 
pre-primary school (as could be seem in table 11), too 
teachers (9.5%) requested additional bells and one teacher 
(4.8%) wished for more maracas. 'I'v.D teachers (9.5%) stressed 
the need for full class sets of instrwnents. As one teacher 
highlighted: 
11
'Ihere are just not enough to go around and I 
don't think it's fair when sane kids are sitting 
with inst.rurents arrl others are not. 11 
Another stated: 11! ~d like to have just basic things. 
'lbings which we don't have. 11 One other teacher mentioned: 
11If we had m:Jre, roore children \>.Uuld be able to use them. 11 
UJ.is point can relate to the availability of instrtrnents for 
student usage which may not only be controlled by teacher 
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restrictions irrp::>sed on inst:rurrents but can be determined by 
the number of instruments present in a centre. 
Eight specific non-tuned instruments were requested by 
teachers which equalled the sum of tuned instruments called 
upon by others. H~ver as was noted in table 11 the 
percentages of non-tuned instrurrents ~re on average, higher 
than scores associated with the number of tuned instnments 
in pre-primary schools. Such a situation could p::>ssibly be 
influenced by the excessive costs of instr\.m't;!nts which weighs 
heavily in favour of non-tuned instrunent purchases. 
Financially it would be easier for a teacher to acquire three 
sets of claves which would allOW' three children to participate 
immediately in musical tasks, than to buy an expensive 
xylophone which not only depletes financial resources but also 
limits musical interaction to one or rraybe tv.t:> children at any 
one tiire. 
Problems resulting fran a lack of funds was illustrated 
by one teacher, who stated: 
11! w::mld like to have rrore instrunents but the 
school has no rroney. ne have to split the 
children into br.o groups to share the instruments 
and even then there are not enough. " 
'lhe circumstances shCM ha.v children 1 s interactions with 
inst.rurrents may be hartpered owing to evident inadequacies. 
The l~ted availability of instruments therefore restricted 
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their usage by students. 
On a somewhat brighter note, 100% of teachers indicated 
that inst.ruments they did possess were easily accessible. All 
teachers refXJrted that instrurrent collections were housed in 
the centres to enhance accessibility. 20 teachers (95.2%) 
stated they ~re alla.ved exclusive use of all music equipnent 
present in the pre-prirrary schools. One teacher (4.8%) did not 
have that privilege in which ITDJsica.l resources were shared 
arrongst all primary school classes. That type of arrangeroont 
could possibly allow for a greater variety of inst.rl.malts to be 
utilized in the pre-prinary school as each class draws on the 
individual resources of other classes including the pre-primary 
equiprrent. How:ver it can not be assured if particular resource 
items are to be consistently available when required. 
Table 17 
Accessibility and Exclusive Use of Instruments 
Accessibility 
Exclusive use 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
21 
0 
20 
1 
(100%) 
0%) 
(95.2%) 
( 4 .8%) 
Borrowing of instruments by teachers was also investigated.. 
16 teachers (76%) stated they did not borrow instruments fran 
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other sources. Five teachers (24%) rrentioned occasional 
borrowing of instrurrents fran primacy schools, other teachers 
and primary school resource centres and music specialists. It 
was noticeable though that teachers preferred to use their own 
ITDJsical instruments rather than OOrrow fran others. Fran the 
nine teachers (42. 9%) who stated that their musical inst.rurrents 
were inadequate, five teachers (24%} made occasional borrowings. 
'lhis left four teachers {18. 9%) who persisted with instrurrents 
they considered to be less than adequate and who refrained fran 
enlisting the help of other sources to corrpensate for any 
perceived deficiencies. 
Table 18 
Borrowing by Teachers of Instrurrents 
Borrowing 
Table 19 
Yes 
No 
16 (76 .0%) 
5 (24 .0%) 
Borrowing by Teachers with Perceived Inadequate Instrurrents 
Inadequate Instrurrents 
Borrowing Yes 
9 (42.9%) 
5 (24.0%) 
No 4 (18.9%) 
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Music Resources 
Teachers were also questioned regarding other types of 
equiJ?Il"'l1t they enployed for music lessons. The table bel= 
shows a variety of resources used by teachers to assist the 
provision of fulfilling and rrotivating musical experiences. 
Table 20 
Music Resources Used by Teachers 
Music Resources Teachers 
Tape Recorders 18 (85.7%) 
Record Players 16 (76.2%) 
Props/Dress-up 5 (23.8%) 
Posters/Charts 4 (19.0%) 
White/Blackboards 4 (19.0%) 
SOng Cards/Signature Pictures 3 (14.3%) 
Syntx>l cards 2 ( 9.5%) 
Books 1 ( 4.8%) 
Self -{-lade 1 ( 4.8%) 
It can be seen that 18 pre-pri.nary schools (85. 7%) had 
access to tape recorders. When canpared to the availability 
of instrtments in pre-primary schools, the tape recorder was 
present in more centres than were drums, castanets, claves, 
t.amb:Jurs and c:hinE bars. The enphasis on the use of ta:pe 
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recorders to enhance nusic instruction was also consistent with 
the support given by teachers for record players (16 - 76.2%). 
'Dl.e onus on such equiptkmt may indicate that lis~ to IlUlSic 
and sin:Jing ccxtprised a large part of the regular rusical 
experiences of children. 
Miller (1974, p. 5) refers to the need for suitable audio 
equipnent to be in every eleirentary school rcx:m and highlights: 
the fact that children are accustaned to hearin:J 
quality [sound] systems in their hares .•. [to] 
recognize that gcx:xl equiptent will last for years 
and benefit countless nurrbers of children. 
The popularity of audio equipment in pre-primary schools heightens 
the potential for greater exp::>sure to the abundance of songs and 
tapes on the educational resource market whidJ. are specifically 
designed for children in the early childhood ysars of their 
develor:mant. As tw::> teachers ccmnented: 11I lean very heavily on 
the tape recorder" and "'lhe tape re::"order gets used all the time.'' 
Dress-up clothes/props/ribbons/streamers were materials 
available to students specifically for ImJSical activities in five 
of the pre-pr:i.nary schools (23.8%) to praiDte creative dance, 
enrich nusical stories, further skills of inagination and 
enccurage participation. Four of those teachers (19%} nentioned 
they did not have rrusic oomers o:.-:ganized in their centres where 
students could infomally interact with instruments and 
incorporate other stinuli such as clothing and scarves~ IJhe 
preferred formal availability of instJ:uments to students by 
--····-··-- -- -----· .. ___ _, -- ... , .... 
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teachers, was noted to be in camon with the restrictive 
practiCE!s errployed by teachers regarding infoll'IE.l usage of 
enrichrrent _equipnent for Im.lsical purposes such as dress-up 
materials and props. 
White/black boards and magnetic boards were utilized by 
four teachers (19%) for musical purposes. One teacher 
explained the :importance of a blackboard for developing 
valuable pre-reading skills. She stated: 
"I use the blackl:x:>ard for IIIE!:lodic shapes. I 
might ask saneone to draw me a sound fran low 
to high ••• we actually draw pictures and they 
have to guess how the sound should go. We play 
lots of other garres on the board as well. '!hey 1 re 
pre-reading skills. " 
SUch staterrents were received fran a minority of teachers. 
Also reported by four teachers (19%) were use of posters 
and charts of varied types to increase children 1 s knowledge 
of different orchestral and ethnic instruments. In addition, 
beat charts were utilized by teachers. One teacher ccmnented 
favourably on the ITnlSic charts and other resources she created 
as part of her undergraduate teacher education course. 
"I can 1 t see any purpose of making t:han if you're 
not going to use them. '!hat's the best thing 
about doing your studies at the institution I 
went to. If you talked about SOOEthing, yru 
nade it the following week. I use my aids all 
the time. II 
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'lhe willingness of teachers to construct their ~ music 
aids and resoorces was noticeable fran the cc:nrrents of other 
teachers who rrentianed that they made musical synbo1 cards 
(2 - 9.5%) for their students. Positive ccmnents such as 
"'!hey [the students) know their ta's, ti-ti's and sa's" and 
"'lhey love beat ganes •.• they all can clap correctly11 were 
received fran enthusiastic teachers. One teacher (4.8%) 
included children's picture lx:xJks containing favourite songs 
and nursery rhyrres in her list of equi{XtEilt enployed for pre-
primary teachers (14 .3%) . "!he nunber could be considered low 
in view of the fact that the Western Australian Ministry of 
Education supplies all Perth Metropolitan pre-prinary schcols 
with sets of signature pictures {1991). 'llieir unpop.1larity 
arrongst pre-prinE.ry teachers could reveal a lack of under-
standing concerning appropriate usage. Finding p..trpeseful 
uses for the song cards was difficult for sane teachers who 
stated that they presented no challenges to children - "I 
rrean if you hold it up [the song card] and say ''!his is little 
pussy' ••• so what? Big deal. 11 
Hcwever there were teachers who praised the use of the 
cards for the nusical experiences of children. A te:tcher 
carmented: '~ t;:ut the sorg cards in the box or onto the 
easel .•• then the children can sing them themselves. " In this 
case the cards provided the necessary rroti vation for infomal 
rrusical encounters such as singing; the children received the 
impetus to engage in spontaneous IYUsical activity. 
------- -------------------.. ·~-~-
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COndition of Instn:amnts and Fqui.I:m=nt 
'!he results of question 24a are presented \>.hich asked teachers 
to indicate whether they judged the nusical :i.nstrurrents and equiprent 
(previously discussed) used in the pre-prinary to be in good 
condition. 11Qx>d11 condition refers to instnnnents and equipnent 
which are perceived by teachers to be of sound quality and which 
allcw for appropriate and safe use by students in the manner for 
which they are intended. Teacher perceptions could differ and be 
influenced by varied expectations held regarding quality and 
appropriate use. lbwever, teachers were supplied with a definition 
of the tenn 11good11 and questions were answered in that context. 
Table 21 
Perceived COndition of Musical Instruirents and Equiprent 
Perceived Good. Condition Yes 
No 
12 (57.1%) 
9 (42. 9%) 
As is evident, nine teachers (42.9%) g-ave ne:Jative reSIXJnses 
which highlighted a concern about defective musical resoures in 
their centres. It was also observed that every teacher who 
CCII'IIleilted that nusical instruments were inadequate for the Im.lSical 
activities undertaken in their pre-prim;u:y schools in question 20a 
also had qualms \ofuich related to the pcx::>r condition of instruments 
and other equipnent in their possessions. Those teachers with 
perceived instrurrent inadequacies appeared to lack not only 
instr"Luoonts but also satisfactory rrusical equiprent and 
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resources. Links might be established between the presence of 
inadequate musical instruments in centres and the existence of 
inferior equiprent and resources. All teachers who rrentioned 
that instrurrents were inadequate revealed dissatisfaction 
regarding the condition of musical instruments and equipnent in 
question 24b. 
Pre-primary school location ani instrument/equipnent 
adequacy and concli tion are revealed in table 22. 
Table 22 
IDeation of Pre-Primary Schools, Instnment Adequacy and 
COndition of Inst.rum;nts and El;Uipnent 
On-site 
Off-site 
Adequate 
12 (57 .1%) 
0 0%) 
Inadequate 
3 (14.3%) 
6 (28 .6%) 
It is noted that 80% of teachers with on-site pre-primary 
~1 lcx:ations were satisfied regarding the adequacy and 
condition of rusic resources. 20% of teachers in on-site pre-
prim:try schools reacted with negative statanents. 'lhe rrost 
strik:iilg figure ooncemed off-site pre-pr:i.nmy school locations. 
Of the six off-site pre-pri.nmy schools included in the 
survey, six teachers in those centres perceived instruments to 
be inadequate an:l both instrurrents and equiprrent to be of 
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inferior corx:lition. Although the six pre-pri.nw:y schc:x>ls 
oonstituted a srrall group, o::mrunication between off-site pre-
prinw:y schools may oontribute to inadequacies a:rxl the sub-
standard quality of instrurrents and equi[Xrellt in the centres. 
Perhaps if stronger links with prinary schools could be 
established, Principals and administration \<X)uld be JTOre aware 
of pre-pd.nary school needs - their integration would warrant 
closer attention. As one teacher sib.Iated in an off-site pre-
pr:inary school rrentioned: 
"It's a real problem being away fran the prinary 
schools. Infonna.tion a:l:x:mt new materials and 
inservices sanetirres gets passed on here down to 
us ••• sanetimes it doesn't, '' 
A concern rated highly by teachers although not specifically 
pertaining to the problem of instruirent and equipnent quality and 
condition was the lack of inst.rum:nts in pre-pr.i.rrary schools. 
Table 23 
Teacher Dissatisfaction Regarding Condition of Musical 
Instnnrents and El:juifll"'l1t 
Carplaint 
Insufficient Musical Instruments 
Lack of Funds 
Old Instruments 
Broken Instrurrents 
Damaged Record Player 
Better Music Trollies 
Slow Order Deliveries 
llulliDer of 
Teachers 
5 (23.8%) 
3 (14.3%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
2 ( 9.5%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
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'lhe demand for nore llRlSical instrurrents received the 
support of five teachers (23. 8%) who utilized question 24b to 
voice their concern in areas which required attention. Ccmnents 
such as: "We need rrore of the basic instrwnents like claves ~ " 
"There are not enough to go around •.. it takes twice as long and 
they get l:ored with a song" and sln¥?1Y ''We need rrore" were 
cannunicated by teachers to enphasize their rru.sical instrument 
ooncems. The want for greater nunl::ers of inst.runents was 
obviously an area which teachers wished to rectify. 
Three teachers (14.3%) believed that lack of funds was 
responsible for inferior instrurrents and equiprent in their 
centres. One teacher stated: 
"We just don't have the finance to buy the sort of 
Im.lsical instrurrents that should be around. If you're 
looking at buying a drum, you're probably looking at 
about $40 to buy a really good one. We certainly 
need sorre maracas ... we just don't have the finance 
for that." 
Another teacher s~ up the unfortunate situation: 
'We need rrore instnnrents. We need rrore m:mey. Everyl:x:XI.y does. " 
Without the availability of sufficient funds, the p:>ssibility of 
purchasing quality instrunalts and equiJ'ITle!lt be=nes nore 
difficult. '!he alternative to buying expensive inst.rurents is 
to turn towards the cheaper instrunalt brands where longevity can 
not be assured. The disadvantage of taking the less financially 
draining option was !:est illustrated by a teacher's personal 
experiencet "'Ihe instrurrelts we get access to are really cheap. 
fuey keep breaking really easily. fuey should get good quality 
- -----------·--·----- --·- -·-----·~·· ·-
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ones." If teachers were able to invest rroney for the purchase 
of quality instrunents and equipnent in their initial financial 
outlays the oonstant need to replace such musical resources 
rould be reduced sanewhat. However, increased funds for music 
expenditure purposes is not always possible, and sc:::rre of the 
reasons shall be investigated later. 
TNo teachers (9.5%) canplained that many of their 
jnstrurrents and much of their equipment were of sub-standard 
condition owinj to regular usage over rrany years. The inability 
of teachers to replace old and worn instrurrents and other music 
resources for reasons which could include funding problems or 
lack of initiative, means that resources progressively 
deteriorate and may rercain in use even when unfit for musical 
application (for example: dangerous; non-sourrl prcd.ucing). 
When asked to indicate her areas of concern regarding 
instruments and equipn;mt for music a teacher remarked: "Yes 
•.• I 1 d like to get sane new instruments. I think we 
desperately need .sate new ones and more basic ones." 
Rec.Juests were also voiced by teachers for addi tiona! 
instruments to replace those which oould not properly function 
as a result of breakages. 'Th.u teachers (9.5i,) CO'IItEI1ted on 
damages to insi:ru!lrants which had contributed to depleted 
inst.nment collections. As one teacher affi..rlred: 11'Ihe 
:r,. 
instruments are there but they 1 re just so beyond any musical 
coverage ..• beyond. even ronsidering giving to the kids really." 
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One teacher frequent! y utilized teacher-made instruments 
as a means of maintaining a repertoire of IO.lsical instruments. 
Others called for inst.r:uments to be repaired or replaced. 'lhe 
remaining ccrrplaints voiced by teachers included; damaged 
record players, a call for improved trollies specifically for 
llU.lsical instrunents, and the slow deli very of ordered 
instruirents (each CCI!plaint mentioned by one teacher). A lack 
of quality inst.ruments in pre-pri.nary schools was the focus of 
teacher concerns. 
Whilst question 24b required teachers to attend to the 
specific condition of musical ins1:.rmnents in their centres, it 
was apparent that they also wished to discuss other pressing 
issues, including for example, insufficient funds and resource 
delivery delays, both of .nich could ultimately affect the 
quality /condition of instrurrent collections and rusic resources 
in pre-prinary schools. 'Ihe pranising figure of 57.1% for 
teachers oontent with the quality of music resources in their 
pre-pri.nary scho:Jls would be greater if procedures were un:ler-
taken to inprove the standard of inst:nments and equiprent. 
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5. 0. l\dequacy of Room Space 
Intrcxiuction 
'lhe aitD.lllt of rcom space available for students can 
determine the extent to which nusic education activities are 
initiated in pre-prim:u:y schools. Confined areas nay deter 
teachers fran p.1rsui..rg gross rrotor m::werrent and rusic sessions 
with large J:xxly rrovarent and nusic experiences not bei.rq 
explored to their potential by students in their pre-prin'ary 
year. 
Adequate roan space can provide the opportunity for 
students to participate in activities which encourage 
uninhibited, expressive action where the dlild has the 
freedom to exercise large body motions without the imposition 
of tight, alrrost claustrophobic condi lions which were 
unfortunately evident in sare pre-primary schools. 
'lhe availability of rufficient r<XIll space to allow 
imitative, imaginative and secure rroverrent and dance in which 
whole groups can participate, may contribute to a child 1 s 
realization that "noverrent can be spontaneous and that rrany 
different notions are possible" (Hoffer, 1987, p. 139). '!he 
use of the rrovenent nedium to introduce basic ll1.lsic concepts 
in early childhood education requires that space be available 
for its irrplementation. Withrut adequate sp3.ce and if safety 
factors hinder gross notor xroverent activity, the situation may 
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not be enoouraging for a teacher to pursue rhyt:lunic novanent 
activity. 
Results and Discussion 
'Ihe following table shows the results of question 25a. 
Table 24 
Perceived Adequacy of Space 
l\dequate Inadequate 
Space 12 (57.1%) 9 (42.9%) 
It can be seen that 12 teachers (57 .1%) felt sufficient 
space was available for music instruction in their pre-primary 
schools. Nine teachers (42.9%) revealed Scm:;! dissatisfaction 
regarding the adequacy of roan space. It. is interesting tc 
highlight that the sarre percentage .:;c-ores for adequacy of space 
were obtained for questions reg:rrdi..rg the adequacy and 
condition of inst.rum:mts and other rrusic equipnent. 
'lhe writer attarpted to discover if teachers with qualms 
concerning instruments and equiprent e>q>erienced rocm space 
problems. 1he table overleaf dispelled any such relationship 
as only four teachers (19.1%) of the nine teachers (42.9%) with 
perceived instrument inadequacies and concerns for the condition 
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of instruirents/equipnent confinred instructional difficulties-
caused. by limited space in their pre-primary schools. 'lbis 
left five teachers (23.8%) who were satisfied. with space 
availability. 
Table 25 
Inadequacy/Adequacy of Instrunents and Inadequacy/l\!lequacy 
of Space 
Adequate 
Instrurrents 
Inadequate 
Instruments 
Adequate Space 
7 (33.3%) 
5 (28.8%) 
Inadequate Space 
5 (23.8%) 
4 (19.0%) 
Another five teachers (23.8%) on this occasion with space 
inadequacies believed their musical instruments were sufficient 
in type arrl number and that instruments and equipnent were in 
good. condition. 'lhe rerraining seven teachers (33.3%} were 
content with l:xJth their instJ::urrent and equipnent situations and 
the adequacy of sp;tce in their centres. 'lhe percentage of 
33.3% acb.lally carprised p:Jsitive indications in that inst.rurrents 
were perceived as bein:J adequate, that instruments were of 
suitable quality, that available space was sufficient for music 
instruction. Hi::M'ever, only 14.2% separated teachers ilia were 
cx:mfortable with the nrusic situations in their centres from 
those teachers who signalled difficult circumstances. 
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It nust be rerrenbered that teachers' perceptions of 
"adequacy'' a.n:l "good 11 condition of instrurrelts, equipnent and 
the sufficiency of space, can vary according to the particular 
expectations held by teachers. A teacher who does not rate 
nusic education highly, perhaps preferring to focus on craft 
w::>rk in her early childhocld prograrmes, cnuld believe a srrell 
instrument collection and restricted roan spa.ce to be adequate 
for her rrusic undertakings owing to the fact that varied musical 
experiences are rarely undertaken. It could be that class 
sin:Jing with tape recorded music rray be 6'llf:hasized. Instrurrents 
could be considered adequate because they are never used by 
students or teacher. 
'Ib add confidence to the responses of teachers it rrust be 
mentioned that all teachers received clarification of question 
intentions prior to answering. For exarrple the word "adequate" 
when discussing rocm space was explained to rrean whether enough 
space was available for whole grcup gross rrotor rrovenent and 
music sessions. It is therefore anticipated that as every 
teacher was briefed on the specific intentions of each question 
in the interview schedule that greater insight can be gained 
in relation to the nusic resource aril facility situations 
occurring in Westem .Australian metropolitan pre-prinary 
schools. 
It is interest.i.ng to learn that no pattern could be found 
in the rating scores put forth by teachers concerning the 
irrportance of nusic education for the education of young 
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children (question 13) when linked to their replies regarding· 
instrument adequacy or inadequacy. 'lhe results shCM the 
ratings out of ten given by teachers and their corresponding 
perceptions of instrunent adequacy. 
Table 26 
Music Education llatings vs. InstrUII'ent Adequacy/Inadequacy 
Nunber of llating Inst.runEnt Instrument 
Teachers Adequacy Inadequacy 
4 10 2 2 
2 9 2 0 
6 8 4 2 
6 7 2 4 
2 6 2 0 
1 5 0 1 
'Ihese results could counteract to sane extent the 
possibility raised earlier Which discussed teachers with lower 
views of early music education and the adequacy/inadequacy of 
instruments. Hc:Mever, it is only through thorough inspections 
of instruirents/space availability that it oculd be judged if 
a lower opinion of ITDJSic education is congruent with the presence 
of inadequate instruirents/equiprent/space in the pre-pr:inary 
schools. This would be a task for further research. 
... . . . . ............ " .............. "'' .............. ·-·-···-·"'"'""-·-··· -~---------··-· -~~·~-... "· .• ~ 
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The foll~dng table lists ~ responses of teachers for 
question 25b which referred to perceived inadequacies through 
lack of space. 
Table 27 
Perceived Inadequacies 'Ihrough Iack of Roan Space 
Perceived Inadequacies 
Inconveniences/Disruption 
Unavailability of other Rcx:lms 
Safety Factors 
Disallows Music COrner Establishment 
Number of 
Teachers 
11 (52.4%) 
4 (19.0%) 
4 (19.0%) 
2 I 9.5%) 
A large percentage of teachers (12 - 52.4%) rrentioned the 
inconvenience of not having sizeable roan space for music 
instruction. 'Ihe teachers elal::x:lrated when they stated adjust-
ments such as: m:Jving furniture to provide rrore floor space for 
noverrent activities; needing to use the outdoors for any m::wernent 
and music sessions; organizing tape recorders/record players and 
other equiprent for usage in the outdoor area and arranging 
sm:lller groups of children to participate in rroverrent experiences 
at different times in which the aide would conduct a lesson 
simlltaneously. Other inconveniences concerned alternating the 
days particular groups experienced rrovement activity and the 
repetition of rrovement lessons for other groups of children. 
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Ccmrents fran teachers regarding their circumstances included: 
"we've got fairly limited spare for music instruction. 
It's very difficult to make a circle in the mat room. 
Saretines we have to do it in halves and squash up ••• 
they dan' t seem to mind. We go outside tcx::>." 
"I would prefer a bigger space for music. saretllres 
we go outside. " 
"For rovenent they need more space. Sareti.rres we go 
into that spare area outside the door but then I 
need to get batteries for the tape reoorder." 
Other teachers with qualms about limited ro:::m space 
highlighted the need for teachers to l:e prepared to adjust the 
envi:r:omrent for IID\erent and music. 
"But you need to roove your spaa= arOLmd. You have 
to l:e flexible about it. I have to rearrange the 
rcx:m for rroverrent sessions then we have a big spaCE. " 
"I just move tha trollies. I've cnly got these two 
blocking the way. " 
"You do rroverrent in groups though. SO you get 
aromd it. '!here's no point in noaning about it. 
IJ.'his is the space available so adjust." 
"'!he good thing about this pre-primary is that 
everything is on castors and you just push every-
thing back to make as much spaCE as you like. " 
'!he last cx:tment providss insight into the type of 
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furniture which could assist the readiness of Sat'e teachers to· 
rearrange their roans so that nove:rent sessions could be under-
taken frequent! y. The inconvenience could then re sanewha.t 
minimized. It also characterizes tbe preparedness of positive 
teachers to make adjustrcents to do music. 
Four teachers (19%) were dissatisfied at not bein:J able to 
utilize the services of roans such as prinary school music roans 
and withdrawal roans. However, fran the writer's discussions with 
ItUlsic specialists employed at schools with music rcx:ms, it was 
apparent that their constant use by many prinary school classes 
did oot permit extra tbne to be rrade available for pre-prirrru:y 
classes. 
One music specialist declared that she was responsible for 
the rrusical needs of 18 primary school classes. Another 
specialist revealed she had to cater for over 500 children each 
\\eek. The p:::>ssibility of accamoda.ting pre-primacy students other 
than the arranged 30 minutes per week at sane schools was not 
feasible. 
One pre-prinary teacher spoke favourably of the space 
available in music roans for rrovement activities: "When we go 
to the music specialist, her room is nru.ch bigger and it's good, 
very gc:x::d. '!here's lots of rcx:::m." Such an ideal situation was 
not always enoountered in prinary school nrusic roans - as one 
specialist explained: 
-· ··-- ---- .. " .. -- --·- ·---~----- ..... -- -----· ... -···-··--~---- -----··-- -.... --
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"'Ihe floor space is not big enaJgh. But, I'm lucky 
to have this so I can't canplain. I would like 
double the floor space b.It we're lucky to have this. 
If we could m::we SCl'02; things it would be good. 11 
Safety factors were the concern of three teachers (14. 3%) • 
'!he need for carpet and larger spaces we:r..·e errphasized. 
''We've spread rut a bit rrore but I ~d like rrore 
carpeted area. I'm hoping to get that area carpeted. 
It \>.DU!d then be better and we could spread out oore." 
"Of crurse I would like a bigger area. Soitetin"es they 
burrp into a shelf or sanething, but they know that is 
the space they've got. " 
"Because we have a lack of space, I worry aba.lt safety 
factors. Children could get hurt during rroverrent and 
rrusic." 
'!he pre-pr.inary school year is ccmronl y a period when rruch 
ItOVeiTent and activity is undertaken but confined spaces can 
influeoce the extent to which large body InJV"erOOnt experiences 
can be explored. In cases where space is restricted, "teachers 
shoold adjust the classro:Jrn environ:rrent as nuch as p:Jssible to 
acccrtm:rlate the unique needs of the [rrusic] programre" (Music 
Fr"""""rk Kirv:l.e<garten-Grade 12, 1988, p. 67). Pre-prlnary 
teachers are no exception to this call for flexibility. 'liD 
teachers (9.5%) also blamed lack of space for their inability 
to organize nusic comers in their centres. 
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Conclusions and Pecamendations 
Availability of Instrurrents in Pre-Prinary Schools 
Results concerning the availability of llU.lsical inst.rurrelts 
in pre-primary schools shov.m. that overall rrore teachers 
possessed non-tuned instrurrents than tuned instruirents. '!he 
lack of tuned instrurrents available in many pre-prirrary schools 
was a cause for concern. It was clearly evident that teachers 
displayed greater confidence when discussirg non-tuned rather 
than tuned instr:urrents. If m:::>re teachers were secure with the 
use of tuned instrurrents in pre-pri.nary schools there could be 
an increased willingness arrongst teachers to incorporate such a 
valuable carponent of student-instrurl'ent interactions into their 
nusic programres. 
Unfortunately, it seerred that young children's abilities 
were underestinated in many pre-prinary schc:x::>ls as far as tuned 
instrurrent usage was concerned. A lack of practical knowledge 
concerning inplementation procedures for the inclusion of tuned 
percussion in early childhood centres could explain the lower 
incidence of such instruiYEnts in pre-primary schools when 
carpared to non-tuned instrurrents and their secure existence. 
Greater in-depth coverage of tuned instrument usage in under-
graduate and inservice rourses could assist student and teacher 
realization of the nusical benefits to be achieved fran interaction 
with tuned percussion instruments. Ehq:lhasis on teacher/child-made 
instrurcents could also aid those teachers whose limited finances 
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did not permit additional instruroont purchases. Student-made 
instrum:mts and the inclusion of natural resources (for exanple, 
poinsettia pods) could be areas for further develOf!llellt. 
Lack of instrunents caused by financial difficulties was 
also rrentioned by three (14.3%) of the nine teachers (42.9%) 
who believed inst..rurrents to be inadequate. '!he price of two 
triangle sets as canpared to a xylophone illustrates the way in 
which the expensive costs of nany tuned inst.runents can influence 
choice of teachers. If teachers are to initiate tuned instrurrent 
nusical experiences canfortabl y they require understandings of 
irrplementation procedures to supply them with the confidence 
needed for its regular incorporation. Positive carrrents regarding 
electronic keyOOard availability in pre-primary schools outweighed 
any negative statements issued by teachers. 
'!he availability of instruments in pre-primary schools is 
a serious issue. '!he high prevalence of non-tuned instrument 
collections highlighted a deficiency in the tuned instrurrent 
repertoires of many centres. Possible reasons for the situations 
have been explored. Financial stringency is not the sole cause-
three teachers (14.3%) cited lack of funding as the reason for 
depleted instrument nunJ:Jers. It could be that teachers need to 
review the purposes for having instruments, the ways in which both 
non-b..med and tuned instruments can enrich a music progranme and 
use their initiatives to ensure tha.t a variety of instrurrents and 
other sound-producing materials are available in their pre-primaries 
for the benefit of sb.ldents attending their centres. It is with 
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the benefit of students in mind that the availability of 
instrum:mts to students and thus their usage of instrum=nts be 
discussed. 
Instrument Use in Pre-Primary SChools 
A P1Jl.1Xlse of question 19 was to obtain inforrration 
regarding the frequency of use of instruments by students per 
~- The J.X>int errphasized was that the availability of 
instrl.ut'ents in pre-primary schools did not necessarily guarantee 
instrurrent use by pupils. Sb.ldent-instrurnent interaction 
ccmrunl y tcx::>k place once per week. 'llie ccrnbined averages of 
tuned and oon-tuned instrl.mmt use by sb.ldents revealed that the 
weekly use of inst.rurrents was rrore frequent. 
In centres where occasional/no nusic centres existed it 
could be possible that students were rarely or never given 
opi;Qrtunities to play certain instruments. SUch a situation 
was found to be present in three (14.3%) of the sb< (28.6%) pre-
prinary schools with occasional music comers. 
It appeared that even though instrurrents were present in 
pre-pri.mary schools the extent of their usage was predomi.nantl y 
detennined by teachers for whatever reasons they held - be they 
wise concerns (12 - 57.1%) or anxieties regardin:J potential 
misuse of instruirents by students (3 - 14.3%). One teacher 
(4.8%) was unable to provide instrurrent interactions for 
students due to severe instrument shortages. 
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'!he organization of lTRlSic oorners in pre-primacy schools 
was suggested ill the discussicn section as a rreans of J?OSSibly 
:increas:ing the level of :instrllilent usage by students. Teadlers 
with successful mu..c;ic comers elaborated an the potential for 
oonstructi w student-instrtnrent IDteractioos. 
other rrethcrls of minimizing possible unsuccessful informal 
music-making experiences oould include: the erecticn of classroom 
dividers around the music oomer to avoid distractions to those 
dlildren play:ing :instrunents and to fellCM class nembers pursuing 
other tasks; in pre-primaries with several rooms, designate cne 
rcx:m to cater specifically for musical needs - tape-reoording, 
playing inst.rurrents and informal singing could be oonducted. It 
would hc.wever require addi tiona! supervision but could l:e used 
whenever help was available; plare cnly one of each inst.rurrent in 
the music oomer rather than having for exarrple, four triangles; 
in double-unit pre-primary schools arrange for both teachers to 
hold their :informal nrusic-mak:ing between certain tine periods; 
limit the numbeT of children permitted into the music oomer at 
any cne time - this restricts the number of instrurrents being 
played together. 
Additicnal suggesticns .include: swapping the instrurrents 
offered each day. For example: have available the cluster bells 
instead of the wrist bells; use inst.nments rrore duting fonnal 
music sessioos so children bec:x:m::! accustoned to their purposes 
and oorrect use; later in the year use charts/stickers/pictorial 
representaticn to enoourage ccnstructive musical playing 
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so that sttrlents may attenpt nore pw:J:oseful usag>; be nore involved 
in the student-instrurrent interacticns by guiding, sugg>sting and 
enoouraging; arrange a rmiSic comer en a well-oovered verandah in the 
surmer m::nths to alloo children to use the instruments outdoors, 
porhaps an a large mat/tarpaulin; if neressary, deaden sene potentially 
di.stw:bing satmds of instr"tm:mts offered in the music comer by 
reducing the nurrber of bells an the wrist bells or by using softer 
wcxxlen claves and softer mallets; and reorganize classrocm spaCE to 
enable children to better utilize the available instrurrents. 
'1he lc:Mer overall perCEntage scores of tuned instnm:mt 
availability and usage in pre-primal:y schools reflected a similar 
situaticn Bartle (p. ~3) enrountered in 1968. The value of young 
children's interacticns with tuned instrurrents as a rreans of 
heightening interest in music, facilitating in-tune singing and 
melodic exploration and providing opportunities for children to 
reprodure lmCMn scngs were highlighted by Bartle (1968, p. 43) and 
Kenney (1989, p. 35). 
Instrurrent availability is therefore errphasized. HCM can 
cne leam to play a reascnable gane of tennis if a raa:;p.et is not 
provided? cne can beocne kncwledgeable of the rules of the garre 
fran the televisicn set or fran speaking to others with a basic 
oormand of the sport, but without practical experiences and 
regular practice, a yotmg persoo' s skill may never be developed. 
In the sarre way a carpariscn can l:e dram of children and their 
instrurrents, be it a clarinet of an upper pri.mru:y or secx:ndary 
sttrlent or the small glakenspiel shared by many youngsters in a 
pre-primary school. Without the instrurrent, the opportunity for 
child-lnstrunent interacticn is not supplied and the child is 
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deprived. 
Burnham (1983, p. 10) notes that even when instrurrents are 
available in schools that knCMledge of their use may be lacking. 
Possible instrurrent abuse by students may be a major factor which 
determines nusic comer establishment in pre-prirrary schools. 
'lhe extent to which creative activities were included in the 
rusical activities plarmed by teachers in formal sessions, revealed 
that ostinati and personal student creations were lacking - "b.u 
(9.5%) of the 11 teachers (52.4%} without rrusic corners mentioned 
the incorp::>ration of such activities when asked by the researcher 
to elaOOrate on the uses of instruments in question 19. Qlestion 
19 on the interview schedule encouraged teachers to provide insight 
into the types of Im.Isical experiences they presented to their 
children. Although a specific question concerni..n:J ItD.lsical 
activity was not part of the interview schedule the interviewer 
did ensure that all teachers were probed on such a topic via 
question 19. 
A \\Urthwhile venture could be for greater enphasis to be 
attached to the provision and subsequent use of llUlsic oorners in 
pre-prinary schools in undergraduate teacher education courses. 
Pre-service teachers would then re:::::eive direction whilst under the 
guidance of experienced early childhood teachers. 'Ihe existence 
of informal rrusic-rnaking centres in pre-pri.rral:y schools could then 
bec<::me nore widespread. It nay not incur greater alloc:ation of 
musical instruments to pre-prinary schools, but it lOlld allow 
---------
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those instruments owned by the centres to be made available to 
all students. Frequency of instrurrent usage could be heightened. 
Ibwever the availability of instnnnents to students for rBJUlar 
usage could be determined by the teaching practices of teachers 
(fm:nal versus infernal) and the quality and quantity of 
instrurrents present in pre-primary schools. 
The establishrrent of IlUlSic oorners is possible only if 
instrurrents are available for their organization. 'lb enable 
greater student use of a variety of instruments requires 
instrurrent availability - instnunents of sound quality, type 
and nurrbers in which teachers may be better equipped to "use 
facilities, supplies and equiF1fent to maximum student benefit'' 
(Music Framawork Kindergarten-Grade 12, 1988, p. 64). Teacher 
perceptions of the adequacy of instruments for classroan use now 
becares the focus for discussion. 
1\dequacy and Condition of Instrurrents and Elguipnent 
As results indicated, 12 teachers (57 .1%) perceived the 
instruments in their possessions to be adequate for rrusical 
activities undertaken in their pre-prinary schools. Nine 
teachers viewed their instrurrents to be inadequate. 
'1he perceived adequacy or inadequacy of instrurrents could 
be dependent to sare extent on the types of rusical. experiences 
provided to children by teachers with varied expectations about 
the suitability of particular activities and child capabilities. 
other variables could include the nUlTber of students being 
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taught, instructicnal arrangenents and rrethodol.ogies enployed. 
(Music Franework Kindergarten-Grade 12, 1988, p. 67) • 
Results sha;ed that nine teachers (42.9%) who considered 
their 111l.1Sical :instrurrents to be :inadequate also rrentioned the 
instruments and equiprrent in their centres to be of inferior 
quality. It was dur:ing the qoostim which asked of the 
o::nditian of .instrurrents and equiprrent that teachers voiced 
their ccna;ms for rrcre instruments to be present in pre-primary 
sdlools. 
carefully devised purchasing plans may be required to aid the 
purchasing abilities of teachers en whcm the onus is placed to 
expend f.inances for the purpose of fulfilling r;errei ved musical 
needs often in carpetiticn with purchases for other learning areas. 
(Miller, 1974, p. 8) • fue lack of good quality :instrurrents and 
equiprrent :in saJe pre-primary schools oculd possibly be rectified 
if 11all budgetary funds were spent wisely by teachers" so that 
children could benefit fran varied and enriching activities. 
(Miller, p. 8). 
In centres where expenditure is severely limited, greater 
enphasis en lx>rrowing practices, making instruments and 
equiprrent and fund-rais:ing ventures (with Principal approval) 
oculd be necessary to ocmpensate for funding shortages. The 
initiative of the teacher may then be of utlrost illportanoe if 
provisim for nu.tSic educaticn beccnes difficult. 
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Pre-primary schools nay often be separated fran their 
respective pri.m:rry schools. It is for that reason that the 
:importance of maintaining links with the school and administrators 
becares even greater. Infonning the Principal of pre-prinaxy 
school progress and requirements could be a procedure to ensure 
that the pre-primary teacher ''coammicates progralllle needs to the 
administration 11 (Music Fr~k Kindergarten-Grade 12, 1988, 
p. 64). 
A nnre secure camunication with associated pr:i.rrary schools 
oould also lay foundations for the exchange of ideas and music 
resources with fellow teachers and primary school rrusic specialists. 
The five pre-primary school teachers who benefited from Imsic 
specialist services stated they frequent! y used the specialists as 
resource personnel to assist their music programme developments 
and as a mans of exposing children to a wider range of quality 
instrurrents including etlmic instruments. '!he availability of a 
specialist could help music purchase deCisions of teachers for 
those who lack sufficient confidence and knowledge al::x:J.J.t music 
equiprent. (Miller, 1974, p. 8). fue support for music 
specialist services in pre-prinary schools shall be ascertained 
in a later section. 
COncerns were raised during the course of the discussion 
that the quality of inst.rtnrents and equipnent suffered fran 
student misuse. If instruments were treated with respect through 
correct rrodellirg of correct usage their longevity could be 
presezved. In this context, teacher cognizance of the care and 
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handling of instrurrents becanes inq:ortant. Assistance can be 
received fran IlU.lsic inservice courses. (Miller, 1974, p. 2). 
Overall, inservices were carrrented upon nost favourably by teachers 
(question 26) although there was a call for nore courses to be 
organized specifically by early childhood personnel. 
'!he majority of teachers in pre-prinary schools were satisfied 
with the adequacy of instrurrents and the condition of instruments 
and 2qtliprent. That teachers strive to rraintain quality 
instrurrent collections becanes in"portant - instrurrents that can 
serve the young child's natural curiosity and enrourage him to 
"express [his] being by creating" (May, cited in Ronnefeld, 1986, 
p. 170). 
Adequacy of lbcrn Space 
Nine teachers (42.9%) reported insufficient space whilst 12 
teachers (57 .1%) were satisfied with their respective sitt1ations. 
It was disoovered that seven teachers (33%) were content with 
instrurrent adequacy, the quality of instrurrents and equip!lE11t and 
tbe availability of anple room space. Teachers stipulated tbat 
flexibility and a willingness to alter the envirorunent were 
essential if adequate space for rrovatent and music sessions were 
to be provided. 
The consistent use of music specialist roams by primary 
school sbldents was nam:rl as a major reason for the infrequent 
opp:Jrtunities of pre-prirrary teachers to benefit fran additional 
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rcxm services. Perhaps greater liaisons with rusic specialists 
by pre-prinary teachers could rectify the situation to sooe 
extent if it was desi~ed by the pre-prinary teachers concerned. 
It is p:>ssible that double-unit pre-prinary schools where 
roan space could be limited, for teachers to confer to arrive at 
decisions which w:Juld ameliorate the provision of adequate roan 
space in their centres (for exanple, rerroving a dividing wall 
be~ two centres for .5CliTe lessons). One teacher errployed in 
a double-unit pre-pri.Imry school elab:>rated UfXJD the need for 
better comm.mication. 
'!he initiative of the teacher is required to rearrange her 
centre in order to increase roan space so that \'.Urries for child 
safety can be lessened. Teachers need to ensure necessa:ry 
adjust:rrents are undertaken where p::>ssible to provide anple space 
for rroverrent experiences which are a valuable medium assisting 
the transfer of key musical ideas. It is anticipated that 
planners of future pre-prinE.ry schools take into account the 
irrportance of roovernent experience in early IIUJ.sic education and 
plan centres which acknowledge that Irusic is an integral part of 
the pre-pri.m:rry school experience. 
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StlllU11al:y of Findings 
Availability of Instmrents 
2.1. Popular tuned instmrents present in the pre-pr:imm:y schools 
included: ciWre bars; tsrroour; xy lcphane. 
2. 2. Piano/electrmic keybcards were available in just under half 
of the surveyed pre-prirnaJ:y sdlools. 
2 • 3. The use of electronic keybcards in pre-primary schools 
received positive support fran tho.!;'.e teachers with access to 
the ins1:rultent. 
2 .. 4. Although electronic keyboard use was o:mrented on positively, 
not all teachers were able to play the instrunent or use it 
a::nfidently. =s oculd ha"' :i.rrplicatians for greater 
referenCE to keyboard usage in undergraduate oourses as a 
rreans of enoouraging its practical utilizatioo. 
2.5. '1\med instruments in relatively la-~ possession carprised: 
glokenspiel; rretallophane; pitched bells; autoharp; 
didgeridoc; kazoo. 
2. 6. '1hree a:ntres did not have access to a scalic b.med 
};X:!;rcussioo instrurrent. 
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2. 7. 23.8% of the 47.6% of centres with pianos/keyboards 
provided infonml access to the inst.rum:mts for students. 
2. 8. Poi?Ltlar non-tuned instrurrents present in the pre-pr.i.rrary 
schools included: rraracas; bells; triangles; t:.ami::>aJ.rines; 
"-UUd/toneblocks; dnuns; castanets. 
2. 9. Instrumants in low possession were the guiro, sandblocks, 
bor>;~o drum, lageqhone. 
2.10. SCitle! teachers took initiative to provide a variety of sound-
producin:J devices/natural resources for student exploration. 
In sane instances the use of natural resources may have been 
employed to canpensate for perceived insufficient or 
deficient instrurrent collections. 
2.11. OVerall, percentages of pre-primary sch<x:>ls with specific 
non-b.med instruments were greater than the results 
achieved for tuned instrurrents. 
Instrunent Use in Pre-Primary &Jhools 
3 .1. Both tuned and non-"b.lned instrunents revealed close but lCM 
percentage scores for everyday use and usages of two or 
three tines per week. 
3.2. Instnurent use of once per week shCMed a rise in student 
utilization but at a lCMer frequency rate. 54.5% of non-
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tuned instruments were used once per week by students. 
40.5% of tuned instruments were employed by students once 
per week. 
3.3. An average 9.6% of non-tuned instruments were rarely/never 
played by students. This was folla.<ed by tbe law figure 
of 24.3% for tuned instrurrent use. 
3.4. carbined b.med and non-tuned instrument use reveale:i that 
4 7. 5% of instrurrents were use:i on a once per week basis. 
16.95% of instruments were rarely/never played. 
3.5. Instrurrent use nay be dependent on factors such as inst.rumslt 
availability and teacher provision in the form of planned and 
informal instrurrental rrusic-rrakirg experiences. 
3. 6. 'Ihe provision of rrusic comers nay heighten tuned and non-
tuned instrument accessibility and hence usage. 
3. 7. OVerall there exists lower percentage scores for tuned 
inst:nment availability and usage than for non-tuned 
instruments in the pre-prinacy schools which reflects a 
similar situation encountered by Bartle (1968, p. 43) >.hen 
he discovered that "Melodic percussion instnments are 
seldan used in infant classes. " 
3.8. Activities \'.b.ich asked for i.rrprovisatory responses fran 
stlldents were lacking in the repertoires of teachers during 
forrral nusic t:ilres. 
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3. 9. Over half the nuroer of pre-primaJ:y schools did not 
enoourage infonnal .interacticns with musical instrurrents .in 
the fonn of music comers. Instrurrents might have been 
present in the rentres but their regular availability or 
acCEssibility to students was not provided. 
3 .10. Six teachers rrentioned that occasional music comers v.ere 
organized in their centres when appropriate. H~ver the 
situation still illustratsd that nore than half the total 
number of stu:lents in the pre-pri.mary schoo1s may not have 
been involved in infOI:mal musical experience. 
3.11. Noise factors were the noticeable teacher justificaticns 
for Emited use of music corners in the pre-pr.imaty schools 
followed by possible instrurrent misuse , a lack of roan 
space, instrurrent breakages and not enough instrurrents. 
Adequacy and ccndition of Instruirents and EqlliJ.>lE!lt 
4.1. 57.1% of teachers statsd that instruirents present in their 
pre-primaJ:y schools were adequate for the l!RlSical experiences 
provided for their children. 42. 9% gave negative responses 
whidt is a sizeable proporticn of teachers who were 
dissatisfied with the instrunent situations in their centres. 
4. 2. A range of instrulrents was requested by teachers which cculd 
signal deficiencies in both tuned and ncn-ttmed instrurrent 
oollections. The xylophcoo and piano/elsctronic keyboard 
headed the list which oo.tl.d demcnstrate that nore enphasis en 
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tuned percussion was sought by teachers but t.he unavailahility 
of those instruments made implementation difficult. 
4.3. 19% of teachers stressed the need for full class sets of 
instruments. 
4.4. Eight specific non-tuned instruments were requested by 
teachers which equalled the nuniJer of tuned instrurrents 
requested by teachers. 
4 . 5. All teachers indicated thst instrurrents they did possess were 
easily accessible. 95.2% of teachers stated they were 
allCMed exclusive use of all music equipnent present in 
their pre-primary schools. 
4.6. 76% of teachers stated they did not borrow instruments fran 
other sources. 24% rrentioned occasional borrow'irJ3" of 
instruments fran primary schCX)lS, other tectchers, prirrary 
school resource centres arrl rusic specialists. 
4. 7. Fran the 42.9% of teachers who stated thst their instrunents 
\'i'ere inadequate, 23.8% of teachers rrade occasional borrar~ing. 
'ntis left 19% who persisted with instnments they considered 
to be less than adequate and who refrained from enlisting the 
help of other sources to canpensate for any perceived 
deficiencies. 
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4. 8. A variety of resouroos was used by teachers to assist the 
provision of fulfilling and notivating mu;-iical experienres. 
Enphasis m the use of tape recx:>rders (85. 7%) was consistent 
with the support given by teachers for recx:>rd players (76.2%). 
4.9. lhe preferred fonnal availability of inst:ruiients to students 
by teachers appeared to be in = with the restrictive 
practires enployed by teachers regarding infonnal usage of 
enrichnent equipnent for musical purposes such as dress-up 
materials and props. 
4.10. Signature pictures proved unpopular amongst pre-primaxy 
teachers. 
4.11. 57.1% of teachers psrreived their inst:rui!ents and equiprrent 
to be in satisfactory cmdition for pursuing musical tasks. 
42.9% gave negative responses which highlighted that a 
significant minority of teachers was disturbed about the 
prevalence of defective musical resources in their centres. 
4.12. Every teacher who o:mrented that musical inst:rul!Ents wsre 
inadequate for the musical activities undertaken in their 
pre-primaxy schcx:>ls also discussed qualrrs which related to 
the pcx:>r cx:>nditim of inst:rul!Ents and other equiprrent in their 
possessions. 
4.13. Of the six off-site pre-prinmy schools included in the survey, 
all six teachers psrodved inst:rui!ents to be inadequate and 
both inst:rui!ents and equipnent to be of inferior cx:ndition. A 
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lack of o::mnunicaticn between off-site pre-primary schools 
and their corresponding primary schools may ocntribute to 
inadequacies and the sub-standard quail ty of instrurrents and 
equipmant in their centres. 
4.14. cmoe:ms expressed by teadlers included a lack of instrurrents in 
pre-primary schools, old broken instrurrents and a lack of funds. 
Adequacy !Of Roan Spaoo 
5.1. 57.1% of teachers felt that sufficient spare was available 
for music instruction in their pre-primary schools. 42. 9% 
revealed dissatisfaction. 
5.2. 19.1% of the 42.9% of teachers with perceived instrurrent 
inadequacies and conooms for the condition of instruments/ 
equipmant also a::nfirned instructional difficulties caused 
by limited spaae in their pre-primary schools. 
5.3. Positive indications were reoe:ived fran 33.3% of teachers 
who stated they were oantent with both their instrurrent and 
equipmant si tuaticns and the adequacy of spaae in their 
rentres. 
5. 4. No pattem could be fotmd in the rating scores put forth by 
teachers ccnaeming the inportance of music education for 
the education of yamg children when linked to their replies 
regarding instrurrent adequacy or inadequacy. 
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5. 5. 52.4% of teachers mentioned a lack of roan space to be the 
cause of in::anvenience when undertakill3' nusic instruction. 
(Rearranging" furniture, equipnent, usir.g the outdoors, 
organiz:!n_j snaller groups of children). 
5.6. Dissatisfaction at not being able to utilize the services of 
roans such as prinary school nusic roans an:i withdrawal 
roans was mentioned by 19% of teachers. 
5. 7. Safety factors were the concern of 14.3% of teachers. 'Ihe 
need for carpeti.n:J and lru:ger spaces was ~sized. 
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a!APTER VI 
c. 
6. 0. 'Ihe Personnel Responsible for MJsic Etlucation in the selected 
Pre-Pr:imu:y SChools 
Introduction 
Traditionally it is the pre-prirrary teacher who provides for 
the :nusical needs of the students in his/her centre. In such a 
situation the teacher is in an appropriate t:asition to ensure that 
nusic education consists not only of fonral., planned experiences 
but that it also penreates other inp:>rtant daily activities such as 
art, language and rroverrent. 
Bridges (1980, p. 33) claims a responsibility of the pre-pri.nacy 
teacher in early childhood education: 
'Dle teacher has the role of integrating all areas of the 
progranma and of plannirq for the needs of individual 
children. Music ... is an integral part of the daily 
prograrrrre, both in its own right and also as an adjunct 
to alnost every other activity in the school day. 
M..Isic can be used in the pre-prlltary year to ccuplernent and 
enhance a ;uung child's learning experiences. A thoughtful teacher 
can utilize sorgs, charts and musical instruments to assist a child's 
understandin:Js of his/her world. Songs can reinforce a child's 
grasp of tennioolcgy. Sb.ldent-instl:umant interactions and sorg 
actions develop his/her inagination and encourage the realization 
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of creative abilities. Its use as a valuable tool to nurt:w:e the 
erroticnal securities of children, to p:ranote a positive self-
a:nCEpt and heighten an awru:eness of other cultures , highlights 
the inportance of musical exposure as a oontribution to the 
overall devel0fl1El1t of the child. 
It is when integrated experienoos are part of a child's 
daily learning that m/she is able to find neaning and therefore 
oanprehend and make sense of an oftsn ccnfusing and bewildering 
world. Through such experienres the children can £annulate 
relaticnships between key ideas, view ccmoonalities and dissirnil-
arities and thereby further their tm.derstandings so that they may 
proceed to greater discoveries. 
The significance of integrated learning experiences is 
aclmowledged by Arcnoff (cited in McMahen, l98Ba, p. 3) in which 
- stipulates: 
It is abmdantly clear ••• that the primary goal of nrusic 
educaticn will be nore likely achieved when the cognitive, 
affective and physical danains are interrelated in all 
classroan music e.xp;!riences. 
'lhe pre-primary school offers an ideal envirorurent where an 
integrated approach to learning can be successfully undertaken. 
It is the pre-primary teacher (the generalist) who can plan, 
provide and oversee the integrated learning of her studants. 
In reoant years primary nrusic specialists have bea::oe 
involved (although in small nurrbers) in the nrusical devel.q::trent 
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of pre-prinary children. It is not surprising although still 
uncamon to find specialist rusic services operating on a once 
a week basis in rretropoli tan pre-prirrary schools. MJ.sic specialists 
are now being added to the list of other personnel such as teacher 
aides, parents and visiting musicians who occasionally assist the 
pre-prim:lry teacher in the implerte1tation of musical activities or 
in the provision of additional nusical experiences. 
MJ.sic specialist undertakirqs in pre-prirrary schools could 
signify a new beginning of specialist utilization in the centres. 
At present (1991) specialist services are not contracted to include 
pre-primary schools. 'lhose centres with IlU.lSic specialists receive 
a privilege Mlich a rrajority of pre-prinary schools do not obtain 
even when requested. '!he music specialist is not obliged to 
accept pre-primary music responsibilities however minimal the 
requests of the pre-primary teacher. 'lhe IIDJsic specialist is 
enployed at the prirrary schools to cater for the nusical needs of 
children in years one to seven. 
'!he rrusic specialist situation has been explored and pursued 
by nusic educators in recent years. M..tch of the literature has 
centred on the IlUlsic specialist versus general classrcx:Ill teacher 
debate regarding prinary school classes. Reference to pre-prirrary 
schools has been undertaken but oot with the same energy. HcMever, 
the fact that nusic specialists may choose willing! y to provide 
regular nusic education to pre-primary students in addition to 
their other primary school derrarrls, warrants continlli.nJ and 
greater discussion. 
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The potential erosion of the daily inf01l!lal, integrated 
learnings whidl may be incurred through music/drama,lphysical 
educatirn. specialists cperating in pre-primary schools is a 
major a:mcem of scrre early childhood educators. It is the view 
of sare early childhood educators that teachers who are able to: 
take advantage of a flexible, relatively open-ended 
prograrnre are \<iell situated to rnax.i..mi.ze c:pportunities 
to neet individual neede in their daily prograrrrres. 
(McMahen, 1988b, p. 79). 
'lhe fear that s,;:ecialist services in pre-pri.macy schools oould 
inpinge upcn the less rigid, individualistic, nore open style of 
learning whidl is characteristic of early childhood settings and 
bring with it less intimacy, greater structure and discontinuity 
are not difficult to understand. A different typs of learning 
exists in the early childhood years and it is psrhaps this 
differenos which pre-prilnary school teachers wish to protect. 
Hoennann (1988, p. 87) raises a ccncem of teachers of yotmg 
children regarding decreased possibilities for integration if 
specialist services are welcorred in early childhood education. 
She rrenticns: 
Music educators believe that the practice of using 
spscialists ••• particularly in the early prilnary years, 
isolates the music prograrrrre fran the students' other 
leaming areas. 
Although not spscifically referring to pre-prilnary school education, 
the CUIIlent of Hoennann may still be relevant. 
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Experience in early childhood education has shown that an 
integrated education prograrme for yol.ln:J children assists the 
fonrulation of child understandings. As 1hackray (1974, p. 28) 
enphasizes: 
Researchers ••• see nusical ability a:n:l skills not as an 
isolated phenanen:::m but rather as part o.f a child's overall 
clevelOJ:!lellt ••• fit[s] in ••• towards integratin;J the different 
aspects of the curriculum and away fran the treatm::mt of 
different subjects separately. 
He later elaborates: 
to the child ••• there are no subject barriers, everything 
is related to everything else, it is all part of an 
excitin:J life, and nrusic is just part of life. 
'lhackray' s statements present the probable main catalyst behind 
early childhcxxi educators' reservations concerning specialist 
operations in early childhocd. education - that bein:J the demise of 
an integrated, open-ended approach to learning. '!he place arrl role 
of rrusic specialists in pre-primary schools shall be discussed. 
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Results and Discussion 
It was not unexpected to find that all pre-pr:imary teachers 
were in charge of planning and presenting musical experiences to 
their students. '!he siblation follows the trad.:. · _ .;.U path of 
preschCXJl/pre-prinary organization in which the teacher exerted 
oontrol of the experiences and instruction although admittedly 
other resource persons such as rusicians fran the conm.m:i ty were 
involved to broaden the musical horizons of children. However, 
forenost resp:msiliility lay with the teacher to plan and execute 
a suitable programme of music education. 
Results showed that five teachers (23.8%) received the 
services of a prinm:y music specialist - once every week for b:>th 
norning and afterncx::m student groups in addition to the nrusic 
sessions the teacher provided. One teacher (4.8%) \'.Urked with her 
aide to provide musical experiences on a daily basis. Teachers 
mentioned the utilization of fathers, husbands, friends, school 
groups and ccmnunity musicians as personnel occasionally called 
upon to enrich and extend IIUJ.Sical learnings and notivate child 
interest in musical performance, instruments and the profession. 
The teachers appeared to be willing to arrange visits fran such 
resource people. 
The table overleaf reveals the p;rcentage of teachers 
satisfied with the music instructional arrangements in their pre-
prinm:y schools. 
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Table 28 
Teachers satisfied with their Music Instructional Arrangements 
satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
16 (76.2%) 
5 (23.8%) 
'!he results show that 16 teachers (76 .2%) were satisfied 
with the situations which operated in their centres whilst five 
teachers (23. 8%) were dissatisfied with their. circumstances. It 
nrust be rrentioned that all teachers with IlUlsic specialists (five) 
stated they did not have qualms regarding the organization of 
Irn.lsic education provision. 'Th.U (9.5%) of the five teachers (23.8%) 
who re:p:>rted dissatisfaction stated that a music specialist could 
ensure a continuum of sequential Im.lSical experiences which w:::>uld 
fonn a bridge between pre-primary and Grade one experiences. It 
was anticipated by the teachers that an easier transition could be 
achieved for the students and that :potential overlapping of musical 
naterials oould be minimized. 
'Ihree teachers (14 .3%) argued in favour of music specialist 
allocation. They stipulated that a specialist ;.ould be able to 
add to the children • s learning and extend their understandings. 
One teacher ITEntioned that "Sc::lrel:xxiy \\ho is trained could take 
them a lot further. ,. 
Another teacher was angered that the full-tine primary music 
specialist employed at the associated school refused to agree to 
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her request that she make attenpts to involve herself in the 
nusical growth of the pre-primary children. She stated: 
11We have a full-tine ltD.lsic specialist in our school and 
the pre-prirracy children are not allocated specialist 
tlire ... I knCM that our music specialist has great talent 
which my children \<iOuld enjoy and lean1 fran. 11 
~ teacher obviously thought highly of the specialist's 
abilities and wished for her students to benefit fran the rrusical 
talents of the specialist and the p::>ssibl y rrore varied nrusical 
experiences she rould have presented to the children. '!he same 
teacher later added: 
11Al though I enjoy JlUlsic, I am unable to play a ITDJSical 
instrument. I just feel that we have scxreone here who 
knows so rruch, yet my children do not profit fran her 
expertise." 
A seoond rressage was also being expressed by the teacher - that 
her own limited background influenced her desire to be given access 
to the music specialist. 
It is acknowledged that pre-primary schools are part of 
prinary schools yet similar benefits are not always extended to the 
centres. Not being offered the opp::>rtunity to benefit even 
rninirrally from specialist services is but one exarrple. Specialists 
are employed to tackle the needs of years one to seven and the pre-
prinary year is overlooked. The often hectic ti.Iretabling schedules 
of music specialists may have contributed to the non-inclusion of 
pre-prim:rry schools in specialist responsibilities. As one teacher 
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argued: 11'Ihe schcx>l has a IlUlsic specialist but she doesn •t have 
the time. The school is just too big. 11 
Q.testion 16a of the interview schedule was designed to gauge 
the· support of pre-primary teachers for music specialist services 
in pre-primary schools. As can be noted in table 29 teachers 
overwhelming! y supt:Orted rrusic specialist operations in pre-primary 
schools. 
Table 29 
Teacher SUpport for Music Specialist Operation in Pre-Primary 
Schools 
Music Specialist Operations 
For 
l\gainst 
Number of 
Teachers 
20 (95.2%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
20 teachers (95. 2%) advocated specialists for pre-pr:inary 
children. One teacher (4.8%) believed that such services were 
un\'la.IT'anted. That particular teacher referred to circumstances in 
her centre which :made specialist provision undesirable. The fact 
that her students were involved in other activities within the 
primary school had sarre bearing on her decision to disagree with 
specialist inclusion. She carmented: 
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"'lhe children have got an Italian teacher and they've 
got to go to her. :!hey also go to the library. Having 
a nusic specialist as well would be too disjointed for 
them." 
'!his was the only teacher who rrentioned the :pJssibility of too 
many interruptions causing discontinuity - thus the specialist 
was considered an unnecessary inclusion in the teacher's pre-primary 
prcgranrce. 
Table 30 lists other reasons for pre-primary teacher SU:PfX)rt 
of music specialist services in pre-primary schools. 
Table 30 
Reasons for Pre-Prinary Teacher Support of Music Specialist 
Operations 
Reasons Nuni:>er of 
Teachers 
Resource Person/Advisor 9 (42.9%) 
Benefits Children 4 (19. 0%) 
Provides Continuum/Bridge 3 (14.3%) 
Helps Teachers Not Confident 3 (14. 3%) 
Nine teachers (42.9%) referred to the potential use of a 
specialist as a resource person - one who could share ideas and 
knCMledge with the pre-primary teacher. It was also mentioned by 
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the teachers that if sr;ecialists presented a rrn.JSic lesson each 
week in their oentzes that the teadlers would be able to observe 
and leam fran the specialist whilst he/she engaged the children 
in musical activity. Sare teachers' o:mrents included: 
"I think the specialist would benefit the kids and the 
teacler too because we can follw along and learn as well." 
11 I think it's good to share different ideas. It's nice 
to see sareane else do sarething different and gain a 
little bit !llDre knC>Nledge and ideas en different things 
the specialists do." 
11 ! would like music SIEcialist services even if it was 
cnly cnce a fortnight ••• just to highlight the finer 
points of ImlSic that the average persoo. isn't aware of. " 
"'Ihe specialist is far more specific than 111Y teaching. 
Mine is much more general and she deals with things m:rre 
thoroughly than I would. n 
"Ve:ry often we're not trained in the finer points of music. 
The rrn.JSic specialist is." 
A large percentage of the teachers therefore expressed the wish 
that specialists be available to act as mlSic resource consultants. 
The specialists would be used to edvise, IllDdel the presentation and 
organizaticn of musical experiences, extend the children's musical 
learning and share idsas with the pre-primary teachers. The 
teachers requested that the specialists be involved with pre-primary 
students en a \'o'eekly or fortnightly basis to ensure that a liaisoo. 
with the specialist be maintained. Music specialist provi.sicn 
could also be influenced by pre-primary school location in relaticn 
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to primary schools. The situation is revealed in table 31. 
1able 31 
Off-Site and On-Site Locations and Music Specialist Provision 
Locations and Specialist Provision Centres Overall 
Proportion 
Off-Site and Music Specialist 0 (0%) 0% 
Off-Site and No Music Specialist 7 (33. 3%) 100% 
On-Site and Music Specialist 5 (23 .8%) 35.70% 
On-Site and No Music Specialist 9 (42.9%) 64.30% 
'Th'o teachers raised concern re:Jarding primary rusic specialist 
interaction in an early childhood environrrent. 'lhe teachers 
suggested that music specialists with early childhood qualifications 
would be better able to relate to young children and target their 
needs. They mentioned: 
"Sare specialists may not kn.cM the level of pre-primaries -
they might be used to teaching Year seven's, or maybe 
they don't have that extra little bit of enthusiasm you 
need for teaching the little ones ... 
"I support the use of rrru.sic specialists in pre-primary 
schools but I do have my reservations. It depends on the 
music specialist. She/he would have to be trained in 
early childh.cx::xl in order to comnunicate to the children I 
think. I would not recc.mrend a primary music specialist 
but a junior music specialist would understand. 11 
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Although possible damage to prograimll2; integration owirg to 
specialist involvem=nt was enphasized in the literature concerned, 
the concerns of teachers interviewed did not centre on that aspect 
of curriculum developnent. 'lhe recannendations that specialists 
be trained or have experience teachirg in early childhood setti.n:js 
canprised the main cautions of teachers. 
It was inferred that an early childhood music specialist 
(scarce as they may be) w:Juld interact rrore effectively with the 
pre-primary children and provide activities aimed at the appropriate 
level of student learning. 
Of the five prinary ItU.lSic specialists intervi~ by the 
writer who operated in pre-primary schools, one specialist 
possessed early childhood qualifications. When questioned on the 
utilization of primary rusic specialists in pre-primary schCXJls 
she mentioned the reservations of those teachers. 
"I rondane the use of rusic specialists in pre-primary 
schools if they're good. It \OJ\lld depend on what 
they were doing with the children. I suppose as I was 
trained as a teacher for the lower grades, it 1 s not 
difficult for rre to work with the pre-primary children. 
sene nusic specialists would find it hard ... yes." 
Althoogh a lacX of education or experience in the early 
childhcx:xi sphere could harrper the specialists ability to adjust 
to the demands of working with young children, a male Bachelor of 
Mlsic graduate enployed at several primary schools oonsidered his 
experiences with pre-primary students to be positive and stated: 
"I have been providi..rg nusic education in the pre-prinary school 
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all year. I've been able to help the pre-primary teacher with 
her nusic." 
'Ihe followi.n:J table shcms the educational arrl nusical 
qualifications of the five music specialists who provided music 
education to pre-prinary students on a once per weE>k/fortnight 
basis in the centres surveyed. 
Table 32 
Educational arxl Musical Q.Jalifications of Music Specialists 
Q.lalifications Specialization Tertial:y 
Cc:ropletion 
Diploma of Teaching E.C.E. Music 1979 
Diploma of Teaching/Cert. 1964 
Bachelor of MUsic & Mlsic (C<>lp:lsition) 1979 & 
Diploma of Education 1989 
Diplama of Teaching & MJsic 1980 & 
Bachelor of B:lucation 1984 
Diplara of Teaching M.lsic 1978 
A pri.nary rusic specialist who is at ease with YDl.lll;J children 
and willing to interact an:l establish a friendly rapport cool.d 
heighten a pre-primary teacher's confidence in that specialist's 
ability to relate to the children, ad<r>:Mledge their musical neels 
and cater for them accordingly. Another nusic specialist catl'IEilted 
that: "'Ihe rrore people involved with nusic arrl their life the 
better. Yoo also have the contact with the children ••. and that's 
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\'.hat you want." 
All specialists involved with pre-pr.irrary llUlSic education 
spoke favourably of their regular opfOrtunities to contribute to 
the nusical understanding of the children. All pre-prinal:y 
teachers who received specialist provision confirmed that they 
were pleased with the arrangements an:1 welccrred their continuation. 
Table 30 indicates that four teachers (19%) believed their 
children would benefit fran rrusic specialist instruction. '!be 
teachers explained: 
"It really is gc:xxl for the children to hear sarebcxiy 
play the piano and do a lot of rroverrent with the piano 
and that type of thi..nj. I think they're missin;J out 
if they don't have sene access or sc:xre exposure to 
nusical instrwnents. '!here should be a ItDJsic specialist 
in every school." 
"I think a specialist cculd probably get rrore rut of 
the children. It wc:uld benefit them." 
"Havi.n:] a specialist really does add to the children's 
learnin;J ••• sbe is able to teach things which I have 
trouble with." 
"'!he specialist can offer the children a very good 
groundin;J ••. a good background. But we do I!Uch IIDre 
fun nusic I would say. '' 
The last carrrent highlighted another concern of sare teachers. 
Although they supported music specialists in pre-primary schools 
the teachers indicated that perhaps the children could receive 
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greater musical enjoyrrent fran their pre-primary teacher rather 
than a specialist who could be rrore interested in specific rrusical 
skills developnent and child response. llgain it would depend on 
the specialist concerned - her prograrrming intentions, expectations 
and teachin;J style. ~ argurrent concerning potential lessening of 
pleasurable musical experiences when presented by a specialist in 
early childhood settings could be an area worthy of rrore literature 
arrl discussion. '!he teachers were obviously anxious that specialist 
inclusion would interfere with the children 1 s genuine enjo::yrrent and 
anticipation. As 'Ihackray (1974, p. 29) errphasizes: 
there is a da.n;Jer that a logical and systerratic 
approach to the teaching of rrusical concepts if 
it is pressed too hard at the expense of other 
activities, rray kill sare of the joys of IID.lsic 
for young children and be the irmocent cause of 
wlh.ealthy or even hostile attitudes to IID.lsic 
arising at this early age. 
'!hat specialists could be prone to such 1.U1dertak.ings would be 
another area for useful debate. 
Three teachers (14.3%) suggested that a music specialist 
would assist the transition process of pre-primary students to 
Year One. TNo teachers (9.5%) supported this potential advantage 
in question lSb. The view was based on the premise that familiarity 
with the specialist would ease the children 1 s rrove to the Year One 
class. The specialist would be acquainted with the students, be 
koowledgeable of their individual rusical needs, preferences and 
the types of musical experien:es covered during their previous 
year at pre-prirra.l:y school. '!he teachers discussed that rusic 
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specialist services in pre-prinary schools would provide greater 
continuity and reduce the likelihc:x>d of activity overlappinj in 
Year One. 
Another three teachers (14.3%) rrentioned that specialist 
utilization in pre-primary schools would assist those teachers 
not oonfident in their abilities to plan and present musical 
experiences for their students. Teachers' crnments included: 
''Each year I've been up to the ITD.lsic specialist. She 
has a different range of songs which I can do here. 
She's able to teach beat, playing instruments, which 
I have a lot of trouble with." 
"I think it's a very gcxxl idea to have a nusic specialist 
if you don't have a teacher who's confident enough to do 
it herself. Often a lot of people aren't confident with 
music and they don't know where to start, and if you've 
got sc:neone who kn:Ms what they're talking alx:rut, it 
helps a lot rrore. " 
It ~ld be interesting to ascertain pre-prilrary teacher 
confidence in taking musical activities in their centres and 
compare the results to the level of teacher confidence for rrusical 
instruction in the lower prinary school years. The situation was 
certainly expressed in the litera"b.lre regarding the self-reliance 
of teachers to provide music education in their classroom. 
Hoerrrann (1988, p. 87) refers to "a general lack of confidence 
felt by teachers al:x:mt teaching nrusic." She highlights "the fact 
that many of them [general classroan teachers] lack nusical 
skills. " Limited skills in nrusic could explain lCM confidence 
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levels of sare teachers when undertaJdn:J IID.J.sic education 
sessions. McMahon (198Bb, p. 79) also comnents on the "limited 
nusical knowledge of many early childhcx:xl teachers. 11 If the 
musical skills of teachers oould be enhanced reservations 
concerning provision of music education rray be lessened or could 
disappear. It was mentioned that nine (42.9%) of the 20 teachers 
who supp:>rted the involvement of nusic specialists in pre-primary 
schools, believed such specialists oould provide valuable assist-
ance in the planning and execution of rrusic progranmes. 'Ihe role 
of the specialist as a resource person who could share ideas and 
give music lessons to the pre-primary children once per week or 
fortnight were issues raised by pre-primary teachers. If a 
teacher felt she required assistance for the organization and 
delivery of a rmisic prograiTITe the specialist could then signif-
icant! y contribute to helping her achieve progranme outcomes. 
Underestimation of the teachers' own abilities to manage the 
rrusical needs of their students could also influence the decisions 
of teachers to welcare specialist intervention. 
It is often taken for granted that tmlsic education is 
undertaken to a great extent in the pre-primary/preschool years in 
which fonnal and info:rrral sessions are considered to be essential 
ccrrp:>nents of daily routines. It is also acknowledged that early 
childhood personnel are qualified to teach in years one, ~ and 
three in addition to preschool educational settings. If a music 
specialist is employed at a primary school, junior primary 
teachers receive specialist assistance and lesson presentation 
yet the pre-primary teacher is not obliged to be given similar 
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benefits regardless of the significant part played by music 
education in the overall Prcl3'ralllrlE!. 
The fact that same teachers mentioned they would appreciate 
the support of a nusic specialist even once fortnightly could 
reveal teacher concern for the IXJSSible quality of music education 
in their pre-primary schools. Specialist intervention and 
guidance could as Hookey's report (1990, p. 102) errph.asizes, 
help teachers "lean1 vmys to bnprove their Imlsic prcqramne:. '' 
'Ibis would be infl~ed by the willingness, confidence and 
ability of the music specialist to cater for the nusical needs 
of pre-primary children. 
COnclusions and Recommendations 
Results s~ that responsibility for the provision of nusic 
education in pre-primary schools continues to rest finnly with pre-
primary teachers. Continuity and integration of programning 
experiences which are desirable COil'lpOnents of any early childhCXJd 
education may be rrore appropriately achieved and rraintained by the 
pre-primary teacher. 
Five teachers (23.8%) stated that music specialist services 
operated in their pre-prinary schools in addition to the fo.mal 
and infernal musical experiences provided by the teachers. One 
teacher (4.8%) enlisted the assistance of her aide during nrusical 
activity. 
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It was sarewhat disturbing that only one teacher rrentioned 
her aide was employed to assist the provision of music education 
to students. Teacher aides can be utilized to perform purposeful 
tasks and music education activities are no exception. SUch a 
SITB.ll percentage score may indicate that teachers do not capitalize 
on the assistance in nusic which could be provided by aides. 
Perhaps the nine teachers (42.9%) who indicated insufficient roan 
area for rusic and rroverrent activities would not have viewed their 
circumstances to be so awkward if teacher aides were assisting them. 
Teachers referred to the utilization of other extemal 
resource persons such as friends and child/adult rrusicians who 
visited their centres on an infrequent basis. They corrmented 
that a wide range of different experiences were valuable for the 
interest and rrotivation of children. As AJ...nerud (1984, p. 8) 
highlights: 
Children need to rreet the artists, the people 
responsible for the artistic expressions. Individual 
artists visiting preschools can demonstrate ways of 
working and give staff and children alike an artistic 
incentive. Close collaboration between artist and 
pedagcx;JUe can help deepen a child 1 s experiences ••• 
pass on wishes concemi.n';J content expressed by 
preschool staff. 
15 teachers (76.2%) stipulated they were satisfied with the 
:Personnel who provided nrusic education in their pre-prirrary 
schools. Five teachers (23.8%) however voiced their displeasures 
at not receivin;r nusic specialist services. They added that 
specialist cperation could benefit their children 1 s underst.and.irqs 
and aid the developnent of a sequential cxmtinuum of rrusical 
learning experiences. 
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Although 20 teachers (95.2%) supported the use of music 
specialists in pre-prinru:y schools for regular assistance and 
weekly lesson presentation, 16 teachers (76.2%) rePJrted. to be 
satisfied with arrangements which eKisted in their centres. 
'!his could indicate that even though rrusic specialist provision 
in pre-prinacy schools was considered a IXJSitive nove by teachers 
the adjustrrent might not be entirely necessary. 'lhis left four 
teachers (19%) with qualms regardirg the allc:cation of ITn.lsic 
instruction responsibilities for pre-primary music education in 
their centres. 'lheir dissatisfaction rould have signalled a 
strong desire for assistance to be granted so that teacher 
anxieties oould be sanewhat reduced. 
'!he 16 teachers (76.2%) who were satisfied with their 
circumstances but also extended supp::>rt for specialist services 
did not reveal w:gent needs for specialist provision although 
potential benefits such as the valuable resource and advisory 
roles the specialists could perform were highly rated. The 
teachers appeared to view specialist operation as a means by 
which they could receive greater confirnation that their plarmings 
and lesson presentations were takin:;J the nost suitable paths. 
'!here could also exist p::>ssible teadler underestimation of their 
own abilities to prepare and execute rosie prcgranme objectives. 
Concerns were raised that primary nusic specialists WOJ.ld not 
be able to relate to pre-priirary aged children nor target the 
appropriate learning levels of young children. Recarrrendations 
were forwarded by SOIYE teachers that the role of an early child-
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hood music specialist be developed to cater specifically for the 
musical needs of Youn::J children and the queries of pre-primal:y 
teachers. Such a specialist would be cognisant of characteristics 
of early childhcx:xi practices and be able to advise teachers on 
techniques v.hich \'tQU.ld be considered rrost appropriate for meeting 
the needs of young children in the pre-prilrary and junior pr.imary 
years. The teachers ~uld have ccmoon links with the specialists. 
'ilie overwhelming support shown for the institution of rusic 
specialists in pre-primary schools revealed that their services 
WQ.lld be welOJII'ed in the centres. '!heir potential utilization as 
resource persormel - professionals with wham ideas could be inter-
changed and knowledge gained could indicate that perhaps teachers 
were unaware of other resource areas fran which to acquire infonn-
ation or they anticipa.ted the utilization of additional services 
which could possibly benefit the young students in their centres. 
'Ihe results of a SOuth Australian survey (Harkin, 1984, p. 8) 
which discusses IID.lSic specialization options in prirrary school 
education, found it was the belief of sane Principals that: 
there are sare subjects within the prirrary curriculum 
for which generalist teachers are pcx:lrly equipped, either 
by aptitude or training; specifically Art, I-rusic. 
'lhe re};XJrt continued to esp:mse the view of Principals: 11For 
the sake of the quality of instruction, they [Art/M.Isic] ought 
to be handled by specialist teachers. " Al thoogh the refX)rt 
targeted prilrary school education the results could have 
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inportant inplications for pre-pr:imaJ:y education. If pre-pr:imaJ:y 
teachers were not secure in their abilities to cater for the 
musical needs of their students then the utilizaticn of a 
specialist to perfonn advisory functions for teachers oould prove 
worthwhile. 
Reynolds (1990, p. 52) discussed pr:imaJ:y rrrusic educaticn in 
the United Killgdan and the roles of music ccnsultants .3nd 
generalist teadlers. Her paper highlighted: 
Many primary sdlocl student teadlers lack ccnficenoe 
in their ability to teach music. By developing the 
role of the ITRlBiC consultant we aim to build 
confidence and support generalists 1 work. This has 
p::>sitive inplicatioos for the attitudes of pupils as 
well as teachers. 
Such a situaticn if cmsidered desirable could l:e inplerrented 
in pre-prirnal:y schcols. The music specialist w:>uld provide an 
advisory service to the teacher and regularly rncdel music sessions. 
It would also be anticipated that the specialist would present more 
varied musical interactions (instrurrents, different learning 
nedi.ums). Whether the fact would occur is of oourse another 
question. Ole teacher outlined that havfug acress to music 
specialist servires could heighten teacher confidence and thus 
encourage them to not avoid incorporating music education into their 
daily routines. (Tine allocation for rrrusic shall be covered in 
a follcw.ing section). Hockey (1990, p. 102) in a Canadian report, 
referred to the potential of ocnsultaticn and peer coadling in 
elerrentary music education as a :rreans of helping classroan teachers 
develcp nrusical appreciaticn, skills and lmCMledge and also ways to 
irrprove their music prograrrrres. 
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A reconrrendation of this study would be that pre-prinery 
teachers be offered through negotiation, the inclusion of their 
students in specialist responsibilities (once per week/fortnight). 
'!he teacher would oot be obliged to accept specialist intervention 
if she did not deem it necessary. HCMever, she ~d at least be 
given the opportunity to rrake the decision for or against 
specialist provision in view of the :POtential gains which could be 
achieved for herself and her students. As one teacher argued: 
11If a specialist is at the primary school, it seems a 
real pity that you can't take advantage of the person's 
training and expertisa. •r 
Sun!!ary of Findings 
6.1. All pre-pr:lrrary teachers stated they were in chazge of 
planning and presenting musical experiences to their students. 
6.2. 23.8% of teachers received the services of a prilrary music 
specialist in addition to the rru.sic sessions provided by the 
teachers. 
6.3. Only one teacher rrentioned worki.rg with her aide to present 
IlUlSical experiences which could suggest aide under-utilization 
for activities such as nusic. 
6.4. 76.2% of teachers were satisfie:l with the situations which 
operated in their centres. 23.8% were dissatisfied with their 
circwnstances. 
,, ---------------------..,..-
. """••·-·---·----- ··-· -·· .. ' -- ----· ---·---------- -
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6. 5. '!hose teachers with rusic specialists stated they did not 
have qualms regarding the organization of rusic education 
provision. 
6.6. Teachers overwhelmingly supported. the institution of Im.1sic 
specialists in pre-prirmry schcx::>ls. 95.2% advocated 
specialists for pre-prirrary children. 
6. 7. 42.9% of teachers referred to the p:~tential use of specialists 
as resource persons who could share ideas and knCMledge with 
pre-priirary teachers - to act as research consultants. 
6.8. 19% believed specialists ~uld benefit the children; 14.3% 
highlighted that specialists could provide a continuum of 
musical knCMledge and assist transition to Year One. 
Another 14.3% stated that the availability of specialists 
could help teachers not confident in planning and presenting 
musical experiences. 
6. 9. 9. 5% of teachers raised concern regarding pr:irrary ITUJ.Sic 
specialist intervention in an early childhood environrrent. 
It was mentioned that pre-pri.m:u:y teachers provide rrore 
nusical enjoyment than specialists. It was also suggested 
that specialists with early childhood qualifications "-Uuld 
be betteY. able to relate to young children, and taJ:get their 
needs. Possible darrage to prograrrme integration covered in 
the literature was oot carmen ted upon by teachers. 
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6.10. Music specialist provision cculd be influenced by pre-
primary school locaticn in relation to primary schools -
all centres with specialists were cn-~:;~te locaticns. 
6 .11. Of the five music specialists who CJperated in the surveyed 
pre-primary schools, one specialist was early childhcxxl 
educated. All specialists involved with pre-primary music 
education spcke favourably of their regular opporttmities 
to a:ntribute to the musical tmderstandings of the children. 
6 .12. Pre-primary teachers are not obliged to be given music 
specialist services as is evident in the pr.irrary years 
regardless of the significant part played by nrusic educaticn 
in the overall pre-primary programre. 
6.13. Serre teachers rrentioned they would appreciate music 
specialist services even cnoo fortnightly which could reveal 
teacher canoom for the possible quality of nrusic education 
in their pre-pri.rnary schools and the desire of sene teachers 
to be supported in their rnu:;ical endeavours, whilst increasing 
their awareness of other resource areas from which to acquire 
assistance. 
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CHl\PTER VII 
D. TIME ALI.0CATICN 
7.0. Time Allocation for Music Education in Pre-Pr~ Schools 
Intrcxiuction 
M::M::Ihon (198Ba, p. 1) stresses that "In early leaming, 
education is a gestalt process, not one of isolated bits and 
pieces. 11 Integrated leamirq can provide rich experiences in 
which: 
Afplication of kno,.;ledge and skills acx;IUired in one 
discipline/curriculum area lends a wider perspective 
to arrl strerqthens underlyin::J relationships when 
applied in other discipline/curriculum areas. (M::Mahan, p. 1). 
Integrated progTannes rray assist the child's eatablishment 
of links between the different learning areas. In nusic education, 
language ani camunication skills nay be enphasized; in language 
arts, na:therratical concepts nay be treated. 'Ihe children's daily 
interactions consist of continual quests for knc:Mledge and Wlder-
s-tand.in3s - their understandings being nurtured as they participate 
in experiences which can be given added rreani.rg through the process 
of integration. 
Bridges (1980, p. 33) reminds that ''MJ.sic is not a subject 
\>which can be taught once a week." Music affords rrany experiences 
which ideally can be used to penreate an entire early childhood 
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pro::Jranne and in tmn provide enjoym:nt and SUPJ;XJrt the leamings 
of your¥J children. Its ability to enhance the errotional securities 
of children asks that its valuable role in contrihlting to the 
overall develo};ll'ent of children be reccqnized by all teachers. 
As Forrai (1988, p. 14) states: "Music education ... influences 
the child's general developrent [and has a] carplex effect on 
the errotions. 11 One teacher involved in the sb.ldy, confirmed 
nusic to be a necessary on-going part of her children' s 
experiences \\ihen she m:ntioned: 
"Music is an integral part of the pre-prirrary 
prograrme. It assists the teachin;J and 
developrent of language skills, confidence 
and rraths. It really is :important. 
The importance of providing formal musical interactions in 
addition to frequent infonral activities as part of the daily 
rcutines of yourg children was referred to by Jalongo and Collins 
(1985, p. 20). They ccmrent that "Planned and SJ.Xmtaneous rrusic 
sessions are both part of a good curriculum for yoong children. 11 
The fonral session allows specific musical skills to be 
introduced, practised and extended. A skilful teacher can link 
the content of planned IIUJ.Sical activities to other learnin:.J 
areas - thus the integration of ideas may heighten rreanl..rg arrl 
understanding. 
'!he Western Australian syllabus .. Music in Schools K-3 .. 
(1980, p. 26) rea:mnends that 15-20 minutes nusical experience 
be provided each day for children in the early prinary years. 
It added that rrany pre-prina.cy teachers and children 11enjoy a 
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regular music spot evecyday" (p. 26) • The pre-primary 
environnent offers teachers daily cpporttmities to organize 
planned and infonnal musical interactims. The flexibility of 
the tirretable and the general arrangerrent of the centres can 
invite both fonnal and infonnal leaming activities to be 
readily aco:::mnodated. It also gives the teacher 11many 
additional orportunities to work with the children •.• in ways 
rarely possible in Year Ckle" (p. 26). 
In the case of musical experiences, inform:il situaticns 
may pe:rmit the application of knooledge gained in the rrore 
structured activities to be further explored and expanded as 
the child tmdertakes spcntaneous interaction with the musical 
envirorurent planned by the teacher. Of cx:mrse the extent to 
which infonnal activities can be exploited lergely depends on 
the availability of instrurrents and resources to stimulate and 
alloo active music-making. (It has already been discussed in 
a previous section hew the unavailability of inst.nments and 
resources can limit the opporttmities for young children to 
experience infonnal musical interactions. 'Ihe reo:::mrendation 
was made that music corners allowing infonnal activity be 
established in pre-primary schools to cater for r:;ersonal and 
relaxed musical experienoes to carplenent the structured, whole 
group sessicns directed by the teacher). 
Zimterman (cited in McMahon, 1986b, p. 163) refers to both 
infonnal and fonnal musical learning si tuatians when she states the: 
~~--------·--·----·----------,·------------
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nusic curriculum should pivot on the child' s awareness 
and creation of nusical sounds. . •• As the child · 
interacts with sounds through rrovement, socializing 
and exper:inenting, he should be guided in rraking 
decisions cOncerning their timbre, intensity, pitch 
and duration. 
It is during informal activity that the child is presented 
the opportunity to explore and experiment - to play instruments, 
sing, nove and create spontaneously. 'lhe structured session can 
provide children with questions about such areas as tinbre and 
pitch and alert them to musical possibilities of which rrore can 
be learned and discovered in infernal si ruations - thus the 
teacher advises and guides her students as they en;:rage in 
spontanerus nusical responses which the inforrral situation 
encourages. As Kodaly (cited in Szonyi, 1973, p. 15) enq;ha.sizes: 
11Active participation in ITD.lsic-mak.ing is by far the best way to 
get to knc:M rrusic. 11 
McMahon {1988b, p. 79) refers to 11 the lack of regular and 
sequential experiences" in early childhcxxl rusical experiences. 
It is the aim of this section to find the extent to which music 
education was undertaken in the pre-prirrary schools of the 
surveyed teachers. 
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Results and Discussion 
'!he table below reveals the frequency of structured musical 
activity provision in the pre-prinary schools. 
Table 33 
Frequency of Structured Activity in Pre-Prirrary Schools 
Per \'leek 
Frequency Teachers 
Everyday 15 (71.4%) 
3 - 4 Tirres 1 ( 4 .8%) 
2 - 3 Times 1 ( 4 .8%) 
Once 4 (19.0%) 
None 0 0%) 
It is evident that a majority of teachers (15 - 71.4%) 
ensured that students received a planned rusical experience 
everyday, be they provided by the pre-primary teacher and/or 
music specialist (at the rrost once per week) • This was not to 
be unexpected although it was sarewhat disturbing to disoover 
that not all pre-primary teachers provided IrnlSic every day to 
their students in the form of a planned session. 
One teacher (4. 8%) organized three to four sessions each 
week whilst another teacher (4 .8%) presented tw:::> or three lessons 
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each """'"'· Four teachers (19%) revealed that they prepared one 
rusic session for students each week. All 21 teachers provided 
at least one planned session every week. 
An interesting arrangerrent appeared to be in progress at one 
pre-prinary schcol, in Which the students were in receipt of five 
planned sessions each week. On the day the rrusic specialist 
operated in the centre, the teacher would present her own lesson 
to her students in addition to the specialist 1 s contribution. 
Her dedication was apparent. She mentioned: "We have a 10 to 
20 minute planned lesson each day and twice on one day because 
they go to the music specialist. '!hey enjoy it. 11 
A link cruld pcssibl y be established between that teacher's 
view of the importance of music education .in the education of 
young children and the frequency of structured rrusic lesson 
provision per week. The teacher believed mlsic eduC".ation to be 
worthy of the highest rating (ten). '!he significance she placed 
on the value of rrusic in the curriculum was obviously refl,ected 
in the large proportion of time set aside for music instruction 
in her daily timetable. However, as can be realized fran table 
34, a relationship between the considered high irnp:Jrtance of 
music education and its corresponding daily inclusion in an early 
childhood progr~ was not always evident. (Refer to table 
overleaf). 
It can be noted that those teachers with very high opinions 
of music education undertook formal music sessions each day (or 
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indeed roore, as was discussed earlier). Pre-prinary teachers 
who gave Im.lsic a "nine" rating also ensured that everyday planned 
experiences were a necessary CCirp)nent of Im.lsic education 
provision for their students. It was obvious however that as 
teachers proceeded to give lesser ratings, inoonsistency in the 
daily provision of music lessons occurred. Three teachers (14.3%) 
who rated rru.sic education to be worthy cf a rating of "eight"· 
prepared ITD.Isic lessons each day whilst the other teachers (14.3%) 
provided formal sessions once per week. A noticeable contrast 
therefore existed in that identical ratings fran teachers did not 
indicate similar provision for rrusic instruction. 
Table 34 
Music Education Ratings Versus Frequency of Musical Activity 
Per Week 
Teachers Rating Everyday 3-4 Times 2-3 Times Once None 
4 10 4 0 0 0 0 
2 9 2 0 0 0 0 
6 8 3 0 0 3 0 
6 7 4 1 0 1 0 
2 6 2 0 0 0 0 
1 5 0 0 1 0 0 
'Ihe rating of "seven 11 by teachers also revealed variable 
organization of everyday formal Irusical experiences. Four of 
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those teachers (19%} arrarqed plarmed sessions to be part of the 
daily routines of dtildren whilst the remaining teachers provided 
nusic lessons frC:m one to three times per week. 'lWo teachers 
(9.5%) \'ho .indicated that they considered rrusic education to be 
~rthy of a ratin:J of "six" scm='Wha.t unexpectedly stated that 
they presented daily IlU.lsic sessions to students. 'lhe teacher 
.<4 .8%) v.ho supplied a rating of "five" organized fonral ItDJsic 
sessions twice week1 y. 
It appeared that teachers who vieweJ. nusic education to be 
highly inq:x:lrtant for young children ("nines/tens'') ensured that 
provision of daily forrml sessions be undertaken. As teachers' 
opinions of nusic education decreased so too did consistent 
organization of planned musical experiences. However, no set 
pattem cwld be detected regardir>J teacher vi€>1p0ints of the 
.importance of nusic education and their subsequent provision for 
nusic instruction. It is hCMever possible that teachers who 
fiDmly believed music education to be relevant in the lives of 
young children were sup!XJrtive of its daily inclusion in the 
routine ti.rretabling of pre-prinary teachers. ('lhis was also 
shCMn by the teacher whose students received five nusic sessions 
per week). 
Table 35 (overleaf) indicates the duration of planned rrusic 
sessions in the pre-prinary schools of the surveyed teachers. 
Results shoo that musical experiences of 16-20 minutes were 
camonl y undertaken by the teachers with ten teachers ( 4 7. 6%) 
considering that to be a suitable arramt of tirre to cater for the 
rrusical needs of their students. Eight teachers (38.1%} allowed 
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a span of 11-15 minutes, the tine allcx::ation recarm:mded by the 
Western Australian syllabus "Music in Schools K-3". 'lWO teachers 
(9.5%) allotted five to ten minute rusic sessions during the week. 
A 21-30 minutes time allocation for planned music instruction was 
provided by one teacher ( 4. 8%) • 
Table 35 
Durations of Structured Music Activity in Pre-Prirrary Schools 
Per Week 
Duration 
5 - 10 mins 
11 - 15 rnins 
16 - 20 rnins 
21 - 30 mins 
Teachers 
2 ( 9.5%) 
8 (38.1%) 
10 (47.6%) 
1 ( 4.8%) 
Teachers provided explanations for their decisions to choose 
specific tine allocations for forrra.l rrusical activity. '!he 16-20 
minute duration proved popular with teachers: 
"I have an actual rrusic session of about 20 minutes 
when ......e teach the skills and games. I have that time 
to focus on a different skill everyday. One day we 
might do rroverrent and rrusic. 5aretbtes we do things 
on the board with rrelodic shapes - high and lCM and 
different pitch. Instrurrents get used and we might 
do a sort of formal dance. 11 
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"I try to do about 20 mirrutes a day but it does vary. 
It depends on whether you're runnin:J out of tllre, or 
need to fill in time or if they've got same enengy 
they need to run off rutside. But they love Imsic. 
Sane times they '11 want a sin:Jing garre and this takes 
ten tines longer than a sam. So the thi.rgs they 
choose often determine how long the music session 
will be. 11 
'Ihe first teacher suggested that she required a 16-20 
minute timeslot in order to cover a particular skill emphasized 
in each l~sson. Attention to specific skill developnent was 
obviously an integral part of her prograrmtirq for nusic. 'lhe 
need for flexibility during formal presentations was highlighted 
by the second teacher. Children requested certain activities 
which influenced the structure and canposi tion of planned 
experiences. Tirre constraints also had a bearin;J on the extent 
to which music was provided daily. 
Although 16-20 minute spans were supported by ten teachers 
(47.6%) three of those teachers (14.3%) acknc:Mledged that 
continual adherence to such a stipulated tine frarre was not 
always possible due to other factors which included the 
children • s rrood, incidental experiences which encroached upon 
time availability and the activity ideas proposed by students 
which contributed to lengthened overall times for nusic lessons. 
A need to accorrm::x:1ate interruptions which often altered the 
am:JUJ1t of tiJre originally planned for musical experiences was 
recognized by those teachers. 
The eight teachers (38.1%) who provided music sessions of 
11-15 minutes also elalx:lrated upon their decisions: 
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"I have 11-15 minutes a day because we do a lot of 
novement and IrDJ.sic. It takes a while to organize 
them and do it. 11 
"We do about 10-15 minutes a day ••• scmetirres nore, 
saretimes less. It depends on what topic I'm 
coverirg", what therre it is and what we're doing. 
If we play instrurrents it takes longer than if we're 
just singing a few songs. If we play a singing garre 
it's different. But on average it's about 10-15 
minutes each day. , 
"We m::>stly do 15 minutes a day but if we play a 
sirgin:J garre like 'Kangaroo' it takes a long time 
if kids say 'I haven't had a turn.' It does take 
a \'bile but the kids enjoy it and that's the rrain 
thing. II 
'lhe content of planned experiences was viewed by teachers 
to be responsible for the anount of tirre allocated to ITD.lsic 
education. One teacher undertook regular noverrent activities 
and therefore organized her schedule accordingly - just as the 
teacher with 16-20 minutes of rrusic each day saw it necessary to 
set aside that time in order to cater for the development of 
nusical skills on which she placed great errq::hasis. '!he influence 
of thercatic learnin:J in the programnes of sorre teachers had a 
bearing on the duration of music lessons presented by those 
teachers. The songs/activities available to complement their 
therces and the children's respJnses to those themes (p:::>sitive or 
negative) could possibly extend the 11-15 minutes afforded to 
rrusic in the daily routine or indeed lessen the duration. 'lhe 
use of instruments or singing games were also factors which would 
detennine the am:mnt of time allocated for music instruction. 
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M..tsic sessions of five to ten minutes were prepared by two 
teachers (9. 5%) who both were concerned for the concentration 
spans of children. One teacher ccmrented: 
110J.r ITn.lsic lessons go for five to ten rni..rnltes 
because the children's listening skills are not 
very good.. It depends on whether it is a ITOVeiiEnt 
session or oot. " 
'!he p::>pulation of this teacher's class included rrany students 
who enjoyed gross IIDtor rtUlSical activity but were not able to 
concentrate for longer periods during activities such as singing 
or appreciative listening. 'Iherefore the teacher arranged 
shortened rrusic lessons so that the attention spans of the 
children "M:JUld be maintained. 
As the research conponent of this project was undertaken 
during the latter stages of the year the need to increase the 
attention abilities of children becorres even m::::>re pronounced so 
that they may be better able to rreet the extra concentration 
derrands of Year One. The second teacher added to the discussion: 
"I usually do about five to ten minutes of ITDJsic. 
Sorcetirnes I do nore but their concentration span 
doesn • t go much further than 15 minutes anyway. 
It would go lorqer but it's taken for granted that 
15 or even 20 minutes is the absolute rnaxim.un. 11 
'lhe teacher realized that her students ~d cope with 
extended music sessions yet kept to the barest minimum. Instead 
of testing the potential of her students to maintain their 
concentration by increasing the amount of time allocated to music 
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instruction she proposed that tc proceed further than 15 or 20 
rnirutes was not considered a desirable practice in early child-
hood education. Cbviously if children enjoy an experience there 
is a likelihcxxl that their concentration to rraintain involvement 
in the experience will be increased. For children to develop 
lorr:Jer attention abilities requires practice and rrotivation - the 
teacher to gauge the abilities of her students and proceed fran 
that point. 'Ihe teacher recognized her students could successfully 
en;rage in longer activities but refrained fran further exploring 
their potentials because "it's taken for granted that 15 or even 
20 minutes is the absolute naxinu.un." 
Children's exposure to rrusic was usual! y in the form of 
fornal experiences. Only three pre-pr:Urary teachers (14.3%) who 
provided nusic everyday to sbldents also pennitted informal 
interactions in addition to their fomal experiences. 
Four teachers (19%) with pennanent music comers allowed 
their sb.ldents sp:>ntaneous exploration of their personal rrusic-
ma:king desires. '!he significance of a music corner can be increased 
if one refers to the once per week provision of nusic education in 
three pre-prim:uy schools (14. 3%) . 'Ihe presence of c:x:casional 
nusic corners in the three centres could serve carpensatory 
purp::>ses in which their existence counter-balances to sorre extent 
the students' restricted opportunities to engage in directed 
nusic-rraking. '!he music corner however does not replace the 
valuable role of the planned nusic session which is a rna.jor 
contribution to the overall musical develo};lreilt of young children. 
Both formal and inform::tl IlUlsical experiences may act as complenent-
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acy forces which enhance skill and creative develOJ?Ilent. 
In a survey by Anderson (1981, p. 10) it was found that 
"teachers did not feel that daily planned music instruction of 
kindergarten children has a high priority to warrant daily planned 
activities." Anderson later ascertained that the teachers "seemed 
to prefer the rrore randcm and spontaneous type of nusic instruction 
for their particular classes as a matter of expediency." It cannot 
be stated that teachers who prepared one lesson per week actually 
did so because they did not consider nru.sic instruction to be a 
significantly ~rthwhile undertaking. (Although of the four 
teachers, three gave ratii19's of "eight" and one of "seven" for the 
irrg;x:>rtance of nrusic education in the education of yotm;J chilfu'en). 
Anderson's survey may reveal possible reasons for the decisions of 
sane teachers to ne;lect the prep3.ration of planned ITD.lsical 
experiences in favour of incidental experiences, informal rrn..tsic 
corner interactions, a reliance on music specialist operations or 
a total disregard for the inclusion of rrusic as a v.:orthwhile early 
childhood experience. 
It is interesting to note that varied provision for Il'D.lsic 
education was evident in the centres where nusic specialists 
operated. '!he teac11.er who fonrally taught nusic each day even 
though the specialist also presented one lesson per week in her 
centre contrasted greatly to the organization of music provision 
in two other pre-primary schools which benefited from SJ;ecialist 
services. 
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It was found that .in one centre a plarmed once a week musical 
experience of 11-15 minutes was undertaken not by the pre-primary 
teacher but a nusic specialist. An occasional IIDSic comer 
provided scme additional nusical interactions in infernal situations 
at specific tirres during the year although the children were not 
always assured of rrusic comer utilization as the roan space was 
often used for the co-ordination of puppet theatre or hc.m.: corner 
extensions. 'Iherefore apart fran infrequent infernal interactions 
with srrall groups of children at different stages during the school 
year the teacher•s contact with her students in a IIUsical capacity 
was limited. The teacher did not mention the use of incidental 
IYUlSical experiences (ITUlsic for transition, motivation, lesson intro-
duction). Nevertheless it is preSL111Ed that the teacher 'WOUld have 
included sarre incidental experience even of a brief nature. 
The second centre also received music specialist services 
in which the specialist provided a 16-20 minute ITUisic lesson in 
the pre-pri.mary school once a week. 'lhe seriousness of the 
situation can be highlighted when one realizes that infor.rnal music-
rraJd.m opportunities (in the form of rusic corner accessibility to 
students) were not available. One could then expect that other 
types of incidental rusical experience (for example, spontanE:{..IUS 
singing, transition rusic) w::mld be ca. pi tali zed up:m by the teacher. 
This unfortunately was not the case. 'Ihe teacher stated: 
11Music isn 1 t actually taught here apart fran the 
specialist. We might sing a few songs saretimes •.. 
but on Wednesdays they have a whole half hour at 
the school with the music specialist. That 1 s the 
rrain one . " 
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An over-relianCE en the music specialist to the exclusion 
of other inportant nn.lSic.ll experiences could be suggested of the 
teacher who believed that a cnoe per week interaction with the 
music specialist ~uld sufficiently satisfy the musical needs of 
her sttrlents. '!he info:rmal a::mponent of a music prograrme which 
may assist the developrrent of children's creative abilities was 
not part of the day to day musical experiences of the teacher's 
students. Incidental experienoes also appeared to be lacking. 
'!he dependency of both teachers an music specialist a:mtributions 
was perhaps best slll111led up by the first teacher. She rrentianed: 
"I don't do formal music sessions ve:ry often. In 
fact, I don't do them at all nc.w I've got a music 
specialist. saret.irres ~ do things incidentally 
like sing songs or introduce a new song." 
Instead of undertaking all necessary options to ensure that 
they ooroplerrented the specialists' work with their children, the 
teachers used the benefit of the music s_pecialist to reduce the 
am::nmt of t:irre they would have to allot to their avn preparation 
of musical expe!;riences. Hooever those attitudes contrasted with 
the views of three pre-primary teachers (14.3%) who rereived 
music specialist lessons once per week. 'Ihe teachers desired that 
daily fonnal musical experiences be available for the it children. 
All childl:en participated in plarmed activities each day (at least 
cnce per day, with sare rrore than onoo); two of those teachers 
(9.5%) pennitted infonnal use of occasional nrusic comers to cater 
for the individual expressive needs of young children. 'Ihree pre-
primal:y schools (14.3%) with music specialists arranged 11-15 
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minute planned sessions. '!he rerrain.i.ng two centres {9.5%) held 
16-20 minute for:mal lessons. '!he influences of specialist 
provision in pre-primary schools on the rrusical activity under-
takings of pre-prinary teachers could prove itself to be an 
interesting and J?Qtentiall y controversial topic for further 
research. 
COnclusions and Recarrrendations 
Results from the interviews showed that a majority of 
teachers (16 - 76.1%) provided fornal musical experiences each 
day for pre-primary children. Six of those teachers (28.6%) also 
utilized occasional/pennanent rrusic comers to rreet the infernal, 
exploratory interests of their children. 
In four other pre-primary schools circumstances differed 
greatly in which weekly music sessions were organized by the 
teachers. '!he tirretabling of mre planned sessions was not 
considered necessary by those teachers although the availability 
of occasional music comers for infonnal interactions were 
offered by three teachers (14. 3%). 'Ihe occasional existence of 
rrusic corners could compensate sc::xrewhat for the lack of formal 
nusic sessions but can not be considered a substitute for the 
teacher-directed, plarmed experience in which specific nusical 
skills may be introduced, practised, extended and rronitored in 
the CCH11p'IDY and security of other children. 
Great variations were noted in the durations of nusical 
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experienoes organized by teachers. Many teachers revealed a 
wilUngness to tine.table flexibly for music instruction. Teachers 
raised canooms that the children's "short" concentration spans 
influenood the durations of their music lessons. Ole teacher 
arranged five to ten minute musical a<Y-...ivities because she 
believed it to be tmccmncn or inappropriate for such experiences 
to last longer than 15-20 minutes although she knew that her 
children's cx:nrentration spans "would go longer. 11 
Thackray (1974, p. 36) in results fran his research discovered 
that young children: 
could listen for considerable periods ..• there v.-ere times 
when a session lasted as lcng as an hour without any 
signs of lack of concentration ••. there was o::mtinuous 
concentration of attention - even through periods of 
ccnparative inactivity. 
It oould be that early childhood educators c~derestimate 
the ability of young children to concentrate for extended periods 
of tirre. Certainly a teacher's five to ten minute provision for 
!llllSic education (previously highlighted) rontrasted markedly to a 
si tuatian established by a pre-prima.t:y teacher in another CEntre. 
In that case a 21-30 minute music lesson was presented each day to 
students by the teacher. The teacher elaborated that: 
"loi:>Stly we do around 25 minutes but it just depends 
on what we're doing .•• instrunents, rroverrent, rhythm 
things. Saretirres we do up to 35 or 40 minutes. 
It depends an them. " 
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- teacher highlighted her flexihili ty. If the children were 
engrossed in an activity the finishing titre would be ignored so 
that the children's enjoynent cnuld be continued. Flexihility 
also enphasizes that activities not achieving the desired 
intenticns be adjusted or an alternative undertaken. 
The ability of the teacher to ensure that musical experienres 
are pleasurable, varied and absorbing could also have sane bearing 
on the arrot.mt of tine teachers may be willing to allocate for 
music sessions. A teacher whose children thoroughly enjoy the 
musical experienres she prepares could be rrore like! y to set aside 
a sooewhat lengthier t.irre period for nrusic, confident that her 
children would probably be receptive for the duration of tine 
undertaken. 
An attempt to establish a link bebNeen the teacher • s viE.Ws 
of the i.rrportanc.e of rrrusic educaticn in the education of young 
children and the corresponding mnnber of formal music lessons they 
provided per~ proved to be inconsistent {as can be noted in 
table 34) . Nevertheless it was noticeable that teachers who were 
fixed in their high opinims of music education (6 - 28.6%) also 
ensured that daily provision of music instnJ.ction was a major part 
of the musical contributions they extended to their children. The 
remaining ratings displayed such variability when linked to the 
teachers 1 allocation of music per week that no significant patterns 
"Were discernible. 
It was noted that marked differenCEs ~re apparent in the 
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provision of rusic instruction in centres with music specialists. 
In the first case the teacher ensured that· planned ITUlSical 
experiences were part of the children's daily education. On the 
day the Irusic specialist operated the teacher \'Puld still present 
her prepared lesson - the children received five rrusic lessons 
per week although no infonnal activity was available. Spontaneous 
Irusic-rnaldng was not a part of the children's activities. Two 
other teachers with specialists (9.5%) continued to provide fo:rnal 
sessions each day except on the days when the specialists operated 
in the centres. Durations of 11-15 minutes were utilized and 
occasional music comers operated. 
'1\lo SJ;eeialists were given responsibility for the lln..lSic 
education of students by teachers in two other centres. All formal 
rusical activity was urrlertaken by the specialists concerned in 
which the teachers did not plan canplernentary support activities 
but rather used minimal IDcidental experience where they deemed it 
appropriate. ':he of the teachers organized an occasional rrusic 
comer to cater for informal needs on an infrequent basis. '!he 
second teacher did not allOW" spontaneous activity - the once a 
week planned music session of the rrusic specialist being the 
rrusical interaction available to the children. 
McMahon (1986b, p. 163) highlights the importance of informal 
rrusic-rnaking when she states: 
To maximize the developnent of abilities with which we 
are OOrn, our environment rrust provide opportunities for 
••. young children to ... create their a.vn sounds with 
voices, bodies and other acoustic instruments ... share 
the musical experience in an environment responsive to 
the nuances of individual perception and exploration. 
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Non-specialist teachers have the opportunity to leam fran 
the specialist and extend material/skills the specialist covers 
with the children, and to liaise and utilize the support 
available to plan and execute regular and sequential musical 
experiences (a lack of such experiences was an important factor 
raised earlier by McMah. .. n, 1988b, p. 79). HCMever the onus is 
plac:ed on the teacher to balance fonnal, informal, incidental 
and specialist musical experienres so that children are given 
opportunities to engage in guided, personal, integrated and 
varied musical activities. '!hat a non-specialist teacher be 
present during music lessens given by a specialist is inportant 
because it provides her with content and skills which she rould 
reinforoo with her children. 
'lhe arrotmt of tine planned for fonnal ImlSical activity may 
also be largely dep;mdent on t.h.o teacher's personal views of 
adequacy and expectations and her enthusiasm and initiative. 
Perhaps if m:::>re teachers were aware of their ability to cantribute 
in a major wey to the musical enrichnent of the students in their 
rentres, the regularity and variation of musical activity could be 
enhanced. 
If teachers were reminded of '1the OOvious benefits to young 
children of regular q::portunity to engage in musical activity 
which is regarded as the nonn in other subjects'' as Kenp and 
Fteerrl3l1 acknCMledga (cited in McMahon, l988b, p. 82), tber1 the 
significant role of music educatioo. in early childhood education 
could receive greater reoogniticn and be consistently reflected in 
the tirretables of pre-primazy teacrers. 
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Suim'ary of Fincli.ngs 
7 .1. A majority of teachers (71. 4%) ensured that students received 
a planned nusical experience every day. All 21 teachers 
provided at least one plarmed session every week. 
7 .2. 19% of teachers specifically provided rosie education once 
per week. 
7. 3. A relationship was not always evident between the considered 
high i.n'lp)rtance of truSic education and its corresponding daily 
inclcsion in an early childh'xxi programre (the assumption 
being that a high rating for the i.rrp:Jrtance of rrusic education 
would correspJnd with frequent allccation of music sessions). 
Identical ratirgs by teachers did not indicate similar 
provision for music instruction. 
7.4. Musical experiences of 16-20 minutes were undertaken by 47.6% 
of teachers. 38.8% allowed a span of 11-15 minutes. 
7. 5. Children • s exposure to nusic was usually in the form of 
fornal experiences. only 14.3% of teachers who provided 
music every day to students also permitted informal inter-
actions in addition to their fonnal experiences. 
7. 6. Many teachers were willing to timetable flexibly for rrusic 
instruction. ('!hat is, extend sessions being enjoyed). 
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7. 7. In sorre classroans, rosie comers served corrpen.satory 
functions in which their existence could counter-balance 
to sane: extent a student's restricted opportunities to 
engage in formal music-making. 
7 .8. Varied provision for Im1Sic education was evident in the 
centres where rrusic specialists operated. For example, 
the teacher who fornally taught Im.lsic each day even though 
the specialist also presented one lesson per week in her 
centre, contrasted greatly to the organization of music 
provision in t~ other centres in which the only nusic 
teaching was from specialists, once per week. 
7.9. The influences of music specialist provision in pre-prbnary 
schools on the ITU.lsical activity undertakin;Js of pre-prirracy 
teachers could be a topic for further research. 
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This interview schedule is designed to obtain information and opLOlons of 
pre-primary teachers concerning the adequacy of facilities for music 
education in selected Perth pre-primary schools. Information regarding 
professional training and music teaching p1·ocedures may assist in 
identifying issues concerning provision of resources for music. Your 
co-operation in this matter is appreciated. 
All responses will be treated confidentially. 
Please tick on the appropriate line, or write your answers on the lines 
indicated. 
Teacher Information 
1. Sex M F 
---
2. Age Range 20 - 25 years 
26 - 30 years 
31 35 years 
36 - 40 years 
41 45 years 
46 - 50 years 
51 55 years 
56 - 60 years 
3. Indicate the number of years you have taught in 
pre-primary schools. 
Less than 5 years . ____ _ 
5 - 10 years 
11 15 years 
16 - 20 years 
21 + years 
Coding Only 
cl 
c2 
c3 
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4. Indicate your years of experience as a teacher. 
Less than 5 years 
5 - lC years 
11 15 years 
16 20 years 
21 + years 
S. What are your highest teaching qualifications? 
Qualification 
Institution 
Area of specialization 
Year of completion 
6a. Did you complete any music or music education units 
offered during your teacher education course? 
Yes No 
b. If Yes, ho~,· many units did y::m complet:e·; 
(ii) Music Education 
c. Briefly describe the content of each unit. 
7a. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Were the music or music education units 
your training adequate in preparing you 
in pre-primary schools? Yes 
b. Please state your reasons. 
you completed during 
for teaching music 
No __ 
c4 
c5 
c6 
c7 
c8 
c9 
ell 
cl2 
c13 
c14 
cl5 
cl6 
cl7 
cl8 
c19 
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Ba. Have you had any formal vocal training? Yes __ __ No __ c20 
b. If Yes, how many years of formal training did you have? ____ c21 
9a. Do you currently play any musical instruments? 
Yes __ No __ c22 
b. If yes, please specify which and your years of formal training. 
Instrument Formal Training 
1. 1. years 
2. 2. years 
3. 3. years 
lOa. Do you use any of the above instruments when teaching music? 
Yes No 
b. Which instruments do you use? Frequency of use per week. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
lla. Have you attended any music courses/workshops in the past 
two years? 
Yes No 
b. If Yes, describe the: 
Topic of workshop ---------------------------------------
Length of workshop ---------------------------------------
.Classroom Music 
12. Is the pre-primary school in which you teach, an on-site 
or off-site location? 
c23 
c24 
c25 
c26 
c27 
c28 
c29 
c30 
c31 
c32 
c33 
on-site _____ off-site _____ c34 
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13. On a rating scale of 1 - 10 (1 being the least important), 
how important do you consider music education to be in the 
education of young children? (Please circle) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
14. Who is responsible for music instruction in your 
pre-primary school? 
Self 
Music Specialist 
Other (specify) 
lSa. Are you satisfied with such an arrangement? 
Yes 
b. If N9, give reasons 
No 
c35 
c36 
c37 
c38 
c39 
-------------------------------------------------- c40 
16a. Do you support the use of music specialists in pre-primary 
schools? 
Yes No 
b. Please state your reasons 
c41 
c42 
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17a. How often is music taught in the pre-primary school 
per week? 
Not at all 
Once 
Twice 
Three times 
Four times 
Five times 
Other (Please specify) 
b. What is the average duration of a music session? 
5 J 0 mi.ns 
11 15 mins 
16 20 mins 
21 25 mins 
26 30 mins 
Other 
Resources and Facilities 
!Sa. Does the pre-primary school have a music corner? 
Yes No 
b. Are the students allowed informal use of the music 
corner? 
Yes No 
c43 
-'. •.- ... 
c45 
c46 
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19. State those instruments available in your pre-primary 
school and indicate the frequency of their usage by students. 
Tuned Instruments Frequency of usage per week 
Everyday 2/3 Times Never 
Piano c47 
Autoharp 
--
c48 
Xylophone c49 
Glockenspiel cSO 
Metallophone cSl 
Chime Bars c52 
Tunable Timpani c53 
Tambour c54 
Other 
cSS 
c56 
c57 
Non-Tuned Instruments 
Tambourines cSS 
Cymbals 
--
c59 
Finger Cymbals 
--
c60 
Drums c61 
Castanets 
-
c62 
Maracas c63 
Bells 
-- -
c64 
Woodblocks c65 
Sandblocks c66 
Triangles c67 
Guire 
Claves 
Lagerphone 
Other 
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20a. Do you feel the available instruments are adequate for the 
musical activitieS in the pre-primary school? 
Yes ___ No 
b. If No, list those instruments you ~auld like to have. 
c75 c76 
______ c7B c79 
_______ cBl cB2 
21. U.s\.. o~.:ner i:ypes oi ey;.:..;.l-;uent you use for !T!I.l.;.i..,; les.suus 
(records, tape recorders etc.). 
cB4 ______ cBS 
cB7 ______ eBB 
22. Does your pre-primary school have exclusive use of the 
music equipment? 
c6B 
c69 
c70 
c71 
c72 
c73 
c74 
c77 
cBO 
cB3 
cB6 
c89 
Yes __ No __ c90 
23a. Are the instruments readily accessible? Yes _____ No ___ c91 
b. If No, from where are they borrowed? 
------------·------------- c92 
24a. Are the musical instruments and other music equipment you 
use in the pre-primary school in good condition? 
Yes No c93 
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b. If No, indicate particular areas of concern. 
25a. Is adequate space available for music instruction? 
Yes 
b. If No, please elaborate on perceived inadequacies 
No 
(eg. confined areas, lack of special room facilities etc.). 
26a. From where do you usually go to seek information 
concerning: 
1. Music instructional matters/methodologies 
2. Music resources/aids 
3. Music reference materials--------------------------------
b. Of those mentioned, indicate where your needs are not 
being m~t. 
27. Briefly indicate the improvements (if any) you would like 
to see in early childhood music education in 
Western Australia. 
c94 
c95 
c96 
c97 
c98 
c99 
clOO 
clOl 
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MUSIC SPECIALIST 
This interview schedule is designed to obtain the op1n~ons of music 
specialists concerning the adequacy of facilities for music education in 
selected Perth pre-primary schools. Information regarding training and 
music teaching procedures may assist in identifying issues concerning 
provision for music. Your co-operation in this matter is most 
appreciated. 
All responses will be treated confidentially. 
Please tick on the appropriate line, or write your answers on the lines 
indicated. 
Coding Only 
l. Sex M 
---
F cl 
2. Age range 20 
- 25 years 
---
c2 
26 - 30 years 
31 35 years 
36 - 40 years 
41 - 45 years 
46 
- 50 years 
51 - 55 years 
56 - 60 years 
3. Indicate the number of years you have taught as a music 
specialist. 
Less than 2 years c3 
3 - 5 years 
6 - 8 years 
9 -11 years 
12 - 14 years 
14 + years 
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4. Indicate your years of experience as a regular classroom 
teacher. 
Less than 5 years 
5 10 years 
11 15 years 
16 20 years 
-----
21 - 25 years 
-----
26 + years 
S. Please provide a·description of your qualifications. 
Qualification -------------------------------
Institution 
Area of specialization -------------------
Year of completion 
6. Describe any other completed music studies, private 
and/or those obtained from any institutions, soc5eties. 
c4 
c5 
c6 
c7 
cB 
c9 
7a. Were the music or music education units you completed 
during your training adequate in preparing you for teaching 
music in pre-primary schools? 
Yes __ No __ clO 
b. Please state your reasons 
ell 
8. Are you undertaking tertiary music studies at present? 
Please give details. 
Institution c12 
Area(s) of specialization 
c13 
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9a. Have you had any formal vocal training? 
Yes No 
b. If Yes, how many years of formal training did you have? 
lOa. Do you currently play any musical instruments? 
Yes ___ No 
b. If Yes, please specify which and your years of formal 
training. 
Instrument Formal Training 
l. l. Years 
2. 2. Years 
3. 3. Years 
4. 4. Years 
lla. Do you use any of the above instruments when teaching 
rnusir.? 
Yes No 
b. Which instrument~ do you use? Frequency of use per week. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
12a. Have you attended any music courses/workshops/seminars 
in the past two years? 
Yes ___ No 
b. If Yes, describe the: 
Topic of workshop 
Length of workshop 
cl4 
clS 
cl6 
cl7 
cl8 
cl9 
c20 
c21 
c22 
c23 
c24 
c25 
c26 
c27 
c28 
Classroom Music 
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13. Is the pre-primary in which you teach an on-site or 
off-site location? 
On-site------ Off-site c29 
14. On a rating scale of 1- 10 (1 being the least important), 
how important do you consider music education to be in the 
education of young children? (Please circle) 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
15a. How often do the pre-primary school students receive 
your instruction per week? 
Not at all 
Once 
Twice 
Three times 
Four times 
Five times 
Other (please specify) 
b. Do you consider this is adequate? 
Yes No 
c. If No, please indicate your reasons 
16. What is the average duration of a music session? 
5 - 10 mins 
11 15 mins 
16 20 mins 
21 25 mins 
26 30 mins 
30 + mins 
Other 
10 c30 
c31 
c32 
c33 
c34 
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17. For what period of time have you been providing music 
education in the pre-primary school? (ie. is it a 
relatively recent arrangement at the school?) 
18a. Do you condone the use of music specialists in 
pre-primary schools? 
Yes __ No 
b. Please state your reasons 
19. Indicate the other classes which you teach music to 
on a weekly basis. 
20. What other teaching responsibilities do you undertake? 
(library, private tuition, music specialist for other 
scl::•ols ~tc. ', 
21. On which major music educators do you base your teaching 
methodologies/techniques? 
Orff 
Kodaly 
Dalcroze 
Othei ------------------------------------------
c35 
c36 
c37 
c3B 
c39 
c40 
c41 
c42 
c43 
Resources and Facilities 
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22a. Does the pre-primary school have a music corner? 
Yes __ No 
b. Are the students allowed informal use of the music 
corner? 
c44 
Yes __ No __ c45 
23. State those instruments available in your pre-primary 
school and indicate the frequency of their usage by students. 
Tuned Instrument§ Frequency of Usage per week 
EverydaY 2/3 Times 
Piano c46 
Autoharp c47 
Xylophone c48 
Glnkenspiel 
Metallophone cSO 
Chime Bars cSl 
Tunable Timpani c52 
Tambour c53 
Other 
c54 
cSS 
c56 
Non-Tuned Instruments 
Tambourines cS 7 
Cymbals c58 
Finger cymbals c59 
Drums c60 
Castanets c61 
Maracas c62 
Bells 
Woodblocks 
Sandblocks 
Triangles 
Guire 
Claves 
Lagerphone 
Other 
24a. Do you feel 
the musical 
h. !f Nr· 1 list 
the available 
activities in 
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instruments are 
the pre-primary 
Yes 
adequate for 
school? 
---
No 
---
those in.;trument::; yrm wod.:! 1 ·:. 'll:o? ~·:· h:>" P. • 
c74 c75 
c77 c7B 
cBO cBl 
25. List other types of equipment you use for music lessons 
(records, tape recorders etc.). 
cB3 cB4 
cB6 cB7 
c63 
c64 
c65 
c66 
c67 
c68 
c69 
c70 
c71 
c72 
c73 
c76 
c79 
cB2 
cBS 
eBB 
26. Does your pre-primary school have exclusive use of the music 
equipment? 
Yes __ No __ cB9 
27a. Are the instruments readily accessible? 
Yes No c90 
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b. If No, from where are they borrowed? 
---------------------------------------------c91 
28a. Are the musical instruments and other music equipment you 
use in the pre-primary school in good condition? 
Yes_ No 
b. If No, indicate particular areas of concern. 
29a. Do special facilities/rooms exist for music education/ 
instruction in the pre-primary school at which you teach? 
Yes No ___ _ 
b. Are such facilities adequate? (space etc). 
Yes No 
c. If No, briefly describe difficulties caused by lack of 
physical facilities. 
30a. Arri you satisfied with the music situation at the 
pre-primary school? (resources, equipment, class 
numbers etc.). 
c92 
c93 
c94 
c95 
c96 
Yes ____ No ____ c97 
b. If No, please state your reasons. 
c98 
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31a. From where do you usually go to seek information 
concerning: 
1. Music instructional matters/methodologies-------------
2. Music resources/aids 
3. Music reference materials ------------------------------
b. Of those mentioned, indicate where your needs are not 
being met. 
32. Briefly .;__ndicatc ~he :;t:p~o\"~f!l~nts (H any) you W'JH1d like 
c99 
clOD 
clOl 
cl02 
to see in early childhood music education in Western Australia. 
c103 
